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CORRECTION

(October 12, 1995)

This report copy contains corrections made in Table ES-1 (page ES-3) , and on pages ES-l,
ES-6, ES-g, and ES-10 of the Executive Summary. Errors were all based on misplaced numbers in

Table ES-l. Corrections result in a change of estimated total potential irrigable acreage (column 7 of
Table ES-1) from 307,500 acres to 311,500 acres; a change of approximate current waler permits
(column 8 of Table ES-1) from 94,107 acres to 116,500 acres; and a change of approximate additional
development from 208,000 acres to 195,500 acres. These errors have also been corrected in the
text of the Executive Summary. The errors do not change the general results summarized in the
Executive Summary. These results are: a minimum of about 300,000 acres of inigation appear to be

feasible in eighteen counties ol central North Dakota. Of these, about one third (100,000 acres) are
cunently under irrigation, and about two thirds (200,000 acres) might still be developed. The errors
colrected do not affect the main body of the report. All corrections are in the Executive Summary.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The purpose of this report is to estimate potentially irrigable acreage lor eighteen counties in

central North Dakota. The counties included are shown on Figure ES-1, and listed on Table ES-1. ln
order to understand the estimates derived for each of the county reports, it is important that the reader

have some understanding of the factors considered in estimation. While this briel summary cannot

fully explain the significance of all of the assumptions and technical procedures involved with the

estimates derived in this study (please refer to lntroduction and Methods sections), it is hoped that it

will provide a reasonably concise and simple explanation of the nature of the study that will assist the

reader in using it with common sense.

lnigation development is far from a simple matter. The two main resource limitations are those

ol suitable soil, and suitable water. Availability of suitable land is dependent on soil texture, slope,

surface drainage, internal drainage, water table depth, sodicity, salt content and salt buffering

capacity, organic matter and resistance to slaking, pH, and other agronomic properties. Availability of

suitable water is dependent on finding water supplies that are of appropriate quality (low salt, low

sodium, low selenium and boron) and which are capable of sustained pumping at rates sufficient for

irrigation. Other factors, including design limitations, cost, alternative land uses, landowner

preferences, environmental concerns, and political impediments also strongly effect the irrigation

development process. Design, cost, and political considerations, for example, generally place limits

on the distance of water transport and require that available soil and available water be in reasonably

close proximity. Each of these factors can have a major affect on the cost and leasibility of

development.
Because of the complexity of factors atfecting irrigation development, achieving a realistic

estimate of potential irrigation development is difficult. Based on soil suitability assessment alone, a

study by North Dakota State University (NDSU) has indicated that there are about eight and a half

million acres ol land which might be irrigated in the eighteen counties of this study (Omodt 1982).

About six million acres of this total are comprised of soils that would have some limitations, such as

slow internal drainage, high water table, excessive surface slope, poor surface drainage, salt

problems, or sodium problems. The other two and a half million acres would be suitable for irrigation

development without significant management problems, provided suitable water is available.

The amount of land that would be practically inigable is much less than the 8.5 million acre

estimate based on soilsuitability alone. The estimate of potentially irrigable acres derived in this study

for central North Dakota is about 300,000 acres (311,500 acres), or about three times the current total

acreage of water permitted for irrigation (1 16,500 acres, Table ES-1). The 31 1 ,500-acre estimate of
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Figure ES-1 Map of elghleg! central North Dakota Counties included in the irrigation development feasibility report. lnctuded are
93tn99, Burleigh, Emmons, Foster, Grant, Griggs, Kidder, Logan,liclntosh, McLean, Mercer, i/orion, Olivei, pierce,
Sheridan, Stutsman, and Wells Counties.
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land for potential irrigation development includes land currently permitted for irrigation. Additional
water permits would total about 200,000 acres (195,500 acres). Given the conservative bias of this
estimate, and potential error in estimation, the actual total of all irrigated acreage for the eighteen
counties may be somewhat higher, but would likely not exceed 500,000 acres, even with more
relaxed criteria. Some further clarification of the meaning of these numbers is necessary.

Criteria for Determining Potentiallly lnigable Land

The 300,000'acre potential irrigation acreage estimate in this study consists of land that is
likely irrigable without excessive management, cost, or political impediments. lt was the intention ol
the compilers of this study that it should provide an estimate that is on the "conse'vative,' or lower end
of a reasonable range of values. The reader is encouraged to read the lntroduction and Methods
section of this report for a full description of methods used in computation. However, a brief
description of the assumptions made in computation, and a brief assessment of their potential effect
on final estimates is provided in this summary.

lrrigable land estimates in this report consist of soils of irrigable or conditionally irrigable
classification that do not exceed 3 % slope, and for which substantial surface irrigation or tile drainage
are not required. lrrigable land must also be in close proximity to supplies of suitable water. The
proximity requirement for ground water is that the irrigable land must direcily overlie the aquifer fiable
ES-1, column 2). The proximity requirement for surface water is that irrigation must be possible within
five miles of the surface water source, that static lift for transport of water cannot exceed 260 feet, and
that maximum distance of irrigable land not be more than seven to ten miles from the source,
depending on the size of the tract (Iable ES-1, column 6). These timitations are modified slighily in
some circumstances, but are generally consistent throughout the study. Finally, a conservative
"contingency factor" of 1/2 was applied to all land mapped as suitable for irrigation. The purpose of
the contingency factor is to account for errors in estimation and landowner preference, and to provide
a conservative bias for the results Cl-able ES-1, column 3).

Water availability limitations are also included. Water must be of suitable quality for irrigation.
Suitable quality is that having electrical conductivity of less than 1,500 ps/cm, sodium adsorption
ration of less than 6, and boron content of less than 2 mg/L. There were no waters having large
selenium content in this study.

Surface waters included as potential supplies must be substantial, and provide a reasonably
consistent annual supply. Surface water sources included were the Missouri River, Lake Sakakawea,
Lake Audubon, the McOlusky Canal, the Heart River, the Cannonball River, and the Knile River. For
each of these rivers, potential irrigation was estimated based on summer flows, allowing lor a
reasonable base flow atter withdrawal (fable ES-1, column 6). Fourth order streams, and smaller third
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order slreams (direct tributaries of the Missouri River) were excluded lrom consideration because of

their ephemeral nature. The James and Sheyenne Rivers were included in analysis, but were found to

be etfectively negligible potential sources in the counties studied because of prior allocations in

counties outside of the study area. Small lakes and potholes were excluded as potential water

sources because of their ephemeral nature, and because of potential environmental concerns.

Ground water supplies are estimated based on aquifer maps from County Ground Water

Studies, and supplemented by other more recent sources. The criterion of water availability was

"sustainable yield", based on estimated annual recharge of the aquifers fiable ES-1, column 4).

Finalestimates of land available for potential irrigation development in each county were made

by tabulating the acreage estimated for the most limiting resource (land or water) for each aquifer, and

summing the acreage for all aquifers in the county (Iable ES-1, column 5). This total was added to

estimated irrigation development using surface water and adjusted for overlapping development from

ground water and surface water flable ES-1, column 7).

The approximate 300,000 acre estimate lor potential inigation is based on all of the

assumptions made above. lf less restrictive criteria than those given above are allowed, then more

land may be irrigable. Relaxation of each restriction, however, adds to the ditficulty and cost of

development, and decreases the level of flexibility ol management and operation. Even with

relaxation of the above restrictions, however, it is doubtful that the total of irrigable land in these

eighteen counties would far exceed a hall million acres under optimal conditions. Reasons for these

interpretations willbe given in the following discussion.

Atfect of Soil Suitability Assumptions on lrrigation Development Estimates

This study has used a more limited subset of soils classified as irrigable and conditionally

irrigable in North Dakota by the USDA-SCS (1977). Slope is limited to 3%, surface and tile drainage
requirements are excluded. There is also a 1/2 contingency factor to account for potential error of

estimation and landowner preference.

One reviewer of this report has pointed out that 3% land slope limit is quite conservative, and

that land slopes of up to 6% may be inigable. This would add a substantial number of irrigable acres in
some counties. However, the same reviewer points out that use of low pressure irrigation systems on

large fields might not be possible on the larger slopes, so that management flexibility is decreased.

There are some soils that may be irrigable with appropriate surface and subsurface drainage
which have been excluded from this study. These have been excluded because of the expense and
political complexity of large-scale drainage projects. Under the current irrigable land assessment
criteria, drainage on a minor scale will be required. Soil survey methods do not exclude limited
acreage of wet soilwithin areas mapped to well-drained soils. However, if major mapped soilunits of
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poorly drained soil are included, large-scale infrastructure development and the formation of drainage
districts would be required. Moreover, outlets for the water would be needed, and assurance that
contaminants are not reaching major waterways would be required. Such complications do not
prohibit irrigation. But they do add to the time and expense of project development. As with the
slope criteria, more land overlying aquifers or near surface-water sources may be irrigable if the
additional effort, expense, and loss of flexibility of management resulting from large-scale land
drainage is not prohibitive.

ln Kidder and McLean Counties an additional requirement that irrigable land units be a quaner
section or larger is also limiting. One reviewer has suggested that an 80 acre lower limit might be more
realistic. Use of an 80 acre lower limit would likely have increased the amount of land having soil
suitable for irrigation by a few thousand acres in Kidder County. Even lower limits might increase the
amount of potentially irrigable land still more.

The 112 contingency factor used for estimation of irrigable land (column 3, Table ES-1) is an
arbitrary adjustment to allow for potential error,. and to insure a somewhat conservative bias. Without
lhe 112 contingency factor final estimates of irrigable soil would be doubled (column 2 of Table ES-1).
However, even if we choose to ignore all of the above limitations, the final estimates of total irrigable
land will not be unduly atfected. This is because in most counties the main lim1ing factor is not
irrigable soil, but water supply. For each county estimated potentially irrigable acreage is determined
by the most limiting factor (soil or water) overlying each aquifer. From table ES-1, comparison of
column (3) and column (4) indicates that land is limiting only in Barnes, Kidder, and Logan Counties.
These would be the only counties where removal of the 1/2 contingency factor and other soil-related
irrigation development restrictions would have a significant effect on estimates of potentially irrigable
acreage- ln Kidder and Logan Counties total inigable acreage might be as much as doubled (from
26'000 and 6,500 acres, to 52,000 and 13,000 acres respectively). Affects of liberalizing soilcriteria
and removal of the 1/2 contingency factor would lhus have a net overall etfect of increasing the total
estimate of land overlying aquilers for potential irrigation development lrom about 31 1,500 acres to
about 342,000 acres.

ll the contingency factor (112) were removed from the estimates of irrigable land using surface-
water sources, (column 6, Table ES-l) more than 100,000 acres may be added to the overall estimate.
With all of these limitations removed, however, the total amount of land estimated to be suitable for
irrigation development in the 18 counties designated for this study would be unlikely to exceed one-
half million acres.
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Atfect of Water Supply Assumptions on lrrigation Development Estimates

Assumptions limiting water supply are water quality requirements, and the use ol sustainable

yield criteria for estimating the amount of water available from aquifers. ln the case of surface water, the

limitations of distance from the source are likely also limiting.

The water quality limitations (1,500 ps/cm electrical conductivity, 6 SAR, and 2 Boron) are

conservative, but appropriate. Although there are some crops and soils that might tolerate more

saline or sodic water, there is a tendency in some cases for water quality to degrade somewhat after

extended pumping, because of drawing water from lower quality areas of the aquiter to the well. For

this reason, the initialwater quality criteria should include a tolerance margin for natural degradation.

There is some possibility that these criteria might be relaxed for some soils. However, detailed studies

of salinity and sodicity etfects on individual soil series would have to be determined. Current

estimates are based on standards published from general research by the U.S. Salinity Laboratory

Stafi (1954). Recently Saskatchewan has completed research to locally adjust salinity and sodicity

indices for inigation water. Such research would be beneficialfor North Dakota.

The sustainable yield criterion used in this study is based on estimates of recharge for each

aquifer. For some large aquifers, like the Spiritwood and New Rockford aquifers, substantial increased

irrigation might be possible on the basis of limited mining. ln large aquifers, a limited loss of stored

water can ofien occur without affecting water availability and use. Because of the size of the aquifers,

such mining could be practiced for extended periods of time, without depleting water. However, in

some smaller aquifers the etfect of mining could be immediate and dramatic. Such cases would have

to be considered carefully on a case by case basis, and would have to be carefully monitored. Some

counties where limited mining of water might be considered are noted in column 10 of Table ES-1.

Where limited mining may be feasible, it is discussed in the individualcounty report.

The condition of proximity to the surface water source, and the static lift limitation are cost

determined. lf the cost of infrastructure were not limiting, there are substantial tracts of soils more than

ten miles from the Missouri River that are suitable for irrigation. One example is Burleigh County where

irrigable soils having few limitations are ample in the central part of the county (See the Burleigh

County Report). lf infrastructure costs were not prohibitive, the estimated 60,000 acres of potentially

irrigable land using water from the Missouri River might be substantially increased.

Precision of Results

This analysis has been based on a large number of reasoned assumptions. Because each

assumption has a random error associated with it, and because random error may be positive or

negative, there is a tendency lor errors to cancel when applied over large numbers of assumptions,
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large land areas, or large times. ln many studies, this results in increasing accuracy of prediction when
applied over extensive units of time or area. As it pertains to this study, potential irrigation
development from any individual aquifer or tract of land may be overestimated or underestimated.
Precision will also likely vary with individual counties, or areas. However, we believe that the
overall estimates derived of about 300,ooo acres of potential irrigation
development in the eighteen counties studied, with a possibte devetopment not
exceeding a half million acres under optimal and less restrictive conditions, is
reasonably accurate. While some might view this as a broad range (300,000 to soo,ooo acres), it
is a far more realistic number for actual development than the 8.5 million acres of total irrigable and
conditionally irrigable soilestimated on the basis of soil alone, and the 2.5 million acre estimate of soils
that are irrigable without limitation (Omodt 1982).

On a county level, the precision of this study undoubtedly varies. A single methodology has
been applied to a large number of differing circumstances, with slight adjustments for localconditions.
The advantage of this approach has been consistency of criteria, and an objective standard which
minimizes the dangers of an excessively subjective assessment. However, the etfects of
assumptions made in this study vary with counties. State Water Commission managing hydrologists
for each of the counties have reviewed reports for their counties. The authors of this report consider
the comments of those managers who have researched and dealt with localwater resource allocations
to be a valuable "check" on this study. Most have considered the prospective estimates of water
availability for irrigation to be within reason. some have considered them to be slighily high, while
others have considered them to be slightly low. Mitigating comments of managing hydrologists have
been incorporated into the discussion of individual reports.

Two counties where a combination of factors may have led to a low estimate are Kidder
County and Logan County' ln most counties studied, water resources were most limiting. While
suitable soil appears to be limiting in Barnes County, the ditference between estimated suitable soil
acreage and water'resouce limited acreage is not large. However, in Kidder and Logan Counties
there is a large ditference between estimated suitable soil and suitable water.

ln both Kidder County and Logan County, estimated suitable water is nearly double estimated
suitable soil. Under these circumstances the 112 contingency factor and the sustainable yield criteria
have a large etfect on acreage estimates for irrigation development. ln fact, dispensing with the 1/2
contingency factor in suitable soil acreage estimates alone would nearly double potential
development estimates to a maximum of 51,000 acres for Kidder County and 13,500 acres for Logan
County, based on water availability estimates (Table ES-1, columns 2,8, and 4). Additional relaxation
of assumptions made in soil suitability analysis (such as using an 80 acre rather than quarter section
minimum field size) would not increase the estimated potential for irrigation over these limits because
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water, not soil, would then be limiting. ln Kidder County, beeause of the extensive size of the Kidder

County aquiler complex there is also the potentialfor a few thousand additionalacres of development

lrom limited mining. For Kidder County, the 26,000 acre estimate is thus likely to be
very conservative. Under optimal conditions, irrigation development might double,
or slightly exceed double this sum, For Logan County estimated acreage for
potential irrigation development might also be as much as doubte the estimated
amount.

Environmental Concerns
ln recent years there has been increasing concern over environmental issues such as

endangered species and preservation of high priority wetlands. The criteria used in this study were

purposely designed to avoid inclusion of lands where controversial or politically sensitive
development might occur. Elimination of small takes, potholes, fourth-order streams and small third

order streams from assessment as potential water sources was based on the assumption that large-

scale use of these water resources would entail a much more prolonged and entailed evaluation and

project development process. Similarly, estimates of potential water use from larger third-order

streams assume maintenance of reasonable minimum flows. The exclusion of soils requiring large-

scale surface or tile drainage from consideration was based on concerns over potential water quality

degradation of surface waters caused by large return flows from ditches and tile-drains. While some

surface and tile drainage would still be required from minor soil inclusions within predominantly

irrigable soil units, large-scale drainage projects would not be required for development of most of the

land considered in this report. Water quality criteria selected for this report are also conservative.

Standards of the U.S. Salinity Laboratory (1954), and irrigation soil suitability indices for North Dakota

(USDA-SCS 1977) allow for irrigation using water with ECE and SAR as much as 25"/" larger than the

criteria used for this report.

Planning for lrrigation Development

The county reports presented in this study have provided a broad evaluation of the potential

for irrigation development in central North Dakota. However, in evaluating irrigation development,

additional practical factors should be considered.

Of the approximate 300,000 acres estimated to be readily available for irrigation development,

almost 117,000 acres are already permitted. Additional irrigation development will most likely occur as

a gradual process. Water use expansion for irrigation in North Dakota has proceeded as a carefully

considered and monitored process. Water permits are currently issued at a rate of about 5,000 acres

to 10,000 acres per year. lt would thus appear likely that annual expansion of irrigation would occur at
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a rate not greatly exceeding 10,000 acres per year. An exception would be the development of
irrigation districts using water from the Missouri River, which would cause the number of permitted
irrigated acres to increase.

The advantages of gradual expansion are that it allows for timely monitoring of the water
resource to assure that over appropriation of water does not occur, and it allows time for the expansion
of water quality monitoring programs to assure that water quality degradation will not occur.

SUMMARY

There are probably sufficient water and soil resources in eighteen counties
of central North Dakota evatuated in this report to attow for irrigation development
of about 311,500 acres. This is about three times the total amount allocated in
current water permits (116,500 acres). About half of this development would use
ground-water sources, and the other half would use surface-water sources. Under
optimal conditions irrigation development would be unlikely to exceed a half miilion
acres for the 18 central North Dakota counties studied for this report.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY UPDATE
1 1/1 0/98

In 1995 an estimate of potential irrigation acreage available for
development in eighteen central Norlh Dakota Counties was presented (Olson
and Schuh, 1995). Acreage estimates were based on limitations imposed by
irrigable soil overlying aquifers, or neighboring surface-water sources, and on the
amount of suitable water likely to be available for irrigation from the supply
source. A table (Table ES-1, Page ES-3) summarized the potential irrigable
acreage, acres currently under water permit, and potential development over
current permitted acreage on a county basis. Since 1995 substantial irrigation
development has occurred in some areas. The purpose of this memorandum is
to summarize the changes in irrigation development, and update the summary of
current and estimated available irrigated acreage, in a revised version of Table
ES-1. The revised table is included with this memo. As in the previous report, all
county acreage estimates have been rounded to the nearest 500 acres, to be
consistent with the general nature of the survey.

Column (10) of revised Table ES-1 summarizes the net change in acreage
authorized for irrigation in each county since the end of 1994. The net change is
calculated as the difference between newly permitted acreage and the acreage
of water permits canceled. The total composite net change for all eighteen
counties combined was about 20,000 acres. This total was comprised of 26,000
acres in new water permits since the end of 1994, and about 6,000 acres of older
water permits that were canceled because of non application to beneficial use.
The largest net gain in irrigated acreage occurred in Kidder County. The net
increase of authorized irrigation acreage in Kidder County was more than half of
the overall net increase. The second largest net increase occurred in Stutsman
Gounty. The remaining counties with a net increase in authorized irrigation
acreage were Emmons, Eddy, Grant, Griggs, Mofton, Oliver, and Wells counties.
No additional water permits have been granted, and irrigation water permits
remain essentially the same as in 1995, in Barnes, Foster, Logan, Mclntosh,
Pierce, and Sheridan counties. Overall net acreage authorized for irrigation has
decreased by about 6,000 acres in Burleigh, Mclean, and Mercer counties.
Estimated potential acreage available for irrigation development was 195,000
acres in 1995, and is now 175,000 acres.
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Column (9) of the revised Table ES-1 shows that the developed acreage
in Griggs and Stutsman counties is reaching the average estimated in 1gg5. ln
column (9) Kidder County has also been developed to near the predicted
maximum level in the 1995 report, butthat prediction was based on irrigable land
limitations rather than water limitations. Water-based limitations of up to twice the
original estimate were cited, but development will likely fall short of this because
of local well interference and land limitations. One might expect further irrigation
development in Kidder County, but at a decreasing rate.

There is large potential for irrigation development in Burleigh and Emmons
counties, but it is based on use of a Missouri River water source, and would entail
development of infrastructure for conveyance. Possible substantial irrigation
development in Grant and Morton Counties is based on surface-water sources,
including the Missouri River and waters from the Heart Butte Dam, through the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Current irrigation development from the Heart Butte
Dam project is about 7,000 acres. This has not changed since 1gg5. This
amount could be nearly doubled.

Net acreage authorized for irrigation has decreased in Mclean County.
However, irrigation potential in Mclean County is large, including substantial
potential development from both ground-water and surface-water sources. Some
additional irrigation development also appears to be feasible in Barnes, Logan,
Mclntosh, Mercer, Pierce, Sheridan, and Wells counties.

Details of locations and sources for potential development in each county
have not changed substantially, and should be referenced in the original report.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the potential soil and water resources for irrigation

development in selected counties of North Dakota. The first set of counties evaluated will include
Barnes, Burleigh, Eddy, Emmons, Foster, Grant, Griggs, Kidder, Logan, Mclntosh, Mclean, Mercer,

Mofion, Oliver, Pierce, Sheridan, Stutsman, and Wells Counties. Other Counties may be included at a

latertime.
The scale of analysis in this report is that of an initial scanning of resources for general

planning purposes. lt is intended to provide the reader with a broad sense water and soil are
availability for irrigation development in selected areas of North Dakota based on current information. lt

is also hoped that this report will help identify some of the areas with high development potential for
closer and more detailed examination. Finally, it is hoped that this report will provide some insight into

the limitations and potential ditficulties in resource assessment that could affect the course of irrigation

development.
The objectives and methods used in this analysis are focused entirely on assessment of soil

and water availability for irrigation. Beyond the most general parameters, agronomic reouirements are

not considered. While soils classified as irrigable are also arable by implication, soil and crop

management problems and strategies not involved directly with water application and use are not
considered. For example, while the slope of the land is considered from the standpoint of center
pivot operation, other factors like fertility, tilth, erodability, and stoneyness that atfect farm operation
are not. Similady, while broad limitations in water quality suitable for irrigation are set based on the
susceptabilities of certain high value crops, no individual crop is evaluated. Neither are the methods
or timing of water applications included.

There are other limitations of which the reader shoud be aware before using this report. One
is the limitation of information. North Dakota is fortunate to have an excellent resource lor ground

water evaluation in its full set of County Ground-Water Study Reports. This information resource is

complemented by additional city studies, project studies, and supplemental water resource
investigations conducted by the North Dakota State Water Commission and other state and federal
agencies. Nonetheless, vital information is limited, and in some cases unavailable. ln some counties it
is possible that substantial water sources may yet be found through further investigations.

Another limitation is that certain ditficulties in water development, such as lhe potential well
yield, cannot be dealt with in a broad scanning report. The variability of aquifer composition and
thickness, and localized differences in well yields can increase the ditficulty of development in certain
areas. Wherever possible these factors are discussed in the report as mitigating considerations for
the potentialacreage numbers presented. Other limitations, resulting from the analyticalassumptions
and procedures used in this report, will also be discussed in the presentation of methods.
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This report is intended to be a first approximation, an attempt to help put planners in the ,,ball

park". However, actual proiect siting and development should not be attempted without a much more
detailed investigation of local resources and conditions in the areas and locations of the proposed
pCIects.
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METHODS USED TO EVALUATE POTENTIAL IRRIGABLE LAND IN CENTRAL
NORTH DAKOTA

ln assessing the initial leasibility of irrigation three principal limits must be evaluated. First, the

amount of land suitable for irrigation, and its location in relation to appropriate water supplies must be

evaluated. Second, water supplies capable of supporting long-term sustained irrigation, and the
proximity of those supplies to irrigable land must be assessed. Third, the quality of available water, its

agronomic suitability, and short-term and long-term etfects of irrigation on soil resources must be

evaluated. Feasibility evaluations used in this report will be based upon these three criteria.

Additional criteria, such as land slopes, large changes in elevation which could cause excessive lift

and pumping costs, and large-scale drainage requirements are also considered on a situational basis.

SOIL AVAILABILITY CRITERIA AND METHODS

Factors atfecting the long-term irrigability have been extensively studied. Among the most

important properties are adequate internal and surface drainage, sufficient permeability to allow for
adequate infiltration and adequate internal redistribution of water, and capability to flush salt from the

soil profib. Assessment of irrigable land is based on the following criteria.

1. Soil-Association Maos. The desired level of resolution in selection of potentially

irrigable land forthis study is one section (1 square mile). Detailed soil survey maps are drawn at much

higher resolution, and would result in the need for integration of the mapping units for assessment on

the section scale. The next largest scale soil map is the soil association map, for which the smallest

mapped geographical division is the township. The drawback of the association map is that it is not

necessarily accurate on the scale of the individual section. The association map was chosen, because

integration of soil types into predominant associations was already performed by qualified soil

mappers, using consistent methodologies from county to county. Moreover, relative quantities of

individualsoilseries within the mapped association units are estimated (as percents) , so that a broad

quantitative estimate of individualseries within the association is possible.

2. Soil lrrigability. Most North Dakota soils have been classified according to potential

irrigability and limitations in the North Dakota State lrrigation Guide (USDA-SCS 19771. Three main

classes of soils are irrigable, nonirrigable, and conditionally inigable. Conditionally irrigable soils are

considered irrigable with special management. Management requirements may include drainage of

water from high water tables, surface drainage, water use limitations such as lower salt or sodium
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requirements, and lower application rates to offset problems with inflitration and internal drainage,
among other factors.

Forthis study, soil suitability classifications from the North Dakota trrigation guide (USDA-SCS.
1977) were composited to form three principle Groups. Group 1 in this study consists of soils that are
irrigable without substantial limitations. Group 2 consists of conditionally inigable soils not requiring
large-scale internal or surface drainage. The reason for separation of the conditional class based on
drainage is that irrigation development of these soils requires more inlrastructure in the form of
drainage districts, canals, etc. and greater long-term planning. Developments requiring large-scale
drainage are also subject to intense regulatory and political scrutiny, which imparts additional
complexity to the planning process.

An additional limit is that of slope. For this study, all soils having slopes of greater than 3olo are
excluded, and placed in Group 3. While it is recognized that center pivot irrigation can sometimes be
operated on a steeper slope, it is our preference that a conseruative criteria be placed on soil selection
for this report. Thus, in this report, Group 3 soils are nonirrigable, or conditionally irrigable soils with
slopes greater than 3o/o ot substantial requirements for subsoil or surface drainage of water.

Computation of Total lrrigable Soil Acreage
For general assessment of county soil resources, the table of soil series acreage from the

county Soil Survey is classified into groups based on the North Dakota State lrrigation Guide, as
modified above. Estimates of total irrigable soil (Group 1 and Group 2 soil as described above) are
derived from summing the acreage of the groups classified. ln addition, the county plat book is used
to estimate the total amount of tand owned by the federal, state, and county government. Amount of
municipal land is estimated as one township. For smalltowns an 8o-acre estimate is used to estimate
town land' Total government land is adjusted by the proportion of estimated irrigable land (as a
percent of total land in the county), and subtracted from the estimate of irrigable land to derive an
adjusted estimate of total irrigable land.

DETERMINATION OF POTENTIAL ACREAGE FOR IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
USING GROUNDWATER

There are two primary limiting factors that determine the amount of land that can be potentially
developed for irrigation using ground water. These are 1: availability ol suitable soil within close
enough proximity to the aquifer to allow for cost etfective use of ground water; and 2: the amount of
water available for irrigation use in each aquifer. These two limiting factors are estimated for each
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aquifer. The most limiting acreage lor the two criteria is selected lor each aquifer, and these are

summed to estimate the totalcounty potentialfor irrigation development.

Soil Available lor lrrigation Development

For simplicity, the proximity to water criteria is satisfied by only selecting land classified as

inigable (Groups 1 and 2) directly overlying areas mapped to aquifers. While it might be argued that

conveyance of water would be feasible in some circumstances, it can be equally argued that the

aquifer boundaries on the county study maps, or other studies used in this report, are somewhat

interpretive and by no means absolutely certain as mapped. Also, there will be some areas within

mapped aquifers in which saturated thickness, or pumpability will be inadequate for irrigation

development. Thus, assumptions allowing for a distance of conveyance from the mapped aquifer

would offer no realadvantage of accuracy.

lnigable soil overlying each aquifer was estimated using Soil Survey soil-association maps.

The soil-association maps were digitized. Aquifer maps from the county studies, or other water

resource publications were also digitized. Scaled aquifer maps were overlain on the soil association

maps. lntegrated scaled map areas were used to measure total area of the mapped aquifer, and total

area mapped to associations containing predominant soils that are inigable (Group 1 or Group 2 as

defined above). Calculated acreage for land classed in predominantly irrigable soil associations

overlying aquifers was then further adjusted for inigability of series within the soil association as

defined. Soil Survey definitions of soil association contain estimates of percentages of individual

series within the soil association. Series within the association definition were classified according to

irrigability, and the total association acreage was multiplied by the percent of inigable (Group 1 or
Group 2 soils) attributed to the association.

Soil-association maps do not account fully for slope of the individual series. For this reason,

the percent of land classified in inigable series, but having a slope of less than 3% was computed
using tabulated series acreage in the County Soil Survey . This percent was used to further adjust the

amount of total irrigable land according to the criteria of this report. Finally, a contingency factor of 1/2

was applied to all inigable acreage estimates. This factor was used to account for error and landowner

preference. lt was also considered desirable that a conservative bias be placed on estimates made in
this report.

ln summary, potential irrigable land (PlL) was computed for each aquifer as

PIL = acres mapped to inigable soil association overlying aquifer x

% inigable series within association x

% of land with slope < 3olo in series x
contingency factor (0.5)
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For some counties with a significant amount of tand covered by lakes and potholes (ex. Kidder and
Mclean Counties), the procedure was modified somewhat to account for the likelihood of finding
suitable land in parcels of size adequate for irrigation.

Water Available for lrrigation Development
Even if there is adequate soil, the amount of water suitable and available for irrigation can be

limiting. water limitations are both quantitative and qualitative.

A' Available Water Quantity . The criterion used for evaluation of water available for irrigation is
estimated sustainable yield. While current permits and current use are considered, they are
presented only for comparative purposes. The criterion of sustainable yield is selected because it is
conseruative. lt is the estimate of the amount of water that the aquifer should supply for irrigation over
an indefinite period. However, it is recognized that in some instances, mining of water (removal at a
rate in excess of recharge), would be acceptable for a limited period of time. The primary criterion for
limiting water use is adverse impact on other users. For large aquifers with very large initialstorage,
considerable amounts of water could be mined before adverse impact would occur. Mining would
allow use of water in excess of estimates made in this repoft. For many small aquifers, however, the
efiects of mining would be almost immediate, and adverse impact would occur quickly. Mining of water
would be considered on a case by case basis, and should not be counted as a reliable source of water
for purposes ol future planning.

The basis for estimating sustainable yield is recharge. Estimating recharge is not a simple
matter. There is a large range of variability in aquifers. Most of the aquifers used for irrigation in North
Dakota are of glacialorigin. some are confined, and some are unconfined. Some confined aquifers
are buried beneath shallow layers of till that are highly weathered and fractured and allow for
substantial recharge, while others are deeply buried beneath deep layers of tillthat are unweathered
and highly impermeable. Some are buried river or stream valleys of non glacial origin, and are covered
with mixtures of silty and sandy materials that are more permeable than some ol the tills. Some
aquifers vary from unconfined, to shallow confined and deeply confined in ditferent areas of their
extent.

1. For unconfined surficial aquifers recharge is determined by, and is highly sensitive to,
climate. The primary factor atfecting recharge is precipitation. ln North Dakota recharge to unconfined
aquifers is correlated primarily with spring snowmelt and precipitation, and in recent years to an
increasing etfect from fall precipitation. while there is considerable uncertainty and variability,
common rule of thumb estimates used for a "first estimate" by water managers is three to four inches
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per year in the eastern part of North Dakota. For this report. the estimate of sustained yield for

unconlined aquifers is based on three to four inches per year of recharge. ln some cases, it may be

decreased slightly to account for local climatic ditferences.

2. For confined aquifers, recharge rate is determined primarily by leakance from the

overlying aquitard into the aquifer. This is controlled by the hydraulic conductivity of the aquitard

materials and the vertical hydraulic gradient driving waterthrough it. Contined aquifers in North Dakota

are sometimes initially artesian, and have water pressures above the aquifer, or even above land

surface. ln such cases, mining of water is otten feasible for the initial development period. As the

aquifer is pumped and water pressure in the aquiler drops below the water level of the overlying

aquitard, a hydraulic gradient develops, causing recharge from the aquitard to the aquifer. According

to a survey study by Shaver (1994) common hydraulic gradients from glacialtill to aquifer are between

0.1 and 0.3. Hydraulic gradients ol O.2 to 0.3 from the till to the aquifer were common for the

Carrington aquifer in one study (Schuh et al. 1994). The larger the hydraulic gradient, the larger the

amount of water recharging the aquifer. Large-scale development would result in a decline of water

pressure, or water level. The maximum expected gradient would occur when water in the aquifer is

pumped below the level of the aquitard, causing near atmospheric pressure at the upper boundary of

the aquifer. ln such a case, the vertical hydraulic gradient through the aquitard would be about one.

For this study, the following information is used to provide a rough estimate of recharge for
confined aquifers.

(a) A study by Rehm et al. (1982) indicated that recharge through the till ranged from 0.4 to

1.6 inches per year.

(b) tO-8 m/s (0.003 ft./d) is a commonly measured hydraulic conductivity for saturated glacial

till (within a very wide range of values). lt is slightly below the median conductivity for weathered till in a

review of the literature by Shaver (1994), and close to the median conductivity for the range of
hydraulic conductivities of unweathered tills. Using a gradient of 0.1 to 0.3 , recharge rates of 1.2 to

3.7 inches oer vear would be exoected.

(c) A model of recharge to the Sundre aquifer by Pusc (1987) seemed to function best with a
fitted recharge parameter of about 0.5 inches per year. The Sundre aquifer in the area modeled is

overlain by highly impermeable unweathered glacialtill.
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(d) Computations of "leakance" from saturated unweathered glacialtill having a conductivity
of 5 x 10-10 meters per second using a simple analytical model were provided by shaver (written
communication, January 1995). Shave/s calculations indicated that after about 40 ft. of drawdown in
the till' leakance would be about 0.8 inches per year. According to Shaver, for deeply buried portions
of the Spiritwood aquifer, that are overlain by unweathered till, the lower range of leakance values (0.3
to 0.4 inches peryear) are likely more common (verbalcommunication, March 1g95).

For confined aquifers, two recharge values are used, based on depth. lt is assumed that a
glacial till aquitard of more than fifty feet overlying an aquifer is at least parfly unweathered, and has a
lower hydraulic conductivity. lf the till aquitard has a depth of less than fifty feet, it is assumed to be
weathered, and possibly fractured in places. A higher hydraulic conductivity and recharge value is
assumed. For unweatnereO tiil
assumed. based on items (c) and (d) above. For weathered till. a base recharge value of 1.2 inches
per year is assumed. based on items (a) and (b) above. The 1.2 inch per year value is the bottom of
the range in item (b), and the approximate midpoint of the range for item (a).

Not all aquifers are simply confined or unconfined, or deeply or shallowly confined. Many, in
fact most, vary in status and depth of confinement. For this reason, discretionary adjustments of
recharge estimates within the established ranges are made in some cases, based on aquifer depths
as indicated on drill logs, and on information provided in County Study reports and other sources. For
aQuifers that are variablv confined and unconfined recharge values of 2 or 2.s inches are frequenfly
used, depending on location and circumstances.
confinement. uoward adjustments from the deep confined value (o.g inches per year) are made.
Values of 0.5 or 0.6 inches per year are most commonly used.

B' Water Quality. ln addition to quantity, the quality of available water must also be considered.
water quality factors affecting irrigation usability have been discussed by the u.s. salinity laboratory
Handbook Number 60 (1954), and have been adapted for North Dakota in the North Dakota lrrigation
Guide $9n). Main factors considered in irrigation suitability are sodium content, as indicated by the
sodium adsorption ration (SAR), salinity, as indicated by electrical conductivity (ECE), and boron
content. These three factors are considered in evaluation of the suitability of North Dakota water
supplies for irrigation.

1' Sodium adsorption ration (SAR) is important as an indicator of the compatibility of a
water supply with a specific soil type. Excessive sodium causes puddling or slaking of the soil, and
results in poor infiltration and a hard crusted soil surface. ln the extreme, sodium buildup can also be
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toxic to the crop. Physical effects caused by large SAR are offset by higher overallsalt content in the
water ln this strrdv a maximrrm SAR of ic allnwerl ec rn unnar hnr rndanr although with proper

management, higher SAR values may acceptable on some soils. The SAR of 6 is considered to be a

conservative indicator.

2. Soil salinity, as indicated by electrical conductivity (ECE) at higher levels can offset the

physical etfect of high SAR. However, high salt content inhibits crop growth, and can prevent

effective water and nutrient uptake. lf the soil is appropriately flushed each year, the soil profile should

eventually reach an equilibrium with the SAR and ECE of irrigation water. Crops vary in their

susceptibility to salt. The North Dakota lrrigation Guide suggests a maximum ECE of 1,800 to 2,250

ps/cm for irrigation. However, some crops, like potatoes, are moderately susceptible or susceptible to

salinity, and significant yield reductions can occur at ECE above approximately 1700 ps/cm (Hotfman

1981). For this reason, an upper limit of approximately 1500 ps/cm is set on irrigation water for this

feasibility assessment.

3. Boron concentration is another potential problem in irrigation. Crops vary in
susceptibility to boron. Some crops, such as alfalfa, are very tolerant and may benefit from high boron.

Most others can undergo toxic etfects. Potatoes, for example, are moderately susceptible to boron,

and should not be irrigated with water having more than 2 mglL boron. For this feasibility study, the 2

mg/L limit will be placed on irrigation water.

ECE, SAR, total dissolved solids (TDS), and boron are all cross correlated. Using water

chemistry data from all wells in Burleigh county aquifers, it can be seen that ECE correlates wellwith
TDS. The 1,500 ps/cm ECE limit corresponds to an approximate 1 ,000 mg/L TDS (Figure 1). 1,500

ps/cm ECE also corresponds to a mean SAR value of approximately 6 (Figure 2), and thus

corresponds well with the SAR limiting value established. Boron values also correlate highly with

SAR. ln all Burleigh county water samples, there were no boron values above 2 mg/L in waters having

SAR of 6 or less (Figure 3).

Accounting for Variations in Water Quality

There is a large variation in water quality components between and within aquifers and sufface

water sources. Both collectively (all wells in a given county or area) and within individual aquifers, water
quality indicators (Boron, ECE, SAR) are log normally distributed. Examples of these is shown using a

composite all of the Burleigh county well data as shown on Figure 4. Thus, for each aquifer, the

chance of finding suitable water in a given well can be defined by the probabilities (x axis)
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corresponding to the upper limits (y axis) of the indicators. For example, for a random placement of a
well in any aquifer in Burleigh County, the chances of pumping water with an ECE of 1,500 ps/cm or
less is about 600/". However, there is a considerable ditference in water quality distributions between
individual aquifers.

For small aquifers some account must be made for the likely degradation of water quality at any
given withdrawal point over time. Sources of poor quality water are usually leakance from bedrock or
till, or waters in close proximity to bedrock or till boundaries. However, if an aquifer is stressed by
pumping, the chances of drawing water from areas influenced by bedrock or till boundaries to the well
increase. This is particularly true of wells placed near the aquifer boundaries, or near the boundaries
of aquitards within the aquifers. A decline in water quality was noted by Randich and Hatchett (1966)
following a two-day pump test on the McKenzie aquiier.

ln order to account for the possibility of lower water quality, probability plots for ECE, SAR, and
Boron in each aquifer were plotted, and limiting probabilities for each criterion were tallied. The
probability of finding water suitable for irrigation was determined by selecting the most limiting of the
three criteria, and using the fractional probability as an adjustment factor for usable water. Thus,
sustainable yield is multiplied by the water quality probability factor to obtain a final estimate of water
available for irrigation.

Discussion of Water euality Criteria
The water quality criteria set for this study are conservaiive. But other factors indicate that

they should be conservative. First, irrigation in central North Dakota will not be likely to be
implemented with large-scale drainage. lrrigation in the arid southwestern parts of the United states
has always been implemented with coordinated drainage to assure return flows of waters used to flush
salts from the soil profile. ln North Dakota, flushing will likely cause salts to concentrate in the subsoil,
where it will remain. Research by Reichman and Trooien (1993) in Burleigh county has indicated that
slowly permeable soils can be adequately flushed and maintained. Eventually soil salinity and SAR
should be in approximate equilibrium with the irrigation water added. There is no compelling reason to
assume that this will result in destruction of the soil, if properly managed. Similar soils in Alberta have
been irrigated and internally flushed for almost a century without degradation. Also, internal flushing
avoids the water quality degradation of source waters, through the avoidance of high salt-laden return
flows' However, without the ability to totally remove salts added to the soil and vadose zone it would
seem unwise to heavily overload the soilwith salts.
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Computation of Water Available for lrrigation Development

The amount of water available for irrigation development is estimated by first calculating

sustainable yield, and then adjusting the estimate for water quality limitations. Recharge estimates (R)

in inches per year are made for each aquifer as cited above. Values are tabulated for each aquifer. lt is

assumed that average water use will be about 12 inches year over an extended period. lt is also

assumed that only the area directly overlying the aquifer will contribute to actual recharge. Sustainable

yield (SY) is then computed as recharge (inches per year) divided by 12 inches per year , multiplied by

the recharge area [surface area of the aquifer, (A)]. Finally, the estimated sustainable yield is multiplied

by the water quality probability factor (Qry) to estimate water available for irrigation development.

ln summary, potential irrigation water (PlW) is computed as

PIW=N12x A x Qw = SY x Qw

ln some cases, such as Kidder County, adjustments are made to account for additional recharge due

to runotf and lack of external drainage, which results in an additional contribution to recharge.

Estimating Potential lrrigation Development Acreage From Ground Water

For each county, potential irrigable land (PlL) and potential irrigation water supply (PlW) are

estimated for each aquifer. The most limiting of the two resources is selected as the limiting acreage

for the aquifer. lf the total of estimated potential development for any aquifer is less than one quarter

section (130 acres on a center pivot) inigation development is considered to be impractical and the

amount of potentially irrigable land is counted as 0. The summary of potential irrigation expansion in

each county is computed by summing the limiting resource for all of the aouifers.

Additional Discussion

The criteria discussed above have been chosen to provide a systematic and consistent

framework for evaluation. While the authors of this report consider the criteria to be conservative, it is

hoped that methods have been consistent enough that others with more knowledge or local

experience might draw their own conclusions and adjust their investigations and project plans

accordingly. lt is also hoped that as further exploration occurs, the numbers in this report can be

appropriately adjusted.

There are some elements of development that cannot be dealt with quantitatively and which

can be troublesome for a report such as this. One limitation is the lack of information. While there is

substantial information available, knowledge of the location and extent of ground water resources in

North Dakota is far from complete. ln some counties, Stutsman among them, further exploration might
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prove to be highly productive
published at this time.

we can only evaluate available water based on what has been

ln addition, translation of available water or land to actual irrigation development potential is
made more ditficult by certain factors that are ditficult to quantify. For example, aquifer boundary
conditions, or local limits in pumping rates, can vary considerably. A few large wells in thick and highly
transmissive aquifers are much more easy to implement than a large number of manifolded wells in a
thinner or less transmissive portion of the aquifer. ln some cases, not only the amount of water
available, but the location and pattern of development can be critical. lf irrigation development occurs
in tracts that mutually interfere with the pumping of water, it is possible that overall development will be
less than optimal. Also, where the probability of finding water of suitable quality is low, the ditficulty of
finding the water of suitable quality is not considered in our probability analysis. The water may be
there for use, but how much exploration is needed to find it, and does it justify the cost?

Because of these limitations. it is stressed that estimates of potential development acrea@
do not always tell the whole story. wherever possible, we have attempted to make the reader aware of
some of the mitigating factors through brief additional discussion concerning the values of the final
numbers' ln some cases' the experienced intuition, or "gut feeling" of the managing hydrologist for
the area concerning the limitations of the numbers is added. ln summary, estimates in this report are
to be considered as a starting point for further investigation.

DETERM]NATION OF POTENTIAL ACREAG E FOR IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
USING SURFACEWATER

Potential surface-water supplies for irrigation development in Gentral North Dakota are found
in the Missouri River and its major impoundments, Lake sakakawea, Lake oahe, and Lake Audubon;
in major tributaries of the Missouri River, including the Knife, Heart, Cannonball, Cedar rivers; in minor
tributaries of the Missouri River, both direct and indirect; in project-related conveyance facilities, such
as the Mcoluslqy Canal; and in numerous lakes and potholes distributed across the landscape.

For the purpose of this report, small lakes and potholes are excluded from consideration
because of the complexities involved with lake hydrology and because of competing recreational and
wildlife interests. While some inland lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to
be considered as individual cases. Smaller direct and indirect tributaries of the Missouri River are also
excluded because of their intermittent nature. Many of these sources are currenily used for spring
irrigation of hay land using water spreading methods, and would not be dependable for irrigation
through the entire growing season.
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The most extensive supply of surface water is the Missouri River. Missouri River water is

treated as essentially unlimited in this report. Other factors, including available irrigable soil, distance

and expense of transport, and static lift from the river are considered to be more likely limits than the

water supply in itself. With the Missouri River, waters from Lake Oahe, Lake Audubon, and Lake

Sakakawea are treated as essentially unlimited. Lake Audubon waters have federal restrictions and

requirements that must be met by potential users. Other surface waters having federal requirements

and limits are those conveyed from Lake Audubon in the McClusky Canal, and authorized releases of

water for irrigation from Lake Tschida on the Heart River, by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR).

Additional surface waters in majortributaries that do not have federal requirements and limits are those

of the Knife and Cannonball Rivers, and portions of flow in the Heart River. Potential inigation from

these sources is considered on a case by case basis.

lrrigation From the Missouri River and Reservoirs in the Missouri River System

Estimates of potential irrigation from the Missouri River, Lake Sakakawea, and Lake Oahe are

based on proximity of irrigable land, static lift, and distance of the overall project from the source. The

static lift criterion is based on the expense incurred in construction of high-pressure pipe lines for

conveyance of large quantities of water. Somewhat arbitrarily, 260 feet is the upper limit placed on

static lift from the Missouri River to irrigable soil. This is based on calculations of marginal feasibility for

development of 2,000 to 3,000 acres of irrigation from the Sheyenne River over a similar lift (Cline et

al. 1993). lt is realized that the larger the project, the greater the possibility of absorbing the additional

cost of the added lift. Land proximity to the river is set at a minimum of five miles distance from the

river for first inigation. This limitation is based on the same Sheyenne River study cited above.

Maximum distances of development are set at somewhere between seven and ten miles from the

river, depending on the individual development site and the amount of land available. Water quality

criteria for the Missouri river are shown for Burleigh County on Figure 5. Boron content is fractional

and insignificant. ECE are all below 1000 ps/cm , and SAR are all below 2. Water quality in the

Missouri River is not limiting with respect to any of the three criteria (ECE,SAR, Boron) applied in this

study.

Additional Discussion

As with ground water, the methods used for assessment of potential irrigation development

from surface water are approximate. Development is premised on tracts of irrigable land sufliciently

compact to justify the infrastructure needed to supply them. These tracts are located by map surveys

of soils, elevations, and slopes. Further detailed analysis of sites is needed to justity further planning

for most of these sites.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR BARNES COUNTY

The single largest source of inigation water in Barnes County is the Spiritwood aquifer, which

underlies most of the northwestern portion of the county. Smaller but significant aquifers are the
Sand Prairie aquifer and the Stoney Slough aquifer. About 24,000 acres overlying aquifers in Barnes

County have soils classified as irrigable or conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 Yo, aretree
from substantial suface and subsurface drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for
irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as

irrigable, multiplied by a contingency factor ol 1/2 to account for potential error, and land owner
preferences regarding development. The contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative
bias to this report. Application of the contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 12,000 acres
of irrigable land in Barnes County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable. About 70o/o of water samples collected from the
Spiritwood aquifer are of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. The
unconfined Sand Prairie aquifer has excellent water for irrigation. Sufficient water quality data to
individually assess the other four aquifers in Barnes county was not available. Where water quality

data was lacking suitability of water quality for irrigation was estimated based on similarity to the

Spiritwood and Sand Prairie aquifers. Estimates of long-term sustainable yield indicate that sutficient
waterlor about 14,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (inigable

land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that devetopment of at least 9,000 acres
for irrigation should be feasible in Barnes County. Estimates of potential irrigation
development in this report compare with a total of 2,350 acres currently permitted for irrigation in
Barnes County. This estimate is likely conservative, and it would not be implausible that as much as
half again the 9,000-acre estimate, might be developed in carefully monitored stages.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN BARNES COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Barnes County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.

Estimates of inigation potentialare preliminary, and should not be used for individual project planning

without further local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation

tables are provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this
report can estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the
final summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the
nearest 500 acres, These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character
of these estimates.

ln Barnes County there are currently 20 water permits for the irrigation of 2,351 acres. Actual

water use varies. Between 1991 and 1993 largest irrigated acreage was 1,647 in 1991. Least
irrigation (593 acres) occurred in 1993, which was an extremely wet year. 1,802 acres are permitted

for irrigation using ground water. 548 acres are permitted for irrigation from surface water. All sudace
water used for irrigation is withdrawn from the Sheyenne River.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. In Barnes County seven principal aquifers have been identified as
potential sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors
atfecting potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) inigable land within
practical distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to
irrigable land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately 922,940 acres in Barnes County. According to a study conducted
by North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 875,087 acres of irrigable and conditionally
irrigable land in Barnes County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). About 95 %, is classified as

conditionally irrigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal drainage.
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Table 1 Resources for potential inigation development in Bames county, ND. EcE is lhe electrical conrlptivity oJ wgter; sAR is the sodium adsorplion ratio of water; and Boron isthe concentration of boron in water' Potbntial irrigable acres ba's'ed on water iimitations lcotumn-ey a1"'cirfi,r,lt"qby multiplying the total acreage (column z) by the
slope of less than 3olo (column l0) is calcirlited from land are. rapi"o in ihfidpre ais.glations bverii,iig itre aquiter (column g), adjusted for the proportion of the

means that aquifer is unconfined. (c/u) means that aquifer is varlably continiO anO unconfined.

WATER SOURCE

Bantel - c/u

Sand Prairie -u

Spiritwood -cf

Stoney Slough -u

Valley City - c/u

Wimbledon -cf

Undifferentiated

Total

ECE SAH BORON

(6)

RECHARGE AREA
COEFFICIENT OVERLYING

AQUIFER

(e)

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLEACRES. ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

(3)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0)

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

sotL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/"
acres

414

1,478

15,237

4,721

1,671

0

579

24,100

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

sotL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

207

739

7,619

2,361
836

0

290
12,052

(D
!)IN

o/o<1500
pS/cm

100

90

0/o<6 o/o<2mglL

100 100

9970

0.21

0.33

0.05

0.33

0.21

0.05

0.2'l

acres

1,888

5,804

116,800

18,688

7,936

70

2,272

153,458

acres

397

1,915

4,088
6,'t 67

't,667

4

334

14,572

acres

1,280

5,804

47,116

18,528

7,936

70

2,272

83,006

1*

1

0.7

1*

1*

0.7-

* No water quality data were available. Used probability of nearby, or similar aquifer,



The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the
NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1990) is provided on Figure Ba-1. All soils requiring

extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils having slopes of
more than 3 o/o a'ta also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about 35,335 acres are classified as

Group 1 (irrigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Barnes County SCS soil

survey tabulations. There are an additional 161,030 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category (irrigable

with limitations). Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 196,365 acres of potentially

inigable land.

Allfederal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the potentially irrigable acres. There are

about 11,964 acres of state and federal land, and about 13,440 acres of municipal land, for a total of
about 25,404 acres of government land. About 21 "/o ol all land in Barnes County is classified as
irrigable according to standards of this study. Applying this proportion to government land gives

5,334 acres of excluded land that might be considered irrigable. After subtracting estimated irrigable
government land, approximately 191,000 (191,030) acres would be considered to be
potentially irrigable based on soil factors alone. A map of soil Groups (irrigable,
conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Ba-2.

Estimates of lnigable SoilOverlying Aquifers

The overallestimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soilsurvey summary
tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying
aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer
boundaries. Areas mapped to soil associations considered to be predominantly irrigable were
adjusted by the percent land individual soil series classified as irrigable within the association. Barnes

County soil summary table data indicated that about 49 % of soils mapped in series considered
irrigable, had slopes of less than 3 o/". lrrigable series were thus adjusted to account for slopes greater

than 3% using a factor of 0.49. Finally, a'll2 contingency factor was applied to all estimates of irrigable

soil area. Results in Table 1, column 11, indicate that about 12,000 acres (12,052 acres) of land
overlying aquifers would be considered as potentially irrigable based on soil
suitability alone. Most of the potential development is from the Spiritwood aquifer. The second
largest location for potential development overlies the Stoney Slough aquifer. Most of the irrigable
soils mapped were in Group 2 (irrigable with limitations).

lnigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations

Ground-water resources in Barnes County have variable quality for irrigation use. Between 70

and 100 % of the ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for
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Soil Associations
ffi Bames-Buse-Svea
I Bames-Svea-Buse

=
m
ffi

Buse-Barnes-Nutley-Kloten
Gardena-Glyndon-Overly
Hamerly-Tonka-Barnes
Kranzburg-Lismore-Fargo
Renshaw-Divide-Fordville
Southam-Vallers
Svea-Cavour-Barnes

Figure Ba-1. soil associatiqn_[ap of Barnes county ND. (From Barnes county soilSuruey, USDA-SCS, 1990).
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Soil lrrigability
U Group 1

ffi Group z
I Group 3&+

Aquifer Boundaries

Spiritwood Boundaries

Map of boundaries of the principal aquifers in Barnes County, ND. (From
Kelly, 1966).

Figure Ba-2.
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irrigation. Water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (EcE), sodium
adsorption ratio (sAR), and Boron concentration (Table 1). Estimates of water available for potential
irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in
glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow conlined aquifers, 2.5 inches per year for aquifers that are
partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers. lnigable
acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an averag e of 12 inches per acre per year
irrigation. The recharge coefficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use estimate.
Recharge coefficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and 0.38,
respectively' ln some cases, depending on the aquifer, ranges of values between these coetficients
are selected.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality
coefficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given well flable 1,
column 5). The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quatity. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 1, column (g).
About 14,500 acres ('14,572 acres) are estimated as potentially irrigabte, based on
estimates of available water of suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in Barnes county
The most limiting factor in Table 1 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Barnes County. parcels of land less
than 130 acres are not included in the sum of potentially irrigable acres. The sum of potentially
irrigable acres based on the most limiting resource is about g,soo acres (g,s21 acres).
This compares with about 1,802 acres already permitted for irrigation using ground water in Barnes
County, for an increase of about 6,500 acres of development. lf the ll2contingency factor had not
been applied to availability estimates, the estimated total of acreage for potential irrigation
development would be about 12,SOO acres.

Additional Comments

The Spiritwood aquifer is extensive in Barnes county. lt is not implausible that in some areas
recharge to the Spiritwood aquifer might exceed the estimates used in this report. However, lacking
further information, this cannot be stated with certainty. Moreover, for a large aquifer, like the
spiritwood, a substantial amount of development might be allowable on the basis of limited mining,
and might be sustainable for many years. An additional 3,000 to 6,000 acres of irrigation, over current
estimates, would not be implausible on the basis of limited mining alone. The possibility of further
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development, or limited mining of water would have to be considered on a case by case basis. Such
development would likely occur in carefully monitored stages.

ln Barnes County there are about 1,000 acre feet of water pumped annually by Barnes and
Stutsman RuralWater districts. This amount would not be available for irrigation. However, because of
other otfsetting factors (discussed above) the final estimate of potentially irrigable land would probably

not be greatly atfected.
One factor in development that should be considered, is that most soils in Barnes County are

conditionally irrigable. Much of the limitation is fineness of soil. ln certain years, such as the years
following the heavy precipitation of 1993, high water tables and ponded water in low areas could
curtail irrigation. However, such large precipitation is not characteristic of the normal climate of Barnes
County, and should be considered exceptional. ln Barnes County, further expansion might prove to
be limited by availability of suitable soil rather than by water limitations.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM SURFACE WATER

There are currently about 500 acres (548 acres) permitted for irrigation using surface water in
Barnes County. The sole surface water source is the Sheyenne River. Actual use from 1991 through
1993 varied from as little as 204 acres to as much as 330 acres. Except for possible enhanced use of
spring flows through artificial reharge, the waters of the Sheyenne River are already heavily allocated,
and reliable supplies for increased summer use are not available. The current water permit
allocation of about 500 acres is used to estimate the total potential irrigation
development using surface water in Barnes County.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 9,000 acres of potential irrigation, 8,500 acres from ground
water and 500 acres from surface water, appears to be available for irrigation use in
Barnes County. This estimate is likely conservative. Up to 4,000 additional acres might be
available if land use is optimized, and 3,000 to 6,000 acres of additional development might be
feasible under conditions of limited mining of water in the Spiritwood aquifer. Consideration of such
additional expansion would have to proceed in carefully monitored stages.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR BURLEIGH COUNTY

There are fourteen aquifers in Burleigh County which provide water for potential irrigation

development. About 34,000 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or

conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, ?re free from substantial surface and subsurface

drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sufficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of

potentially inigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency

factor of 112 to account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The

contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the

contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 17,000 acres of irrigable land overlying aquifers in

Burleigh County.
Water quality for irrigation varies widely, ranging from 0 to 80 % of ground water sampled that

is of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. Estimates of long-term

sustainable yield indicate that sufficient water for about 6,000 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-

term basis. After considering both land and water limitations, about 6,000 acres of irrigation would be

potentially available for irrigation development using ground water.

The only substantial surface water source available for Burleigh County is the Missouri River.

There is sufficient irrigable soil within reasonable distance of the Missouri River to allow for
approximately 60,000 acres of irrigation. Under optimal conditions more might be irrigated.

Summing irrigation development estimates for both ground water and surface water, and

subtracting to account for overlapping development (land counted for both ground-water and surface-

water source development) results in a final estimate of at least 65,000 acres for potential
irrigation development in Burleigh County. Estimates of potential irrigation development in
this report compare with a total of 17,22O acres currently permitted for irrigation in Burleigh County.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN BURLEIGH COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Burleigh County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on generalinformation.

They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individual project planning without
further local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables
are provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can

estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final
summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest
500 acres. These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these
estimates.

Current lrrigation Development

ln Burleigh County, there are currently 103 irrigation permits approved lor 17,22Q acres.
Actual water use from 1991 through 1993 varied from as little as 2,939 acres to a maximum of 7,275

acres. 1 1,099 acres are permitted for irrigation using ground water (Table 1). Actual irrigation using
ground water varied from 1 ,024 to 4,1 16 acres from 1991 through 1993. Permits for 6,394 acres
have been approved for surface-water irrigation. Most of the surface-water permits (5,203 acres) are

for use of Missouri River water. Actual use of Missouri River water varied from 1,758 acres to 3,060

acres during the period from 1991 through 1993. ln addition, 142 acres are permitted for irrigation
from Apple Creek, and 1,049 acres are permitted for irrigation from smaller streams and tributaries of

major sources. Most inigation lrom smaller tributaries consists of water-spreading on hay land in
spring, and would not provide a reliable supply of summer irrigation water for irrigation of high value
crops.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to, or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Burleigh County fourteen aquifers have been identified as potential

sources for inigation. These are listed on Table 2. There are two possible limiting factors atfecting
potentialirrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irfigable land within practical
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Table 1- Summary of current water permit allocations, and current water use in Burleigh County, ND.

WATER SOURCE ACRES IN ACRES IN

(pq
IN

Ground Water

Surface Water

Missouri
River

Apple Creek Mainstem
Apple Creek

Non-Mainstem

PERMITED LAND
(ACRES)

11,099

6,394

5,203

142
1,049

]RRIGATEDACRES IN
1 991

4,120

3,060

91
35

1 992

3,332

2,997

125
49

1 993

1,024

1,758

77
80



Table2.

(1)

WATER SOURCE

Apple Creek (Lower) -c

Apple Greek (Upper) -clu

Bismarck

Burnt Creek

Glenview -c/u

Glencoe Channel -c

Long Lake -c

McKenzie-c

North Burleigh

Painted Woods

Random Creek -c

Soo Channel -ct

Wagonsport -clu

Wing Channel -c

Total

Y"<6 %<zmglL

Resources for potential irrigation development in Burleigh County, ND. ECE is the electrical conductivity ol water; SAR is the sodium adsorption ralio of water; and Boron is
the concentration of boron in water. Potential irrigable acres based on water limitations (column 8) are calculated by mulliplying the lotal acreage (column 7) by the
recharge coefficient coefficient in column (6) as described in the text, and by adjusting lor water quality (column 5). Land mapped in inigable soils series, and having a
slope of less than 3% (column 10) is calculated lrom land area mapped in irigable associations overlying the aquifer (column 9), adiusted for the proportion of the
association attributed to soils of irrigation suitable series, and by an adjustment factor (0.46) accounting for slopes greater than 3%. The final estimate of potential

(c) indicates a confined aquifer, (u) is an unconfined aquifer, and (c/u) is a variably conlined and unconfined aquifer. t lndicates that conlinement is deep (> 50 ft. of
overburdon).

(2)

ECE

%<1500
pS/cm

99

60

60

25

?

20

80

40

1 00r

1 00*

?,

99

25

1 00"

60

(3)

SAR

60

35

90

90

20

4

30

10

1 00-

1 00*

?,

80

?

1 00*

50

(4)

BORON

90

85

100

100

?

70

95

90

100

100

?,

95

100

100

90

acres acres acres

(s)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.60

0.35

0.60

0.25

0.20

0.04

0.30

0.10

0.50

0.50

0.5

0.80

0.25

0.50

0.50

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

(7)

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

(8) (e)

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
ACRES. ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

(10) (1 1)

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3%
acres

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AOUIFER

acres

TFc
a

CD

0.1

o.'t7

0.1

0.1

0.17

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.05

0.17

0.1

13,427

13,9s9

10,537

6,765

2,116

13,437

29,639

31,2't9

11 ,441

12,001

6,666

9,078

2,147

9,652

172,084

806
831

632
169

72

54

889
312
572
600
333

363

91

482
6,269

12,629

13,319

10,537

4,205

2,116

7,5',t7

18,279

24,499

11,441

10,881

6,666

7,318

2,147

5,812

137,366

3,845

3,676

3,877

193

778

2,047

5,044

1,',t26

4,210

2,502

1,839

1,683

790

2,139

33,749

1,743

1,838

1,939

97

389

't,037

2,522

563

2,1 05

1,251

920

842

395
't,069

16,710



distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in ctose proximity to irrigable
land

Total lrrigable Soits

lf water were not limiting there would be ample irrigable land in Burleigh County. There are
approximately 1,038,197 acres in Burleigh county. A soil association map (USDA-scs 1g74) is
provided on Figure Bu-1. of this, there are about 268,271 acres of Group 1 (irrigable without
limitations, no drainage requirements) soils based on Burleigh county sCS soil survey tabulations.
There are an additional 327,166 inigable acres in the Group 2 category (irrigable with limitations, no
drainage requirements). Usually the limitation is fineness of soil, which requires limited rates of water
application. soils requiring extensive surface or subsurface drainage are considered as non irrigable
in this study. Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about s95,432 acres of potentially
irrigable land. About halt (460/o, or 271,387 acres) of all soil classified in irrigable or conditionally
irrigable series have slopes less than 3%.

Federal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the sum of potentially irrigable acres.
Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately 17,390 acres, and municipal lands are
estimated al 23,040 acres for Bismarck, and 5,760 acres for other towns in Burleigh County
combined. The total of federal, state, and municipal land is 46,1g0 acres. About 260/o ot all land in
Burleigh county is mapped to series classilied as irrigable or conditionally irrigable. Adjusted for
irrigability, about 12,ooo acres of government land are excluded lrom the total of irrigable land,
resulting in a final estimate of about 259,000 acres (2s9,g87 acres) that are irrigable
or conditionally irrigable, and have slopes of less than 3 %. A map of soil groups (irrigable,
conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Bu-2.

Estimates ol total irrigable soils in Burleigh County by North Dakota State University (NDSU) as
provided by Omodt (1982, written communication), are almost three times this estimate (627,000
acres)' However, the criteria used in this study consist of a much more restrictive subset ol the criteria
used in the NDSU study. All soils requiring surface, or subsurface drainage, and all soils having slopes
greater than 3olo are excluded.

Estimates of lrrigable Soil Overlying Aquifers
The overallestimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil ove1yng
aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer
boundaries (Table 2, column 9). Soil association area was further adjusted by the fraction of the
association attributed to irrigable soil series within the association. Soil series do not account for the
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Soil Associations
ffi Flasher-Vebar
I Havrelon-Lohler-Banks
I Heil-Rnoades
N tef,r-Wabek-Manning
I Long-Lake
N Parshall-Lihen-Flaxton
E Roseglen-Tansem-Savage
E Sen-Werner-Morton
E Telfer-tihen-Seroco
ffi Temvik-trlandan-Werner
iZ wittiams-rrlax
E wittiams-Max-Zahl
H witliams-Noonan
E wittiams-Vebar-Flasher

Soilassociation map of Burleigh County ND. (From Burleigh County Soil
Survey, USDA-SCS 197 4).

Figure Bu-l
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Soil lrrigability
tr Group t
ffi Group z
f Group 3&a

Aquifer Boundary

Figure Bu-2. Map of boundaries of aquifers in Burleigh County (From Larson, 19g7)
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fraction of the soil series of excessive slope, so a further adjustment was made for the series fraction

having slope of 3o/o ot less. The Burleigh County soil summary table data indicated that about 46"/" of
soils considered irrigable by association alone had acceptable (less than 3 %) slopes (Table 2, column

10, adjusted for slope and series). Finally, a contingency factor of 1/2 was a applied to account for
error, interaction of soil and water suitability, and land use preference. Results in Table 2, column 1 1,

indicated that about 17,000 acres (16,710 acres) of land overlying aquifers would be
considered as potentially irrigable based on soil suitability alone.

lrrigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations

Supplies of water suitable for irrigation are limited in most aquifers. Estimates of water
available for potential irrigation development are based on an estimated recharge 0.3 inches per year

for deep confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2 inches per

year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined

aquifers. lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average irrigation use of
12 inches per acre per year. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-

inch use estimate. Recharge coefficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1,

0.17, and 0.33, respectively.

Almost all of the aquifers in Burleigh Gounty are confined. However, the thickness of
confining layers varies. Potential irrigated acreage was computed by multiplying the total area
overlying each unconfined aquifer ffable 2, column 7) by the assigned recharge coefficient (Table 2,

column 6).

A further limitation on water supply for irrigation is water quality. Probability plots for electrical

conductivity (ECE), sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), and boron were graphed for all water samples in
the North Dakota State Water Commission data base, for each aquifer ffable 2, columns 2,3, and 4).

Estimated sustainable yield was multiplied by the most limiting fraction of suitable water based on

these three chemical parameters flable 2, column 5). Aquifers having inadequate data were either
grouped with other nearby aquifers, or were adjusted using fractions obtained from probability plots

for data from all aquifers in Burleigh County. Results of these computations (total acreage overlying

the aquifer multiplied by recharge and water quality factors) are shown on Table 2, column 8. A total
of about 6,000 acres (6,269 acres) was estimated as potentially irrigable using ground
water, based on water supply limitations in Burleigh County.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground Water in Burleigh County

The most limiting tactor in Table 2 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is
used to estimate potential irrigation development from each aquifer in Burleigh County. For all
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aquifers, a long-term sustainable water supply of suitable quality is most limiting (column g). parcels of
land having less than one quarter section are excluded from the total. About 6,000 acres (6,052
acres) are estimated as having potential for irrigation development in Burleigh
Gounty. This compares with about 11,000 acres currently permitted for irrigation from ground water,
and a current actual use of 1,000 to 4,000 acres fiable 1).

Additional Comments

Additionalfactors should be considered in evaluating potentialfor irrigation development from
ground water in Burleigh County. Estimates for potential development are based on estimates of
sustainable yield for an indefinite period. ln some cases a reasonable and limited level of mining might
be allowable where there is large aquifer storage. ln such cases additional water withdrawal might be
possible for many years. This possibility would have to be evaluated on an individual aquifer basis.

On the other hand, low water quality coetficients (4 to 50 %) in many aquifers indicate that
finding water of suitable quality may be a problem. Low water quality indicates that large tract
development using ground water is not likely to occur. Rather, a process of gradual development of
small tracts would be more likely. The fact that estimates made in this report are less than current
permit allocations may be due to the conservative bias of this report. However, it may be due parly to
current irrigation using waters considered to be of inadequate quality by standards of this report.

Finally, the reader is cautioned that the computation methods are general in nature, and for
any given aquifer may be overly generous, or excessively limited. To a certain degree, such variances
in estimation should cancel in the overall evaluation of the county. Actual irrigation potential for a
specific aquifer could only be determined through detailed local investigation, and through the
ongoing process of assessment which occurs during the implementation of actual irrigation
development.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT USING SURFACE WATER

Surface water sources in Burleigh County include the Missouri river, lakes, and smaller
tributaries of the Missouri River. of these the Missouri River represents the only large potentialwater
supply' There are currently about 5,200 acres ol approved water use lor irrigation from the Missouri
river mainstem ffable 1). Smaller tributaries, with the exception of Burnt Woods Creek, have limited
and ephemeral supplies of water. 142 acres have been approved for irrigation from Apple Creek.
However, Apple Creek now has a moratorium on further permits, and further development from this
source seems unlikely in the near future. Approved irrigation from non mainstem Missouri and Apple
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Creek sources in Burleigh County is about 1,050 acres. However, because many of the non

mainstem sources are ephemeral and would not be reliable sources in dry years, they are excluded

from consideration for potential development. Lakes are also excluded because of the complexities

involved with lake hydrology and because of competing recreational and wildlife interests. While

some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to be considered as individual

cases. Lakes should not be considered as a potential large source of water in Burleigh County. .

The case of Painted Woods Creek requires further consideration. Under natural conditions

Painted Woods Creek is ephemeralduring the summer. However, since 1984 Painted Woods Creek

has been the carrier of return flows from the McOlusky Canal to the Missouri River. A probability plot of

stream flow data beginning in 1984 indicates that about 957" ol the time daily July flows averaged 20

cfs or above. While some of this water may be available for appropriation, the current management
plan for the McClusky Canal does not include provisions tor reliable irrigation supplies from return

flows. Painted Woods Creek is thus excluded from consideration.

lrrigation From the Missouri River

The Missouri River is by far the largest potential source of irrigation water in central North

Dakota. From the standpoint of water quantity, it is treated in this study as unlimited (other factors are

likely to be limiting). Access is considered to be a major limitation. Much of the land near the Missouri

River is federally owned. Moreover, elevations and subsequent lift for moving water to potential sites

can be considerable. lrrigation is most feasible where lift from the river is least. lt is also most feasible

where irrigation use can begin near the river, so that financial return on the cost of conveyance
facilities can be optimized. The criterion used in this study willbe approximately 260 foot of maximum

lift, and ability to irrigate within five miles of the river. Preference is also given to lands that are

accessible to the river in non reservoir reaches, because of the ditficulty in design of water retrieval

facilities operable over the range of reservoir fluctuations. However, reservoir sources are not ruled

out. Access problems are considered to be primarily engineering problems, and are relegated to later

more detailed studies. Potential irrigable land using Missouri River water is summarized on Table 3.

There are two potential irrigation development tracts near the Missouri River in Burleigh
County. The first tract consists of parcels of land immediately contiguous to the Missouri River. The

second tract consists of a substantial inland parcel accessible from the Missouri River. Locations of

both tracts are shown on Figure Bu-3. Contiguous lands are a minor portion of the total inigable land.

Total contiguous acres were estimated at 11,444 acres. Applying an adjustmenl ol 112 about 5,500
acres (5,722 acres) of potential irrigation land contiguous to the Missouri River is
estimated.
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Table 3. Potentially irrigable land in Burleigh County, using Missouri River water

WATER SOURCE ECE SAR BORON

(Dc
a

o
%<1500
uS/cm

100

100

o/o<6 Yo<Z mglL

WATER USE
COEFFICIENT

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

ACRES

ADJUSTED
POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

ACRES
112

5,722

54,420

60,142

CONTIGUOUS LAND

INLAND TRACT

100

100

100

100

1.00

1.00

11,444

108,940



Soil lrrigability
n Group t
ffi Group e
I Group 3&+

N lrrigation
Boundary

Map of tracts of land in Burleigh County that may be developed for irrigation
using waterfrom the Missouri River.

Figure Bu-3
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lnland development from the river is limited by both distance and elevation in northern
Burleigh County. However, there is one large tract of potentially irrigable land that is apparenly
accessible from the river in southern Burleigh County. Access to the river is possible at sites in T137,
R80, S14, and T137, R79, S16, and access to the reservoir appears to be feasible in T136, R7g, S1.
Elevation criteria are acceptable for a large distance inland from these points, and irrigation appears to
be feasible within a couple of miles of the river. Moreover, this area corresponds to a large tract of
Group 1 (inigable without limitation) land, mostly located between McKenzie, Menoken, and Motfit,
and with some land extending north of lnterstate g4. For sake of practical limitation, inland boundaries
are set at lnterstate 90 in the North and at Highway 83 in the east. The south boundary is the Emmons
county line, and the west boundary is the first section line inland from the Missouri River. However,
from the soil suitability standpoint development would be possible farther north and farther southeast
from the designated area (Figure Bu-3).

The delineated potential development area in southern Burleigh County (Figure Bu-3)
consists of approximately 101,052 acres of Group 1 (irrigable without limitation) soil. Applying an
adjustment factor ol 112, the delineated area contains about 50,500 acres of Group 1 land. Group 2
(inigable with limitations) is 7,839 acres. Applying the 1t2 adjustment factor alows for about 9,920
acres of conditionally irrigable land. The total estimate of potentiaily irrigable land in the
southern development area is about 54,500 acres (54,420 acres). combined with the
smaller tracts along the river in the northern part of Burleigh County, a total of about 60,000
acres (60,142 acres) of land would be potentially irrigable from the Missouri River.

Additional Comments
The 60,000 acre potential development estimate for Missouri River water is based on static lift

limitations, and on an arbitrary limitation of distance from the river. Suitable soil for irrigation is not
limited, and if economic conditions warranted, the potentialfor development could be much greater.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

ln Burleigh County there is ample (277,860 acres) soil in inigable and conditionally irrigabte
classes, which do not require surface or subsurface drainage, and which have slopes of Bo/oor less.
of this total, about 82,122 acres are classified as irrigable without condition. However, only 33,749
acres of this land overlie aquifers, after adjustment for excessively sloped land. The limitation of
sustained yield, and water quality provides for an estimated 6,000 acres of potential irrigation
development using ground water.
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The major water resource for development is the Missouri River, which has excellent water
quality for irrigation. ln areas approachable from the Missouri River, there are about 60,142 acres of
potentially irrigable land. Of this about 5,722 acres may be avaihble in tracts along the Missouri River

in northern Burleigh County, and 54,400 acres of potentially irrigable soils may be usable in a single

large tract in the southwest and south central parts of Burleigh County. The large tract contains about

50,500 acres of soilthat are irrigable without condition. The remainder is conditionally inigable without

required drainage.

There is some overlap of potential irrigation from wells and irrigation from the Missouri River.

An approximate overlap of about 1,300 acres was estimated. Adjusting for this overlap, it
would be estimated that a total of about 65,000 acres would be available for
potential irrigation from all sources in Burleigh County.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR EDDY COUNTY

There are eleven aquifers in Eddy County which provide water for potential irrigation
development. About 21,000 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or
conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, are free from substantial surface and subsur{ace

drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of
potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency
factor ol 112lo account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The
contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the
contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 10,000 acres of inigable land overlying aquifers in
Eddy County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable. About 7Oo/o of water samples taken from the Central

Eddy and New Rockford aquifers are of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study.

Other aquifers have as much as 100 percent water of suitable water. Estimates of long-term
sustainable yield indicate that sufficient water for about 1 1,000 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-

term basis. There is little potentialfor expanded inigation using surface water in Eddy County.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (inigable

land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 4,000 acres
for irrigation should be feasible in Eddy County. Estimates of potential irrigation
development in this report compare with a total of 2,624 acres currently permitted for irrigation in Eddy

County. This estimate is likely conseruative, and it would not be implausible that some additional acres

of irrigation might be developed in carefully monitored stages.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN EDDYCOUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Eddy County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous
introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary, and they should not be used for individual project planning without further local

in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables are provided

to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can estimate
acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final summary
estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres.
These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these estimates.

ln Eddy County there are currently 22 inigation permits for a total of 2,624 acres. Actualwater
use varies. Between 1991 and 1993 largest irrigated acreage was 2,162 in 1992. Least irrigation
(1,296 acres) occurred in 1993, which was an extremely wet year.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Eddy County eleven principal aquifers have been identified as
potential sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors
affecting potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within
practical distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to
irrigable land.

Total lrrigable Soils

According to a study conducted by North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about
410,678 total acres in Eddy County. After exclusion of mapped water bodies there are approximately
393,550 acres ol soil in Eddy County , of which 316,969 are irrigable or conditionally inigable (Omodt,

written communication, 1982). Of this about 63 7o, is classified as conditionally irrigable because of
slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal drainage.
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Table 1

(1)

WATER SOURCE

Central Eddy -clu

Cherry Lake -clu

Johnson Lake -c

New Rockford -cf

Northwest Eddy -clu

Roselield -clu

Sheyenne Channel -c

Sheyenne Village -u

Spiritwood -cf

Tokio -u

Wanivick Aquifer -u

Total

Resources for potential inigation development in Eddy county, ND. Ec is the eleclrical.conductivily of water; sAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron istheconcentrationof boroninwater..Potbntialinigabdacresdiseoon*"i"iriritation..(;;ifi;'tii;;."iiiiit"oty.ruttiptyingthe totitacreage(cotumnT)bythe
slope of less than 3% (cotumn 10) is catcirtited trom tand area mlpieO'in i?GpL. a;9gcjlions bverii,iirg i[ .e aquirer (cotumn 9), adjusted for the proporrion of the -
association attributed to soils of irrigation suilable series, and 9v ariSo;ustmeiGctor (0.76) 

"ccountirig 
liisiopes greater than 3%. The final estimate of potentiat

c indicates confined aquif€r, u indicates unconfineri iquifer, and yu inoicaiei u"ii"ury confined and unconfined aquifer.

(2)

ECE

o/"<1500
uS/cm

75

100

95

90

100

100

(3)

SAR

(4)

BORON

90

100

100

97

98

100

100

(s)

WATER
QUALIry

COEFFICIENT

0.7'*

0.7

0.6*'

0.75

1

0.97

1.0**

0.75**

0.5

1

1

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

(7)

AHEA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

(10)

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/"
acres

3,536

506

2,233

8,043

632

1,727

128

264

1,O14

308

2,327

20,7't8

(1 1)

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

sotL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

(e)

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLEACRES- ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

0/o<6 o/o<2 mglL

mo.
I

N)

75

100

97

50

100

100

o.21

0.21

0.1 0

0.05

0.21

0.17

0.17

0.33

0.05

0.33

0.33

7,597
256

278
1,229

324

595
143

143

83

223

6,456

11,316

1,768

253

1 ,'t 16

4,021

316

863

64@

132
507

154 @

1,163 @

10,357

acres

10,796

't,747

4,643

32,761

1,s44

3,609

843

581

3345

677

19,564

80,1 1 0

acres acres

7,756

1,025

4,323

25,199

1,224

3,609

843

581

2,225

677

5,567

53,029

90 70

' Sparse data.** lnsufficient data. Water quality coefficient based on other nearby aquifers.



The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the

NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1977) is provided on Figure Ed-1. All soils

requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils having

slopes of more than 3 7" are also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about 132,361 acres are

classified as Group 1 (irrigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Eddy County

SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 17,709 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category
(inigable with limitations). Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 150,070 acres of
potentially irrigable land.

Allfederal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the potentially irrigable acres. There are

about 16,175 acres of state and federal land, and about 2,560 acres of municipal land, for a total of

about 18,735 acres of government land. About 38 % of all land in Eddy County is classified as

irrigable according to standards of this study. Applying this proportion to government land gives

7,119 acres of excluded land that might be considered inigable. After subtracting estimated inigable
government land, approximately 143,000 acres (142,950 acres) would be considered to be
potentially irrigable based on soil factors alone. A map of soil Groups (irrigable,
conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Ed-2. The

reader should be aware that there is substantial non irrigable land included with the predominantly

irrigable Heimdal, Emrick, Fram association, which accounts for the relatively large proportion of the

map shown to be in Group 1.

Estimates of lnigable SoilOverlying Aquifers

The overallestimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soilsurvey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3olo. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying

aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer

boundaries. Area mapped to soilassociations considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted

by the percent of land in individual soil series classified as irrigable within the association. ln addition,

irrigable series were adjusted to account for slopes greater than 3% using a factor of 0.76. Eddy

County soil summary table data indicated that about 76 o/o ol soils mapped in series considered

irrigable, had slopes of less than 3 %. Finally, a 1/2 contingency factor was applied to all estimates of
inigable soil area. Results in Table 1, column 11, indicates that about 10,000 acres (10,357 acres)

of land overlying aquifers would be considered as potentially irrigable based on soil
suitability alone. Most of this land overlies the Central Eddy, Johnson Lake, New Rockford, and

Warwick aquifers.
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Figure Ed-1. Soilassociation map of Eddy County ND. (From Eddy County Soilsurvey, USDA-SCS , 1977).
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Potential lrrigation Development Over Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Eddy County have variable quality for irrigation use. Between 70

and 100 o/o of the ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for
inigation' Water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (EcE), sodium
adsorption ratio (sAR), and Boron concentration (Table 1). Estimates of water available for potential
irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in
glacial till, 1'2 inches per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2.s inches per year for aquifers that are
partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers. lrrigable
acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an averag e of 12 inches per acre per year
irrigation' The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use estimate.
Recharge coefficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and 0.33,
respectively. ln some cases, depending on the aquifer, ranges of values between these coefficients
are selected.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality
coefficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given well (rable 1,
column 5)' The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quat1y. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 1, column (g).
About 11,000 acres (11,316 acres) are estimated as potentiaily irrigable, based on
estimates of available water of suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in Eddy county
The most limiting factor in Table 1 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Eddy county. parcels of land less
than 130 acres are not inctuded in the sum of potentially irrigable acres. lrrigation development from
the Pipestem creek and Juanita Lake aquifers is limited by available soil. Development from all other
aquifers is limited by estimated sustainable yield. However, in most cases soiland water resources are
fairly closely matched' The sum of potentially irrigable acres based on the most limiting
resource is about 4,000 acres (4,136 acres). Most potential development estimates are water
limited' For those that are soil limited, area estimates are still similar to water limits. Thus ,lhe 1/2
contingency factor does not substantially change the overall acreage for potential irrigation
development' This compares with about 2,517 acres already permitted for irrigation using ground
water in Eddy county. Actualwater use for irrigation between 1991 and 1993 varied from as litile as
1,296 acres irrigated in 1993 to 2,0g5 acres irrigated in 1992.

The 4,000 acre estimate did not include 253 acres overlying the Cherry Lake aquifer, which is
occupied by the Camp Gratton South Military Reservation. Also excluded from the totat were 1,g12
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estimated available acres overlying the Wanrvick and Tokio aquifers, but within the confines of the Fort

Totten lndian Reservation. Appropriate arrangements with tribal authorities may allow for
development and irrigation of these lands as well.

Additional Comments
It is considered that the estimate of 4,000 acres of irrigation development is conservative, and

that some additional development might be possible. Estimates were based on computations of
sustained yield. Some additionaldevelopment might be allowable on the basis of limited mining from

large aquifers, and might be sustainable for many years without excessively depleting the aquifers.
This, however, would have to be considered on a case by case basis, and should not be considered
as a reliable estimate of available water.

IRRIGATION USING SURFACE WATER

There are currently 107 acres approved for irrigation using surface water in Eddy County. This
includes minor amounts allocated from the James River (21 acres) and the Sheyenne River (86 acres).

Total annual actual irrigation from 1991 through 1993 has usually been about 77 acres. Minimum
recorded use was 0 acres in 1993. The James and Sheyenne Rivers are already heavily appropriated,

and further irrigation use is unlikely. There are numerous small lakes, potholes, and sloughs in Eddy
County. However, these are excluded as potential water sources because of the complexities
involved with lake hydrology and because of competing reoeational and wildlife interests. While
some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to be considered as individual
cases. Total current irrigation from sudace water is insubstantial, and does not significantly etfect the
overall total of potential development.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 4,000 acres of potential irrigation, all from ground water,
appears to be available for development in Eddy County. Additional development might
be feasible under appropriate conditions, but would likely have to be implemented in carefully
monitored stages.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR EMMONS COUNTY

There are five aquifers in Emmons County which provide water for potential irrigation
development. About 13,000 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or
conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, dt€ free from substantial surface and subsurface
drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of
potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency
factor ol1/2 to account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The
contingency factor is also intended to lend a conseruative bias to this report. Application of the
contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 6,500 acres of irrigable land overlying aquifers in
Emmons County.

Water quality for irrigation varies widely, ranging from 45 to 93 % of ground water sampled that
is of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. Estimates of long-term
sustainable yield indicate that sutficient water for about 7,000 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-
term basis. After considering both land and water limitations, about 6,000 acres of irrigation would be
potentially available for irrigation development using ground water.

The only substantialsurface water source available for Emmons County is the Missouri River.
Two tracts of land that appear to be promising for irrigation development are the Horsehead Flats and
Winona Flats tracts. ln the Horsehead Flats tract there appears to be sutficient irrigable soil within
reasonable distance of the Missouri River to allow for approximately 30,000 acres of irrigation. A
previous study by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation planned 18,000 acres for irrigation development in

Horsehead Flats. In the Winona Flats tract there appears to be sufficient irrigable soil within
reasonable distance of the Missouri River to allow for approximately 9,000 acres of irrigation. A
previous study by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation planned 4,600 acres for irrigation development in
Winona Flats.

Summing irrigation development estimates for both ground water and surface water, and
subtracting to account for overlapping development (land counted for both ground-water and surface-
water source development) results in a final estimate ol at least 44,500 acres for potential
irrigation development in Emmons Gounty. Estimates of potential irrigation development in
this report compare with a totalof 10,749 acres currently permitted for irrigation in Emmons County. lf
results of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation preliminary project assessment for Horsehead Flats and
Winona Flats is used as an estimate of potential irrigable land using Missouri River water, the total
potential irrigation development would be 28,500 acres.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN EMMONS COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Emmons County. Methods of assessment used in this repofi were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous
introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.
They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individual project siting without further
local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables are
provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can
estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the summary
estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres.
These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these estimates.

Current lrrigation Development
ln Emmons County, there are currently 46 irrigation permits approved lor 10,74g acres.

Actual water use from 1991 through 1993 varied from as little as 4,270 acres to a maximum of 7,538
acres. 2,915 acres are permitted for irrigation using ground water Oable 1). Actual irrigation using
ground water varied from 1,160 to 2,620 acres from 1991 through 1993. Permits for 8,073 acres
have been approved for surface-water irrigation. Most of the surface-water permits (7,090 acres) are
for use of Missouri River water. Actual use of Missouri River water varied from 3,070 acres to 4,568
acres during the period from 1991 through 1993. ln addition, 935 acres are permitted for irrigation
from smaller streams and tributaries.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential inigable land in this report will not be limited to, or based on actual
current water permits, or on current actual inigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Emmons County five aquifers have been identified as potential
sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 2. There are two possible limiting factors affecting
potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within practical
distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to irrigable
land.
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Table 1. Summary of current water permit allocations, and current water use in Emmons County, ND.

WATER SOURCE ACRES INPERMITED LAND
(ACRES)

2,915

8,073

7,090

935

IRRIGATEDACRES IN
1 991

2,620

4,349

478

ACRES IN

m
3
Il\)

Ground Water

Surface Water

Missouri River

Non-Mainstem Permits

1 992

2,47O

4,569

788

1 993

1,160

3,070

327



Table 2. ResourcesJor potential irigation dev-elopment in Emmons County, ND. EC is the electrical conductivity ol water; SAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron is
the concentration of boron in water. .Potential inigable.acres based on water limitations (column 8) are dalculated by multiplying the total aireage (column 7) by the
recharge coefficient coefficient in column (6) as described in the text, and by adjusling for water quality (cotumn 5). Land mapped in irrigable soils'series, arid having a
slopeoflessthan3To(column10).iscalculatedfrom.hndareamappedinirrigableassociationsovedyingtheaquifer(column'9),adjustidfortheproportionolthe'
association attributed to soils- of irrigation suitable series, and by an adjustment factor (0.50) accounling for slopes greatsr than 32. fne fnal estimatb of potential

(c) indicates conlined aquifer fiess than 50 ft. overburdon], (u) is unconfined, and (c/u) is vadably confined and unconfined

(r)

WATER SOURCE

Braddock -c'

Cattiail -c'

Long Lake -clu

Strasburg -clu

Wnona -c*

Total

(8)(4)(3)(2) (s)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.93

0.70

0.30

0.79

0.45

00.75

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

0.1

0.1

0.17

0.17

0.1

(7)

AREA POTENTIAL
OVERLYING IRRIGABLEAQUIFER ACRES-

WATER LIMIT

acres acres

(e)

1,44O

480

2,560

38,470

4,000

46,950

486

151

806

10,387

1,260

13,090

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

243
76

403

5,1 93

630

6,545

(10) (1 1)

m
3
Io)

EC

%<'1500
pS/cm

SAR BORON

0/"<6 o/"<2mglL

LAND MAPPED LAND
IN IRRIGABLE MAPPED IN

ASSOCIATIONS IRRIGABLE
SOIL

SERIES,
SLOPE <

Bo/oacres acres

99

94

80

82

78

75

93

70

30

79

45

75

100 5,696

1,555

3,142

47,270

4,576

62,239

530

109

160

6,348

206
7,353

72

95

80

59

99



Total lrrigable Soils

There is ample irrigable land in Emmons County. There are approximately 1,0gg,197 acres in
Emmons County. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1980) is provided on Figure Em-1. Of this,
there are aboul144,758 acres of Group 1 (irrigable without limitations, slope less than 3 o/o) soils
based on Emmons County SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 3g,6s2 irrigable acres
in the Group 2 category (inigable with limitations). Usually the limitation is slope, or fineness of soil,
which requires limited rates of water application. Soils requiring extensive surface or subsurface
drainage are considered as non irrigable in this study. Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are
about 178,410 acres of potentially irrigable land. About hall (44 "/") of all soil classified in irrigabte or
conditionally inigable series have slopes less than 3%.

Federal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the sum of potentially irrigable acres.
Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately 05,399 acres, and municipal lands are
estimated at 4,480. The total of federat, state, and municipal land is gg,B7g acres. About 1g % of all
land in Emmons County is mapped to series classified as irrigable or conditionally inigable according to
the criteria of this study. Adjusted for irrigabitity, about 7,357 acres of government land are excluded
from the total of irrigable land, resutting in a final estimate of about 17l,oo9 acres
(17'1,o52 acres) that are irrigable or conditionatly irrigable, and have slopes of less than 3 %.
A map of soil groups (irrigable, conditionally irrigable, and non inigable) as defined for this study is
provided on Figure Em-2.

Estimates of total irrigable soils in Emmons County by North Dakota State University (NDSU)
as provided by Omodt (1982, written communication), are almost three times this estimate (S5g,000
acres). However, the criteria used in this study consist of a much more restrictive subset of the criteria
used in the NDSU study. All soils requiring surface, or subsurface drainage are excluded, and all soils
having slopes greater than 3% are excluded.

Estimates of lnigable SoilOverlying Aquifers
The estimates of inigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary tables

and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3olo. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying aquilers
were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer
boundaries (Table 2, column 9). Soil association area was further adjusted by the fraction of the
association attributed to irrigable soil series within the association. Soil series do not account for the
fraction of the soil series of excessive slope, so a further adjustment was made for the series fraction
having slope of 3o/o ot less. The Emmons County soil summary table data indicated that about 44 o/o ot
soils considered irrigable by association alone had acceptable (less than 3 %) slopes (Iable 2, column
10' adjusted for slope and series). Finally, a contingency lactor of 1/2 was applied to account for
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Soilassociation map of Emmons County ND. (From Emmons County Soil
Survey, USDA-SCS 1980).

Figure Em-l.
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Figure Em-2. Map of boundaries of aquifers in Emmons County (From Larson, 1gg7)
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error, interaction of soil and water suitability, and land use preference. Results in Table 2, column 11,

indicated that about 6,500 acres (6,545 acres) of land overlying aquifers would be
considered as potentially irrigable based on soil suitability alone.

lnigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations

Supplies of water suitable for irrigation are limited in most aquifers. Estimates of water
available for potential irrigation development are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per
year for deep confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2 inches
per year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for
unconfined aquifers. lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average
irrigation use of 12 inches per acre per year. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge
divided by the 12-inch use estimate. Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2, 2.5, and 4 inches
are 0.025,0.1,0.17, and 0.33, respectively. For some aquifers, gradations between values are
selected, based on the known attributes of the aquifer.

Almost all of the aquifers in Emmons County are confined. However, the thickness of
confining layers varies. Potential irrigated acreage was computed by multiplying the total area
overlying each unconfined aquifer (Table 2, column 7) by the assigned recharge coetficient (Table 2,

column 6).

A further limitation on water supplyfor irrigation is water qualifi. Probability plots for electrical
conductivity (EC), sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), and boron were graphed for all water samples in the
North Dakota State Water Commission data base, for each aquifer ffable 2, columns 2,3, and 4).
Estimated sustainable yield was multiplied by the most limiting fraction of suitable water based on
these three chemical parameters (Table 2, column 5). Aquifers having inadequate data were either
grouped with other nearby aquifers, or were adjusted using fractions obtained from probability plots

for data from all aquifers in Emmons County . Results of these computations (total acreage overlying
the aquifer multiplied by recharge and water quality factors) are shown on Table 2, column 8. A total
of about 7,000 acres (7,353 acres) was estimated as potentially irrigable using ground
water, based on water supply limitations in Emmons County.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground Water in Emmons County
The most limiting factor in Table 2 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from each aquifer in Emmons County. The Braddock and
Strasburg aquifers were soil limited, while the Cattail, Long Lake, and Winona aquifers were limited by
long-term sustainable water supply of suitable quality. About 6,000 acres (6,052 acres) are
estimated as having potential for irrigation development in Emmons County.
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IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT USING SURFACE WATER

Surface water sources in Emmons County include the Missouri river, lakes, and smaller
tributaries of the Missouri River. of these the Missouri River represents a large potential water supply.
There are currently about 8,073 acres of approved water use for irrigation from the Missouri river
mainstem. Smaller tributaries, have limited and ephemeral supplies of water. A total of 935 acres have
been approved from tributaries of the Missouri River in Emmons county (Table 1). From 19g1
through 1993 actual use was between three hundred and five hundred acres. However, because
many of the non mainstem sources are ephemeral and would not be reliable sources in dry years, they
are excluded from consideration for potential development. Emmons County has relatively fewer
lakes than adjoining counties. Lakes are also excluded as potential water sources because of the
complexities involved with lake hydrology and because of competing recreational and wildlife
interests. While some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to be considered
as individual cases. Lakes should not be considered as a potential large source of water in Emrnons
County.

lrrigation Development Using Water From the Missouri River
The Missouri River is by far the largest potential source of irrigation water in central North

Dakota. From the standpoint of water quantity, it is treated in this study as unlimited (other factors are
likely to be limiting). Access is considered to be a major limitation. Much of the land near the Missouri
River is owned by the federal government. Moreover, elevations and subsequent lift for moving water
to potential sites can be considerable. lrrigation is most feasible where litt from the river is least. lt is
also most feasible where irrigation use can begin near the river, so that financial return on the cost of
conveyance facilities can be optimized. The criterion used in this study will be approximately 260 foot
of maximum lift, and ability to irrigate within five miles of the river. While fluctuating levels of the Oahe
Reservoir may cause some access ditficulties, these are considered to be primarily engineering
problems, and are relegated to later more detailed studies. Potential irrigable land using Missouri
Riverwater is summarized on Table 3.

There are two potential irrigation development tracts near the Missouri River in Emmons
County. The first tract consists of a parcel of land immediately contiguous to the Missouri River on
Winona Flats. The second tract, called the Horsehead Flats tract, consists of a substantial inland
parcelof land accessible from the Missouri River. Locations of both tracts are shown on Figure Em-3.
The deep loessial or aeolian soils of these two tracts appear to be particularly attractive for future
irrigation development.
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Figure Em-3. Map of tracts of land in Emmons County that may be developed for irrigation
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Table 3. Potentially irrigable land in Emmons County, using Missouri River water

WATER SOURCE ECE SAR BORON

%<1500
uS/cm

100

100

V"<6 o/o<2 mglL

100 100

100 100

WATER USE
COEFFICIENT

ADJUSTED
POTENTIAL POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE IRRIGABLEACRES ACRES

(1t2
adiusted)

25,795 12,9921

1

m
3I
o

Horsehead Valley
Tract

Winona Flats Tract

Nofth of Cattail Creek

South of Cattail Creek

Total

17 ,7 g5

7,946

9,939

43,57O

8,892
3,923

4,970

21,795



The Horsehead Flats tract is the largest, consisting of approximately 60,000 acres of
potentially inigable land. Adjusted by the contingency factor ot 112 about 30,000 acres woutd be
considered as land potentially available for irrigation development. Horsehead Flats is
divided into two sub tracts. The first sub tract, located north of Beaver Creek, has a northern boundary
in the lower reach of Horsehead Creek. lt is bounded on the west by the nearest section line from the
Missouri River, on the south by the nearest section line north of Beaver Bay, and on the east a section
line approximately seven miles from the Missouri River which lies at the foot of increasingly steep
terrain. Approximate map locations are T 132,133 , R78,79. There appearto be no significant points
prohibitive to access from the Oahe Reservoir along the reach of this tract. The second sub tract is
located south of Beaver Creek, and southeast of the first sub tract. This sub tract occupies the
township of T132 N and about half each of R 76 and R 77 W. The approximate eastern boundary is

Highway 83, south of Linton. The Horsehead Flats tract is shown on Figure Em-3.
The second tract of potentially irrigable land is located on, and continues inland from Winona

Flats, within the approximate map boundaries of T 130,131, R 79. This tract consists of two subtracts,
located north and south of Cattail Creek and its inlet to the Oahe Reservoir (Figure Em-3). The
western boundary of both sub tracts is the section line nearest the Oahe Reservoir, and the eastern
boundary for both is approximately four miles east ol the Oahe Reservoir. Total potentially irrigable
land is about 18,000 acres. Adjusting by a contingency factor of 112 we estimate an approximate
irrigation development potential of about 9,000 acres in the Winona Flats tract.
There does not appear to be a major problem of access to the Oahe Reservoir for ether of the Winona
Flats sub tracts. Total irrigation development potential from the Missouri River is about
39,000 acres.

Previous Estimates of Possible Development From the Missouri River
Possible irrigation development in the Horsehead Flats and Winona Units was studied

extensively by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation during the 1960s, and a feasibility report was
published September of 1971. The resulting report proposed two irrigation tracts which were both
less inclusive than the potential development areas indicated in this report. The U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation proposal for Horsehead Flats consisted of a total of 18,200 acres (compared with a
possible total development of 30,000 acres indicated for this preliminary study) located primarily in the
sub tract southeast of Beaver Creek. Proposed development north of Beaver Creek was limited to
canal-side parcels of land. The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation proposal for the Winona Unit, consisted of
4,600 acres compared with 9,000 acres proposed in this report. Alldevelopment in the U.S. Bureau
of Reclamation study was located north of Cat Tail Creek. Total Development proposed for
actual development by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation study was about 23,000
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acres' compared with 39,000 potential acres estimated from soil suitabiltiy (and a
contingency factor of 112 ) alone.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Two estimates have been given for potential irrigation land development using water from the
Missouri River. The first estimate is based on elevation near the Missouri River, distance from the
Missouri River, and soil inigability, consistent with methodologies laid out for this study. The second is
based on an actual initial proiect design proposed by the U.s. Bureau of Reclamation. Estimated total
potentialacreage will be otfered for both estimates.

There is some overlap of potential irrigation from wells and irrigation from the Missouri River.
An approximate overlap of about 700 acres is estimated. Adding potential irrigation from ground
water, and adjusting for this overlap, it would be estimated that a total of about 44,500 acres
would be available for potential irrigation from all sources. Alternatively, if the U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation plan is used as an upper limit on estimated irrigation, then a total of
approximately 28,500 acres would be estimated as potentially irrigable.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR FOSTER COUNTY

Two aquifers in Foster County provide most of the water for potential inigation development.
These are the Carrington and New Rockford aquifers. About 33,000 acres overlying these aquifers

have soils classified as irrigable or conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, a.te free from

substantial surface and subsurface drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sufficient size for
irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as

irrigable, multiplied by a contingency factor of 112 to account for potential error, and land owner
preferences regarding development. The contingency lactor is also intended to lend a conservative
bias to this report. Application ol the contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 16,500 acres
of irrigable land in Foster County.

Water quality lor irrigation is variable. The percent of water of suitable quality for irrigation

varies from as little as 60 percent to as much as 100 percent, depending on the aquifer. Estimates of
long-term sustainable yield indicate that sutficient water for about 12,000 acres of irrigation is possible

on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (inigable
land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 10,500
acres for irrigation should be feasible in Foster County. Potential for irrigation from
surface water in Foster County is not substantial, and would not significantly alter this estimate.
Estimates of potential irrigation development in this report compare with a total of 6,349 acres
currently permitted for irrigation in Foster County. Estimated potential irrigation development is likely

conservative, and it would not be implausible that some additional acres of irrigation might be

developed in carefully monitored stages.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN FOSTER COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Foster County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary, and they should not be used for individual project planning without further local

in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables are provided

to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can estimate
acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the linal summary
estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres.
These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these estimates.

ln Foster County there are currently 21 irrigation permits lor a total of 6,349 acres. Actual
water use varies. Between 1991 and 1993 the largest irrigated acreage was 3,094 in 1992. Least

irrigation (1,883 acres) occurred in 1993, which was an extremely wet year.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Foster County nine principal aquifers have been identified as potential

sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors affecting
potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within practical

distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to inigable
land.

Total lrrigable Soib
There are approximately 411,240 acres in Foster County. According to a study conducted by

North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 335,368 acres of irrigable and conditionally
irrigable land in Foster County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). Of this most, or about 89 o/o, is

classified as conditionally irrigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal
drainage.
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Table 1. Resources for potential irrigation development in Foster County, ND. Ec is the electrical conductivity of wat€r; sAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron isthe c'oncentration of boron in water' .eotb1li3t irrigable acres bi6ed on water limiiations-lcof; tii;e;a'tdiatedby,mufiplying the totaiacreage (column 7) by the

(c) is shallow confined, (cf) is deep confined, (c/u) G variauy confined -nd-uicorinneo, ;"!iitG d;bl.rtilA.

WATER SOURCE

Bald Hill Creek +
Carington / Roselield -clu

Eastman -cf

James River c/u

Johnson Lake -c

Juanita Lake -u

New Rockford -cf

Pipestem Greek -u

Russel Lake -c

Total

ECE SAR BORON

%<1500 o/o< 6 o/"<2 mglL

WATER
QUALIry

COEFFICIENT

0.06'*

0.97

0.6

0.6**

0.6'*

1*

0.75

1

0.6**

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

0.1

0.17

0.05

0.17

0.1

0.33

0.05

0.33

o.21

(e)

AREA POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
OVERLYING IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLEAQUIFER ACRES. ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

acres acres acres

2,707

36,448

11,276

4,960

371

3,993

38,617

6,208

1,465

106,045

162
6,1 96

338
506
22

1,318

1,449
2,049

185

12,224

2,707

34,528

1',!,276

4,480

160

3,993

31,257

6,208

1,145

95,754

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/o
acr€s

1,108

'12,398

1,775

2,116

50

1 508

11,617

1,954

576

33,102

POTENTIAL
IRBIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

554

6,199

887

1,058

25

754
5,808

977
288

16,550

-n
o
Il\)

95

80

1 00'

75

80-

97

60

't00-

75

100'

97

100

;
100

100

1 00-

Water quality coefficient based on other nearby aquifers.



The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the
NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, unpublished) is provided on Figure Fo-l. All soils
requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils having

slopes of more than 3 o/o dte also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about 58,440 acres are

classified as Group 1 (irrigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Foster County

SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 17,470 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category
(irrigable with limitations). Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 75,910 acres of
potentially inigable land.

All federal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the potentially irrigable acres. There are

about 4,748 acres of state and federal land, and about 4,480 acres of municipal land, for a total of
about 9,228 acres of government land. About 18o/o of all land in Foster Gounty is classified as irrigable

according to standards of this study. Applying this proportion to government land gives 1,703 acres
of excluded land that might be considered irrigable. After subtracting estimated inigable government

land, approximately 74,000 acres (74,216 acres) would be considered to be potentially
irrigable based on soil factors alone. A map of soil Groups (irrigable, conditionally irrigable,
and non inigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Fo-2. There is one soil association
(Fram-Heimdal-Emrick) for which about 32 o/o ol the land is in Group 1 (inigable without condition),

but almost half of the land requires drainage (Group 3). On the irrigability map (Figure Fo-2) this soil is

classified as Group 3&4 (non irrigable). However, the reader should be aware that there is substantial

irrigable soil included in this soil association. A large portion of northeastern Foster County, including

much of the northern portion of the Carrington aquifer and the Rosefield aquifer is mapped in this soil

association. The area mapped as Fram-Heimdal-Emrick soil is shown on Figure Fo-1.

Estimates of lrrigable Soil Overlying Aquifers
The overall estimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken lrom soil survey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying
aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer
boundaries. Area mapped to soil associations considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted

by the percent of land individual soil series classified as irrigable within the association. ln addition,
inigable series were adjusted to account for slopes greater than 37o using a factor of 0.63. Foster
County soil summary table data indicated that about 63 % of soils mapped in series considered
irrigable, had slopes of less than 3 %. Finally, a 1/2 contingency lactor was applied to all estimates of
irrigable soil area. Results in Table 1, column 11, indicates that about 16,500 acres (16,550 acres)
of land overlying aquifers would be considered as potentially irrigable based on soil
suitability alone. Most of this land overlies the Carrington and New Rockford aquifers.
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Figure Fo-1. Soil association map of Foster county ND. (From Foster county soil survey, usDA-scs , unpublished 19g5).
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Potential lrrigation Development Over Aquilers Based on Water Supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Foster County have variable quality for irrigation use. Between 70

and 100 % of the ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for
irrigation' Water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (EcE), sodium
adsorption ratio (SAR), and Boron concentration (Table 1). Estimates of water available for potential
irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in
glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2.5 inches per year for aquifers that are
partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers. lrrigable
acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per acre per year
irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use estimate.
Recharge coefficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025,0.1, 0.21, and 0.33,
respectively. In some cases, depending on the aquifer, ranges of values between these coefficients
are selected.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quat1y
coefficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given we1 (Iable 1,
column 5). The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 1, column (g).
About 12,000 acres ('t2,224 acres) are estimated as potentially irrigabte, based on
estimates of available water of suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in Foster county
The most limiting factor in Table 1 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Foster county. parcels of land less
than 130 acres are not included in the sum of potentially irrigable acres. lrrigation development from
the Pipestem creek and Juanita Lake aquifers is limited by available soil. Development lrom allother
aquifers is limited by estimated sustainable yield. However, in most cases soiland water resources are
fairly closely matched. The sum of potentially irrigable acres based on the most limiting
resource is about 10,500 acres (10,566 acres). lt lhe 112 contingency factor were not applied
to available soil, the total would be closer to 12,000 acres. This compares with about 6,117 acres
already permitted for irrigation using ground water in Foster County. Actual water use for irrigation
between 1991 and 1993 varied from as little as 1,633 acres iruigated in 1998 to 2,g64 acres irrigated in
1 992.
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Additional Comments
It is considered that the estimate of 10,500 to 12,000 acres of irrigation development is

conservative, and that some additional development might be possible. Estimates were based on

computations of sustained yield. Some additional development might be allowable on the basis of
limited mining from large aquifers, and might be sustainable for many years without excessively
depleting the aquifers. As many as 2,000 additional acres might be irrigable from limited mining. This,

however, would have to be considered on a case by case basis, and should not be considered as a
reliable estimate of available water.

The State Water Commission managing hydrologist for Foster County (Alan Wanek, personal

communication, May 1995) has noted that the actual boundaries of the Carrington aquifer are more
constricted than shown on the digitized copy of the Foster County Study map (Figure 2). However,

the change in boundaries conforming to more recent information corresponds well with the
boundaries of the irrigable soil on Figure 2. Thus, more limited area of the Carrington aquifer
conforming to more recent boundaries would not affect the final estimate of potentially irrigable land

based on most limiting factors. Only non irrigable soil would be eliminated by the changed boundary.

IRRIGATION USING SURFACE WATER

There are currently 232 acres approved for irrigation using surface water in Foster County. Of
this, annual use is usually about 250 acres. Minimum recorded use was 230 acres in 1992. While the
upper reaches of Pipestem Creek and the James River llow through Foster County, these waters are
already heavily appropriated, and further irrigation use is unlikely. There are numerous small lakes,
potholes, and sloughs in Foster County. However, these are excluded as potential water sources
because of the complexities involved with lake hydrology and because of competing recreational and
wildlife interests. While some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to be
considered as individualcases. Totalcurrent irrigation from surface water is insubstantial, and does
not significantly etfect the overall total of potential development.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 10,500 acres of potential irrigation, all from ground water,
appears to be available for development in Foster County. Additional development
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might be feasible under appropriate conditions, but would likely have to be implemented in carefully
monitored stages
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR GRANT AND MORTON COUNTIES

There are five aquifers in Grant County, and seven aquifers in Morton County which may
provide water for potential irrigation development. ln Grant County, about 9,000 acres overlying
aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 To, aretree
from substantial surface and subsurface drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sufficient size for
irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially inigable land are based on total land meeting the
above criteria, multiplied by a contingency factor of 1/2to account for potential error, and land owner
preferences with regard to irrigation development. The contingency factor is also intended to lend a
conservative bias to this report. Application of the contingency factor results in an estimate ol at least
4,500 acres of irrigable land overlying aquifers in Grant County. ln Morton County, about 27,000 acres
overlying aquifers have soils meeting the criteria described above. Application ol lhe'l12 contingency
factor results in an estimate of at least 13,500 acres of irrigable land overlying aquifers in Morton
County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable between aquifers in both Grant and Morton Counties.
Between 17 and 45 o/o of ground water sampled is of suitable quality for irrigation in Grant County,
based on the criteria of this study. Estimates of long-term sustainable yield indicate that sutficient
water for about 3,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-term basis. After considering both land
and water limitations, it is estimated that about 2,000 acres would be potentially available for irrigation

development using ground water in Grant County. ln Morton County, about 45"/o ol ground water
sampled is of suitable quality for irrigation. Estimates of long-term sustainable yield indicate that
sutficient water for about 10,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-term basis. After considering
both land and water limitations, it is estimated that about 9,000 acres would be potentially available for
irrigation development in Morton County.

Potential substantial sources of surface water for irrigation in Grant and Morton Counties
include the Missouri River, the Cannonball River, and the Heart River and Lake Tschida. A total of at
least 13,500 acres of irrigation have been permitted for irrigation under U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Water Permit No. 2508, using waters released from the Heart Butte Dam. Of this about 7,000 acres
are currently under irrigation. An additional 6,500 acres may be irrigated. As many as 7,500 acres may
be developed for irrigation in Morton County using water from the Missouri River. About 4,500 acres
of this total are already under irrigation. A total of up to 2,000 acres of irrigation may be possible using
other sources, including the Cannonball River. Most of this total is already permitted and under
irrigation. Total estimated potential irrigation for Grant and Morton Counties combined using all
available surface-water sources would be about 23,000 acres.



Gonsidering all potentiat ground-water and surface-water sources, there is
sufficient water and irrigable soit to atlow for devetopment of 2g,000 to 31,000
acres of irrigation in Grant and Morton Gounties combined.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN GRANTAND MORTON COUNTIES,

NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Grant and Morton Counties. Methods of assessment used in this
report were designed to provide a conseruative estimate. These methods were described in a
previous introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general

information. They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individual project
planning without further local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on

computation tables are provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion

that this report can estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. In the text of this report,
the final summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the
nearest 500 acres. These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character
of these estimates.

CURRENT IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN GMNTAND MORTON COUNTIES

ln Grant County there is currently no approved irrigation from Ground Water. From surface-
water sources 2,051 acres are approved for irrigation from the Cannonball River and its tributaries.
The distribution of permits is shown on Table 1. Although 429 acres are approved for inigation from

the Cannonball River, actual use did not exceed 179 acres from 1991 to 1993. Also, of 1 ,622 acres

approved for irrigation from tributaries of the Cannonball River, actual use from 1991 through 1993

varied from as little as !$!,16 as much as 904 acres.

ln Morton County there are currently 1,022 acres of land permitted for irrigation using ground

water. Permits for irrigation use of surface water total 5,473 acres, of which all but 1,474 acres are
irrigated using Missouri River water (l'able 1).

One major source of water currently permitted, but not fully developed, is that supplied by
releases from the Heart Butte Dam under U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) Water Permit 250 B
(WP 250 B). WP 250 B allows for the irrigation of 13,538 acres in Grant and Morton Counties
combined. Current development and use is between 7,000 and 7,500 acres ffable 1). Although the
sole point of diversion for irrigation is in Grant County, actual use is about 48% for Grant County and

52o/otor Morton County (fable 1). An additional 6,000 to 6,500 acres of irrigation can be developed in

Grant and Morton Counties under the current water permit allocation.
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Table 1

WATER

Ground Water

Surface Water

Missouri River
Heart River

CannonballRiver
Tributaries

USBR Water Permit
No.250 B
Heart River

County

Grant

Morton

Grant

Grant
Grant

Morton

Morton
Morton
Morton
Morton

USBR Approved
Release Allocation
From Lake Tschida

/ Total

Grant'*
Morton**

PERMITED

Summary ol current waterpermit allocations, and current water use in Grant_and Morton Counties, ND. Bold type rows are totals.Normal type rows are subtotals. * lndicates that this sum is a total ror uoirr Grant and Morton couhtes. *" lndiiates tat tn"se figuresapproximate, based on a48o/" Grant County and52Y" Morton County current water use allocation from USBR Water permit No. 250 B.

LAND IRRIGATEDACRES IN
1 991

0

473

IRRIGATEDACRES IN
1 992

0

484

1781
524

2,549
82
0

313

7,4OO

3,552*"
3,849**

IRRIGATED
1 993

0

405

148
904

685
202

0
162

7,309

3,509'*
3,800n*

ACRES IN

o
?lu

Cannonball River (CR)
CR Tributaries

0

1,O22
2,059

429
1,622

5,479
3,999
462
398
614

1 3,539*

2,190
54
0

310

7,055

179
454

386**
669**

3,
3,



TOTAL LANDAVAILABLE FOR IRRIGATION IN GRANTAND MORTON COUNTIES

ln Grant County there are a total of 1,061,120 acres, of which an estimated 203,085 acres are
irrigable without limitation, and ol which approximately 23,800 acres are conditionally irrigable. This
estimate is based on a survey of soils by series provided by the Grant County Soil Survey (USDA-

SCS, 1988). Soils requiring drainage are not included in the conditionally inigable class in this study.
Also, soils having slopes of more than 3% are excluded. About 18o/o ol the soils classitied as irrigable
in Grant County have slopes greater than 3%. Of soils classified as conditionally irrigable, the main

limiting condition is fineness of soil. Thus, about 226,885 acres, or about 21 o/o of the soils in the
county are considered to be inigable. This compares with an estimated total of 342,295 (about 31%)
irrigable and conditionally irrigable acres as estimated by an North Dakota State University (NDSU)

report (Omodt, written communication,l9S2). However, the NDSU study includes undulating soils
and wet soils requiring drainage, that are not included in this study. ln Grant County there are 37,4O9

acres of state and federal park and refuge land, and about 6,400 acres in town lands. Totalexcluded
land is about 43,809 acres. Of the excluded land,21o/o (about 9,200 acres) is estimated to be irrigable
or conditionally irrigable. This amount is subtracted lrom the total estimate of irrigable land. About
217,685 acres are estimated to be irrigable on the basis of soilalone in Grant County.

ln Morton County there are a total of 1,246,500 acres. The soil survey table of soil series for
Morton County is not yet available. However a previous study by NDSU (Omodt, written
communication, 1982) has indicated that a total ol 129,615 acres would be classed as either inigable
or conditionally inigable. The NDSU inigability classification is somewhat less restrictive than that used

in this analysis. lt includes soils of slightly higher slope, and also soils that would be inigable with
surface or internal drainage, while this study has excluded these soils. Depending on which soils
predominate in the county, the NDSU survey varies from estimates of irrigable land used in this study.
For example, in Oliver County, estimates of irrigable acreage in the NDSU study are identicalto those
used in this report, while in Mercer County the NDSU estimate is double that used in this report. This
is not due to inaccuracy of either classification, but rather to additional restrictions placed on the
classification used in this study. According to the NDSU report, 83,615 acres of soils are classified as
irrigable, and 46,000 acres of soil classified as conditionally irrigable are mapped in Morton County.
Approximately 12,160 acres are occupied by cities and towns, and federal and state park and refuge
land comprise about 20,759 acres. This estimate is adjusted by the percent of irrigable land (10%) to
eslimate excluded irrigable land. Subtracting the result (2,075 acres) gives a final estimate of 127,54O

acres of soil potentially available for irrigation development on the basis of soil alone in Morton County.
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POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER IN GRANT COUNTY

Estimates of lrrigable Soil Overlying Aquifers
The estimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary tables

and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying aquifers
were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer
boundaries (Table 2, column 9). A map of soil associations in Grant County is shown on Figure Gr/Mo-
1. A map of irrigable soil associations is shown on Figure Gr/lr/o-2. Areas mapped to soil associations
considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted by the percent of soil series within the
association considered to be irrigable. ln addition, irrigable series were adjusted to account for slopes
greater than 3% using a factor of 0.82 (Table 2, column 10). Finally, a 112 contingency factor was
applied to all estimates of inigable soil area. Results in Table 2, column 11 indicated that in Grant
County about 4,500 (4,425) acres of land overlying aquifers would be considered as
potentially irrigable based on soil suitability alone.

lrrigable Land overlying Aquifers Based on water supply Limitations
Supplies of water suitable for irrigation are limited in most aquifers. Estimates of water

available for potential irrigation development are based on an estimated recharge 0.3 inches per year
for deeper confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2 inches per
year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 3 inches per year for unconfined
aquifers. lnigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per
acre per year irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use
estimate. Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.s, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.17, and
0.25, respectively. Slightly lower recharge estimates and sustained yield coefficients are used lor
Grant County, than for counties farther east because of somewhat lower (about 2 inches per year)
average annual precipitation. ln Grant County all of the shallow aquifers are variably confined and
unconfined. All of the recharge coefiicients on Table 2 are therefore 0.17.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quatity
coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable lor irrigation in a given well (Iable 2,
column 5). The most limiting parameter is used to adjust for water quality. The resutting inigable
acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 2, column (g). About g,5OO
(3,475) acres are estimated as potentially irrigable, based on estimates of available
water of suitable quality for irrigation.
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Table 2.

(t)

WATER SOURCE

Cannonball River Valley
-clu

Cedar Creek -clu

Elm Creek -c/u

Hearl River -c/u

Shields -clu

Total

Resources for potenlial irrigation development in Grant County, ND. EC is the electrical conductivity of water; SAR is lhe sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron is
the concentration of boron in wat€r. Potential krigable acres based on water limitations (column 8) are calculated by multiplying the total acreage (column 7) by the
recharge coefficient co€fficient in colum! (6) as described. in lhe lext, and by adjusting for water quality (column 5). Land mapped in irrigable soils series, arid having a
slope of less lhan 37o (column 10) is calculated lrom land area mapped in inigable associations overlying the aquifer (columir 9), adjustbd for the propodion of the '
association attributed to soils of irigation suitable series, and by an adjustment factor (0.82) accounting for slopes greater than 3%. 

'The 
final estimatb of potential

(c) indicates that aquifer is confined, (u) indicates unconlined, (c/u) indicates variably confined and unconfined

(2)

ECE

%<1500
pS/cm

55

(3)

SAR

(4)

BORON

(s)

WATER
QUALIry

COEFFICIENT

o.21

(8)(7)(6)

14,124

5,710

11,422

8,844

60,796

1,080

120
874
677

9,475

(e)

6,560

2,080

2,880

6,160

1,280
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Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in Grant county
The most limiting factor in Table 2 [water limiting (column 6); or soit timiting (column 9)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Grant county. water is most limiting
for the Cannonball River, Etm Creek, and Heart River Aquifers, while soil is most limiting for the Cedar
Creek and Shields aquifers. Based on Table 2, about 2,000 (2,315) acres are estimated as
having potential for irrigation development from ground water in Grant County. This
compares with no current development of irrigation from ground-water.

Additional Comments
All of the aquifers considered for potential development have very low probabilities (17 to 45

percent chance) of obtaining good quality water for irrigation from a given well. Although
development from such supplies is possible, there are additional problems of finding water of suitabte
quality which add to the expense and ditficulty of development. ln addition, the Heart River, Cedar
Creek, and CannonballValley aquifers often have likely pumping rates of less than 50 gpm. Such a
slow rate of pumping would necessitate the manifolding of wells, and further complicate the process
of development. Thus, while irrigation devetopment from ground water in Grant County
is possible, it will likely be a slow, case by case process of expansion. The ground-
water supplies in Grant County are not likely situated for large-scale development
in a short period of time.

POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUNDWATER IN MORTON COUNTY

Estimates of lrrigable Soil Overtying Aquifers
Estimates of irrigation-suitable soiloverlying aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas

of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer boundaries ffable 3, column 9). A map of soil
associations in Morton County is shown on Figure Gr/Mo-3. A map of irrigable soil associations is
shown on Figure Gr/Mo-4. Area mapped to soil associations considered to be predominanly irrigable
were adjusted by the percent of soil series within the association considered to be irrigable. Soil
series acreage summaries have not yet been published for Morton county. The overall estimate of
irrigable soils by series provided by NDSU ( Omodt, written communication, 19g2) does not conform
to the 3% slope maximum or the non drainage requirement of this study. For this reason, a slope
adjustment factor of 0.5 is used, based on common values for other counties ffable 3, column

Gr/hlo-8



Table 3. Resourcesfor potential irrigation developmenl in Morton County, ND. EC is the electrical conductivity of water; SAR is the sodium adsorption ralio ol water; and Boron is
the concentration of boron ln water. .Potential inigable.acres based on water limltations (column 8) arb calculated by multiplying lhe total acreage (column 7) bythe

slope ol less thgn 379 (column 10) is calculated lrom land arga mapped in irrigable associations overlying tfre aquifer (columir-9), adjusi-ed for the proporiion of the -
associalion attributed to soils- ol irrigation suitable series, and by an adjustment factor (0.50) accounting for slopes greater than 3%. 

-The 
fnal estimat'e ol potential

(c) indicates that aquiler is confined, (u) indicates unconfined, (c/u) indlcates variably conlined and unconfined

(r,

WATER SOURCE

Elm Creek -clu

Heari River -clu

Killdeer -clu

Little Heart -clu

Saint James -clu

Shields -clu

Sims du
Square Butte -clu

Total
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.45

.45'

.33

.45"

.45"

.45

.45'

.45-

(6)
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COEFFICIENT

(7) (8) (e)
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WATER LIMIT
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(10) (11)

o
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9,496

6,753

0

6,336
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26,221
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acres

4,748
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0

3,1 68

1,085

t55
26

1,085

13,644

99

45

50

45

0.17

0.17

0.'t7

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

46,585

17,203

12,236

42,796

7,232

5,446

2,794

5,747

140,039

3,564
1,316

936

3,274

553
417

214

440
10,713

37,982

16,883

960

21 ,848
4,160

973

800

5,427

89,033

* No water quality data were available. Used 0.rt5 coefficient.
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10). Finally, a 1/2 contingency factor was applied to all estimates of inigable soil area. Results in Table
3, column 11 indicated that in Morton County about 13,500 (19,644) acres of tand overlying
aquifers would be considered as potentially irrigabte based on soil suitability alone.

lrrigable Land overlying Aquifers Based on water supply Limitations
Supplies of water suitable for irrigation are limited in most aquifers. Estimates of water

available for potential irrigation development are based on an estimated recharge 0.S inches per year
for deeper confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2 inches per
year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 3 inches per year for unconfined
aquifers. lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per
acre per year irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use
estimate. Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.s, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.17, and
0.25, respectively- Slightly lower recharge estimates and sustained yield coefficients are used for
Morton County, than for counties farther east because of somewhat lower (about 2 inches per year)
average annual precipitation. ln Morton County all of the shallow aquifers are variably confined and
unconfined. All of the recharge coetficients on Table 3 are therefore 0.17.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality
coefficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given well (Table 2,
column 5). The most limiting parameter is used to adjust for water quality. The resulting irrigable
acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 2, column (g). About 10,500
(10'513) acres are estimated as potentially irrigable, based on estimates of available
water of suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in Morton county
The most limiting factor in Table 3 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Morton County. For Morton County,
water is most limiting in the Elm Creek, Heart River, St. James, and Square Butte aquifers, while
suitable land is most limited in the Killdeer, Little Heart, Shields, and Sims aquifers. Aquifers having
potential irrigation that totals less than 130 acres (one quarter-section center pivot acreage) are
counted as 0' Based on Table 3, about 9,000 (9,190) acres are estimated as having
potential for irrigation development from ground water in Morton County. This
compares with about 1,022 acres of current irrigation development.

Gr/lttlo-l2



Additional Comments
All of the aquifers considered for potential development have very low probabilities (33 to

45%) chance of obtaining good quality water for inigation from a given well. Although development

from such supplies is certainly possible, there are additional problems of finding suitable water which

add to the expense and difficulty of development. ln addition many of the buried valley aquifers are

indicated to have likely pumping rates of less than 50 gpm in many locations. Such a slow rate of
pumping would necessitate the manilolding of wells, and further complicate the process of

development. Thus, while irrigation development from ground water in Morton County
is possible, it will likely be a slow, case by case process of expansion. The ground
water supplies in Morton County are not likely situated for large-scale development
in a short period of time.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM SURFACEWATER IN GRANTAND MORTON COUNTIES

Most of the water used for irrigation in Grant and Morton Counties is from surface water
sources. A map of land potentially irrigable using surface water in Grant County is shown on Figure

Gr/lvlo-S. Water permit allocations (shown on Table 1) are of two types, based on the presence or
absence of federal involvement. Water permits issued without federal requirements total about 2,000
acres in Grant County (mostly from the Cannonball River and its tributaries), and about 5,500 acres in
Morton County, of which most is from the Missouri River. Total non-federal irrigation using surface
waters would likely total about 7,500 acres for Grant and Morton Counties combined.

The second type of water permit is that having federal limitations and controls. ln Grant and

Morton Counties one such permit is exemplified by USBR Water Permit No. 2508, which authorizes
the use of water for up to 13,538 acres of irrigation. Water is to be supplied as releases from the Heart

Butte Dam into the Heart River, for irrigation between Lake Tschida and the Missouri River.
Requirements for use are the establishment of a water use contract with the USBR, and an evaluation
and approvalof soilsuitability on the proposed irrigation tract. As of 1992 a "Finding Of No Significant

lmpact", or FONSI, was issued for development of up to 10,000 acres for irrigation, with the intention

of obtaining a FONSI for the additional acreage at a later time, pending further assessment of impact.

As of 1992 inigation from Heart Butte Dam releases included 2,537 acres irrigated by the
Western Heart River lrrigation District, and 3,103 acres irrigated bythe Lower Heaft lrrigation Company.

During 1991 through 1993 about 7,000 acres were irrigated from the these releases. Current use is
divided into approximate halves between Grant and Morton Counties, and planned development

Gr/Mo-l3
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includes lands adjacent to the Heart River and Muddy Creek extending from the Heart Butte Dam to

the Missouri River. Over and above current use, an additional 6,500 acres of land should be irrigable

along the Heart River between Lake Tschida and the Missouri River, using Heart Butte Dam releases.

Total irrigation development in Grant and Morton Counties using water releases
from the Heart Butte Dam should total at least 13,500 acres.

Potential lrrigation Development from the Missouri River

ln this report, the potential supply of water from the Missouri River for irrigation will be treated

as essentially unlimited. Current irrigation development lrom the Missouri River in Morton County is

confined to the lower terraces of the Missouri River. The total current irrigation from the Missouri River

is about 4,000 acres fl-able 1). Early plans for irrigation under the Heart River Unit of the Missouri River

Project (USBR 1946) included about 38 80-acre irrigation units (about 4.75 sections) near the

confluence of the Heart and Missouri Rivers. These tracts are potentially inigable from either the Heart

or the Missouri River. While the planned development has not occurred, some of the lands in this plan

unit have been irrigated. For this report, an estimate of about 4 sections ol potential inigation will be

used for this area. About 3 sections ol Missouri River bottom land between Fort Lincoln State Park

and Sugarloaf Butte are estimated to be suitable for inigation. lrrigable bottom lands are estimated to

total about 4,480 acres, which is close to the current permit allocation. Estimated total irrigation of

bottom land is about 4,500 acres.

ln addition, there appears to be one substantial tract of potentially irrigable land on Custer

Flats. This potentially irrigable tract consists ol about 9 sections (5,760 acres) bounded on the east by

Highway 6, on the south by the southern boundary of T138 N, R 81/82 W; on the west by the

imaginary north-south line running through the western boundary of T138 N R 82 W S34; and on the

north by imaginary east-west line running through the northern boundary of T 138 N R 82 W S 13. A
potential point of diversion from the Missouri River would be in T 138 N, R 81 W S 25. The route of

water transport would follow the drainage course from Custer Flats to the Missouri River. The course is

gradually sloped, and total static lift would not exceed 80 ft. The distance of transport to the nearest

point of irrigation on Custer Flat would be about 3 miles, although there may be some possible

irrigation along the route of transport. A map of potential irrigation development from the Missouri

River in Morton County is shown on Figure Gr/Mo-6. A contingency factor of 112 is further applied to

the approximate 6,000 acres of potentially irrigable land on Custer Flat, so that the final estimated
potential irrigation on Custer Flat would be about 3,000 acres. Total combined
potential irrigation from the Missouri River in Morton County would be estimated to
be about 7,500 acres.
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lrrigation from Non Missouri River Surface Water Sources

About 3,500 acres in Grant and Morton Counties combined are permitted for inigation from
the Heart and Cannonball Rivers and their tributaries, without involvement in federal project
development. Of this, about 1,500 acres (1,200 in Grant County and 300 in Morton County) are used
as gravity, flood, or waterspreading, and a substantial portion of this is spring applied on hay crops.
Much of this water might not be available as a reliable summer water supply. Thus, it is estimated that
about 2,000 acres of water currently permitted from surface water sources other
than the Missouri River, and not dependent on federal project involvement, would
be available for consistent irrigation use.

Total Potential lrrigation Development From Surface Water
Total surface-water irrigation using waters not withdrawn from the Missouri River or from Heart

Butte Dam as a part of the controlled releases contracted with the USBR are estimated to be about
2,000 acres. Total potential irrigation from the Missouri River is estimated to be about 7,500 acres.
Total potentialdevelopment using water releases from Heart Bufte Dam are estimated to be at least
13,500 acres. Total potential surface-water irrigation development is thus estimated
at about 23,000 acres in Grant and Morton Counties combined. This compares with
about 7,000 acres currently permifted for irrigation use by the State of North Dakota, and about 7,000
acres of irrigation developed under USBR Water Permit No. 250 B.

Additional Comments
The contingency factor of 1/2 applied to Custer Flats has been applied to all potential surface-

water development tracts in this study. Close investigation of the potential irrigation
development site on Custer Flats may indicate that considerably more land is
available for development than is indicated here. This site is worth further
investigation.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Total potential irrigation development using surface water is estimated at 23,000 acres for
Morton and Grant Counties combined. Total irrigation development from ground water has been
estimated at about 11,000 acres for Grant and Morton Counties combined. However, about 2,OOO

acres of this land is in the Heart River valley, and would likely overlap with potential irrigation from the
Heart River. About 1,000 acres of the Elm Creek, Little Heart and Square Butte Creek aquifers would

Gr/Ivlo-17



likely overlap areas of potentialsurface-water irrigation from the Missouri River. Adjusted for surface-
water source overlap, the potential ground-water development estimate is decreased to about g,ooo
acres. one additional consideration, already discussed, is that ol the inconsistent water quality and
the variation in pumping rates from aquifers. Although these have been considered in the current
estimates, there still remain additional problems in finding and developing irrigable water supplies, that
have not been fully accounted for. lt is thus thought that the 8,000 acre figure should be considered
as an upper end of a range lrom about 5,ooo to 8,000 acres of potential irrigation development using
ground water. The final estimate of totat potential irrigation development would thus
be in a range from about 28,OOO to 31,000 acres for Grant and Morton Counties
combined.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR GRIGGS COUNTY

The single largest source of irrigation water in Griggs County is the Spiritwood aquifer, which
underlies most of the western half of the county. About 32,000 acres overlying the Spiritwood and
McVille aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 7o,

are free from substantial surface and subsurface drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sufficient

size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified

as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency factor ol 112 to account for potential error, and land owner
preferences regarding development. The contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative
bias to this report. Application of the contingency factor results in an estimale of at least 16,000 acres
of land in Griggs County that are suitable for irrigation, and overlie aquifers.

Water quality for irrigation is variable. About 7OY" ol water samples collected from the
Spiritwood aquifer are of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. Estimates of
long-term sustainable yield indicate that sufficient water for about 8,500 acres of inigation is possible
on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (irrigable

land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 8,000 acres
for irrigation should be feasible in Griggs County. Estimates of potential irrigation
development in this report compare with a total of 7,484 acres currently permitted for irrigation in

Griggs County. This estimate is likely conservative, and it would not be implausible that as much as

double the projected acres might be developed in carefully monitored stages.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN GRIGGS COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose ol this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Griggs County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous
introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this repod are based on general information.
Estimates of irrigation potential are preliminary, and should not be used for individual project planning
without further local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation
tables are provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this
report can estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the
final summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the
nearest 500 acres. These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character
of these estimates.

ln Griggs County there are currently 33 irrigation permits for a total o17,484 acres. There are
an additional 1,000 acres (937 acres) that have been applied for but are not yet granted. Actualwater
use varies. Between 1991 and 1993 largest irrigated acreage was 5,586 in 1992. Least irrigation
(2,277 acres) occurred in 1993, which was an extremely wet year. Almost all water permits in Griggs
County are from ground water. There are only 40 acres permitted for irrigation using surface water.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual
current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Griggs County two principal aquifers have been identified as potential
sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors atfecting
potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within practical
distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to irrigable
land.

Total lnigable Soils

There are approximately 454,675 acres in Griggs County. According to a study conducted by
North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 336,845 acres of irrigable and conditionally
irrigable land in Griggs County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). About Z9o/ois classified as
conditionally irrigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal drainage.

Gr-l



Table 1

the concenlration of boron ln water. .Potential irrigable acres bdsed on water limitations (column 8) are calculatei Uy muftipfying lhe toGidcrease (column 7) by the

development' (c) means aq-uifer is_confined with less than 50 fe6i ol overburdon. (cf) mdins_that aquiier is deeply-connnJo, fiving ;ore than 50 liet of ovebilrdon. 1u)means that aquifer is unconfined. (c/u) means that aquifer is variably confined and'unbonfined.

(1)

WATER SOURCE

McVille -c

Spiritwood-cf

undifferentiated

Total

" Data missing.

t2)

ECE

%<1500
pS/cm

(3)

SAR

(4)

BORON

(5)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.82

0.7

07'

(6)

RECHARGE ABEA
COEFFICIENT OVERLYING

AQUIFER

(8) (e)

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
ACRES- ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

(10) (11)(7)

o
s

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3%
acres

1,641

30,422

105

32,168

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

sotL
OVERLYING

AOUIFER

acres

821

15,211

53

16,085

85

80

Use most limiting case for county

Vo<6 o/o<ZmglL

99

100

82

70

0.07

0.05

0.07

acres

9,632

2"12,299

11,328

233,249

acres

553
7,430

555

8,538

acres

9,312

138,726

320

148,358



The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the
NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, unpublished) is provided on Figure Gr-1. All soils
requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils having
slopes of more than 3 o/o ?te also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about 53,700 acres are
classified as Group 1 (inigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Griggs County
SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 11,085 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category
(inigable with limitations). Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 64,785 acres of
potentially irrigable land.

Allfederal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the potentially irrigable acres. There are
about 15,343 acres of state and federal land, and about 5,760 acres of municipal land, for a total of
about 21,103 acres of government land. About 'l4Yo of all land in Griggs County is classified as
irrigable according to standards of this study. Applying this proportion to government land gives
3,006 acres of excluded land that might be considered inigable. After subtracting estimated irrigable
government land, approximately 62,000 (61,788) acres would be considered to be
potentially irrigable based on soil factors alone. A map of soil Groups (irrigable,
conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Gr-2.

Estimates of lrrigable Soil Overlying Aquifers
The overallestimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying
aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer
boundaries. Area mapped to soil associations considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted
by the percent of individual soil series within the association classified as irrigable. ln addition, irrigable
series were adjusted to account for slopes greater than 3% using a factor of 0.43. Griggs County soil
summary table data indicated that about 43 7o ol soils mapped in series considered irrigable, had
slopes of less than 3 %. Finally, a 1/2 contingency factor was applied to all estimates of irrigable soil
area. Results in Table 1, column 11, indicates that about 16,000 acres (16,085 acres) of land
overlying aquifers would be considered as potentially irrigable based on soil
suitability alone. A small portion of potential development overlies the McVille aquifer. But most of
the potential development is from the Spiritwood aquifer. Most of the irrigable soils mapped were in
Group 1 (irrigable without limitations).

lrrigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Griggs County have variable quality for irrigation use. Between 70

and 100 % of the ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for

Gr€
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irrigation. Water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (ECE), sodium
adsorption ratio (SAR), and Boron concentration (Table 1). Estimates of water available for potential
irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in
glacial till, 1.2 inch per year lor shallow confined aquifers, 2.5 inches per year lor aquifers that are
partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers. lrrigable
acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per acre per year
irrigation. The recharge coefficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use estimate.
Recharge coefficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and 0.33,
respectively. ln some cases, depending on the aquifer, ranges of values between these coefficients
are selected.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality
coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitabte for irrigation in a given well (l'able 1,
column 5). The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 1, column (g).
About 8'500 acres (8,538 acres) are estimated as potentially irrigable, based on
estimates of available water ol suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in Griggs county
The most limiting factor in Table 1 [water limiting (column 8); or soit timiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Griggs County. Parcels of land less
than 130 acres are not included in the sum of potentially inigable acres. Development from both
the Spiritwood and Mcville aquifers is limited by water rather than avaitable soil.
The sum of potentially irrigable acres based on the most limiting resource is about
8,000 acres (7,983 acres). This compares with about 7,500 acres already permitted for irrigation in
Griggs County.

Additional Comments
It is considered that the estimate of 8,000 acres of irrigation development (of which about

7,500 acres are already developed) is conservative, and that substantial additional development
would be possible. The Spiritwood aquifer is very extensive in Griggs County. lt is not implausible that
in some areas recharge to the spiritwood aquifer might exceed the estimates used in this report.
However, lacking further information, this cannot be stated with certainty. Moreover, for a large
aquifer, like the Spiritwood, a substantial amount of development might be allowable on the basis of
limited mining, and might be sustainable for many years if not indefinitely. On the basis of limited
mining it may be feasible to double the estimated 8,OOO acres. The possibility of further development,
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or limited mining of water would have to be considered on a case by case basis. Such development
would likely occur in gradual, well monitored stages.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 8,000 acres of potential irrigation, all from ground water,
appears to be available for development in Griggs County. A doubling of the potential
irrigated acres might be feasible under appropriate conditions, but would likely have to be
implemented in carefully monitored stages.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR KIDDER COUNTY

Kidder County has limited externaldrainage, and a substantial ground-water resource. About
385,000 acres overlie a complex of confined and unconfined aquifers. Of this about 52,000 acres
overlying aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than
37o, are free from substantial surface and subsurface drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of
sufficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially irrigable land are based on tothl land
classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency factor of 112 to account for potential error, and land
owner preferences regarding development. The contingency factor is also intended to lend a
conservative bias to this report. Application of the contingency factor results in an estimate of at least
26,000 acres of irrigable land in Kidder County.

There is substantial water for irrigation development in Kidder County. Most of the ground
water is of good quality, with low sodium adsorption ratio, electrical conductivity, and boron content.
Estimates of long-term sustainable yield indicate that sufficient water for about 50,500 acres of
irrigation is likely on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (irrigable
land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 26,000
acres lor irrigation should be leasible in Kidder County. Under optimal conditions
potential irrigation development may be as much as double this estimate. The greatest potentialfor
irrigation development appears to be from the unconlined Marstonmoor Plain and Tappen aquifers,
and from the efiensive confined Kidder County aquifer complex. Estimates of potential inigation
development in this report compare with a total of 11,410 acres currently permitted for irrigation in
Kidder County as of April, 1995.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN KIDDER COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose ol this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Kidder County. Methods of assessment used in this report were

designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in previous

introduction and methods sections. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on

general information. They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individualproject

siting without further local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data in tables

are provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can

estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final
summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest
500 acres. These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these

estimates.

Current lrrigation Water Permits and Water Use

ln Kidder County there are currently 11,410 acres approved for irrigation. Of this, actual use

varies roughly between 2,000 and 8,000 acres, depending upon the wetness of the year. ln most
years, inigation is likely greater than 7,000 acres. Almost all of the water permits are for ground-water.

Only 382 acres have been approved for irrigation using surface water. Of this, only half were irrigated

from 1991 through 1993. Kidder County has very poorly defined external drainage, so that there are

no major streams to provide a reliable surface water supply.

A large portion of the county is covered with lakes and ephemeral potholes. These, however,

do not provide reliable supplies of water in most cases. Because of the complexities involved with

lake hydrology and competing recreational and wildlife interests, surface waters in Kidder County are

excluded from consideration as sources. While some lake waters would likely be available for use,

they would have to be considered as individual cases.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual
current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Kidder County three principal aquifers have been identified as
potential sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are tvvo possible limiting factors
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Table 1 Resources for potential irrigation development in Kidder county, ND. Potential irrigable acres based on water.limitations (cotumn g) are calculated by multiplyingthe totalacrease (column 7; ov ne recharge coetricient 
-cgemci6ntJn corumn'l6j'ai a.escroeJ N-tr'e t"i,'"rii ov iojiiiii"siioi wli"7fri;ity (corumn 5). Land mapped

aquifer.

WATER SOURCE ECE SAR BORON

%<1500 0/o<6 o/"<ZmglL

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

sorL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3%
acres

11

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

(8)

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPEDIRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLEACRES- ASSOCIATIONS
WATEF LIMIT

5
Ilu acres acres

Kidder County -c

Kunkle Lake * -u

Marstonmoor -u

Robinson * -u

Tappen-u

Total

85

100

94

99

100

88

99

100

100

99

0.85

.99

0.99

.99

1.0

0.88

0.1

0.33

0.33

0.33

0.33

88 343,'t68

4,499

33,856

8,332

40,710

21,740 "
1,484

11,172

2,750

13,434

50,581

acres

289,884

3,059

33,856

8,332

37,670

289,894'.*

38,142**'

550

6,094

6't0

6,780

52,176*"

acres

I 9,071 **t

275
3,O47

305

3,390
26,088

99

:. I9y:lg..q!"]ity dala wers avaitable. Used probabitity of mosr timiting case.... uompulatons are macle from total area minus area of unconfined ao-uifers.



atfecting potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) inigable land within

practicaldistance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to

irrigable land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately 867,953 acres in Kidder County. A soil association map of Kidder

County (USDA-SCS, 1988) is provided on Figure Ki-1. A study of Kidder County conducted by

North Dakota State University (NDSU), provided by Omodt (1982, written communication), indicates

that a total of 627,000 acres are mapped as irrigable orconditionally irrigable.

The criteria used in this study consist of a much more restrictive subset of the criteria used in

the NDSU study. Allsoils requiring surface, or subsurface drainage are excluded, and allsoils having

slopes greater than 3% are excluded. Applying the criteria of this study to the soil survey table of area

mapped to individual series (USDA-SCS, 1988), there are an estimated 102,924 acres of Group 1

(inigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils, and an additional 30,100 inigable acres in the

Group 2 category (inigable with limitations). In most cases excessive slope is the limit in Kidder

County. Another limitation is fineness of soil, which requires controlled rates of water application.

Soils requiring extensive surface or subsurface drainage are considered as non irrigable in this study.

Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 133,024 acres of potentially irrigable land.

Federal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the estimates of potentially irrigable acres.

Estimates of federal and state lands (37,409 acres) and town lands (5,120 acres) total 42,529 acres.

About 15 o/o of all land in Kidder County is irrigable. Using this proportion, the irrigable portion of

govemment land (15 o/o, ot 6,379 acres) is subtracted from total irrigable land. lt is estimated that there

are about 126,500 acres (126,625 acres) of potentially irrigable land in Kidder County
based on soil suitability alone.

lrrigable Land Overlying Kidder County Aquifers

Kidder County has a large aquifer complex, consisting of both confined and unconlined

aquifers. About 343,168 acres overlie the Kidder County aquifer complex. Approximate aquiter

boundaries are shown on Figure Ki-2. A map of soil suitability for irrigation is also shown on Figure Ki-

2. Most soils suitable for irrigation overlie the Kidder County aquifer complex.

For most counties in central North Dakota, the method of this study has been to (1) determine

total acreage in individual soil associations overlying an aquifer; (2) calculate the amount of inigable

land by applying the percent ol each association attributed to soil series that meet inigability criteria;

(3) adjust for slope; and (4) multiply by a contingency factor ot 112. ln the case of Kidder County, an
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Soil Associations
ffi Bames-Svea-Buse
I Witliams-Bowbeils
I Barnes-Towner-Maddock
N Fla,ton-Williams
N lruitta
D Barnes-Buse-parneil
E Wlliams-Zaht
III Maooock-Hecta-serden
ffi Sioux-Rrvilla-Renshaw
4 Harriet-Minnewaukan-Stirum

.B

.8.4.
6

t v

soil association mao of Kidder county ND. (From Kidder county soilSurvey, USDA-SCS 19Sg). ""r .'-'Figure Ki-1
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lrrigability Grouping
I Group t
ffi Group z
I Group 3&+

- Kidder County
Aquifer ComPlex

Map ol boundaries of the predominantly confined Kidder County
aquifer complex, Kidder County, ND. (From Larson, 1987).

Figure Ki-2
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additionalfactor must be considered. ln Kidder county, not only the totalamount of irrigable land, but
the lay of that land must be considered. Because of the large numbers of lakes and potholes, there
are substantial amounts of land in soil classes suitable for irrigation, that are located in scattered
parcels divided by surface water bodies. such parcels are not suitable for irrigated farming. For
example, if a sioux-Arvilla-Renshaw association is found to have 60% of its land in irrigable classes,
that still does not mean that all of that land will be in parcels large enough to irrigate.

For this reason, a ditferent method for computing irrigable soil overlying the aquifer was used
for Kidder county' soil survey photographic maps (usDA-scs, 19gg) were examined for quarter-
sections sutficiently free from ponds to allow for the use of a center-pivot irrigation unit. A total of 204
sections were examined in groups of twelve or fifteen sections each (fourteen samples), by twojudges' For each section, a number of irigable quarter sections was assigned based on current land
use' distribution of potholes, and apparent slope. Results indicated that the mean fraction of total
land suitable for irrigation was 0.38, with a standard error of 0.03g (range 0.0g to 0.5g). we can be
95% certain that the fraction of soil in parcets suitable for irrigation is between 0.30 and 0.46. This
compares with a factor of 0.6 that would be used based on percentages of soil series in the soil
association definition. For this study, the lower (0.3) factor will be used.

Total land overlying the Kidder county aquifer complex (949,16g) is adjusted for Long Lake
acreage (7,667 acres), and soil mapped non irrigabte according to the classification used in this study
(45'617 acres)' The result (289,884 acres) is adjusted according to the fraction (0.6) of the mapped
association attributed to series classified as "irrigable". A further adjustment is made for the fraction of
quarter sections considered irrigable (0.3) and a contingency factor of 112 to give a final estimate of
about 26'090 acres' ln Table 1, column 11, surface area overlying unconfined aquifers is not added in
the final sum because unconfined aquifers almost entirely overlie the confined Kidder county aquifer
complex' Based on irrigation suitability of soil overlying aquifers, about 26,000 acres of landmight be developed for irrigation in Kidder county (column 11). lf the error and
contingency factor were not applied potential irrigable land overlying aquifers might be as much as
50,000 acres.

lrrigable Land overrying Aquifers Based on water suppry Limitations
Ground-water resources in Kidder county are locally unique in extent, quality, sustainability,

and correlation with overlying soils having good irrigation potential. A large portion (about ggs,g2o
acres) of Kidder county overlies coarse buried glacial deposits that comprise the Kidder county
aquifer complex (Figure Ki-2). Most of the Kidder county aquifer complex is confined. However, part
of the Kidder county aquifer complex is overlain by surficial unconfined aquifers of glacial origin.
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Some of the major surficial aquifers include the Kunkel Lake, Marstonmoor Plain, Robinson, and

Tappen aquilers (Iable 1). Unconfined aquifers are shown on Figure Ki'3.

The hydrology of Kidder County is marked by lack of externaldrainage. This means that little

precipitation leaves the county, except through evaporation. The large extent of the "more or less

connected" coarse deposits is also conducive to redistribution of recharge waters within the aquifer

(Larson, 1987). Under current conditions of water allocation and use, ground water in Kidder County

appears to be well buffered lrom immediate fluctuations in climate and water use. Observations of

wells in Kidder County during the drought year of 1988, indicated almost no recession in water levels.

Moreover, under the current level of water appropriation there has been no observed residual

drawdown in Kidder County aquifers (personal communication, Kevin Swanson, April 1995). These

conditions indicate that substantial recharge is occurring, and that a relatively large sustained level of

use might be possible.

ln contrast to neighboring counties, water quality in most current wells is suitable for irrigation.

The percent of wells having suitable quality water based on electrical conductivity (ECE), sodium

adsorption ratio (SAR), and boron is shown on Table 1 for ditferent portions of the aquifer. For the

buried Kidder County aquifer complex, a limiting water quality coetficient of 0.85 is used. For all

unconfined aquifers, a coefficient of 1.0 is used.

There are about 87,397 acres overlying the unconfined aquifers listed in Table 1. There is no

reduction in potential water use due to inadequate water quality. Common estimates of recharge for

similar soils in eastem North Dakota (Dickey and Sargent Counties) are about 4 to 5 inches per year. ln

Kidder County, average annual precipitation is about 3 inches less than in the eastern part of the

state. However, the lack of external drainage in Kidder County enhances likelihood of substantial local

recharge. Because ol these offsetting factors, a recharge estimate of 4 inches per year is used for

unconfined aquifers. A sustainable yield of 1/3 of total acres overlying the unconfined aquifers

acreage is used, based on an average water use of 12 inches per year. Results indicate that there
probably exists a supply of water sutficient to irrigate about 28,840 acres.

Most unconfined aquifers are mapped within the boundaries of the overall Kidder County

aquifer complex. Areas mapped to unconfined aquifers are subtracted from the total estimated area of

the aquifer complex, to provide an estimate (298,523 acres) of land underlain by confined aquifer. For

confined units sustainable yield was calculated using an estimate of 1.2 inches of recharge water per

year. This was computed by an adjustment factor of 1/10 of total acreage overlying the aquifer. The

resulting estimate is 29,852 acres. Applying a limiting water quality coetficient of 0.85 for the confined

units, gives 25,374 acres of land potentially inigable based on water limitations.

From these estimates, a total of about 50,500 acres might be developed for
irrigation in Kidder Gounty, based on water supply and water quality limitations. One additional
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Unconfined Aquifer
Boundaries

!t{ap of boundaries ol the predominanfly unconfined confined Kunkel Lake,Marstonmoor, Robinson, and rappen afiuifers, riooli countv,'ttb. lrror-'Larson, 1987).

Figure Ki-3.
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factor atfecting development of unconfined aquifers in Kidder County is limited saturated thickness in

some areas. Planners should be aware of the possible need for manifolded wells to supply a quafter-

section center pivot, and in some instances irrigation will simply not be feasible because of inadequate

pumping capacity.

Total Potential lnigation Development From Aquifers

Potential irrigation development is calculated using the most limiting of the above criteria. lf

the overlying soil is most limiting, soil criteria are used (l-able 1, column 11). lf water supply is limiting,

the water supply criterion is used fl'able 1, column 8). The estimated total potential irrigation
development from aquifers is about 26,000 (26,088) acres. ll lhe 112 contingency factor

were not applied to inigable land limitations, the estimated total might be as large as 50,000 acres.

Current total land permitted for irrigation is about 11,500 acres, and the range of actual use is between

2,000 and 8,000 acres, with predominant use between 7,000 and 8,000 acres. There thus appears

to be potential for an increase of at least 14,000 inigated acres beyond current permitted acreage.

Additional Comments
, Potential limits of irrigation development presented in this study are based on shortage of

irrigable land rather than insutficient water. The estimate of total available water for irrigation is nearly

double that of the available land (l'able 1). Moreover, cited limitations on available water are based on

estimates of long-term sustainable yield, calculated from recharge computations. ln some instances

controlled mining of water may be allowable. lf the aquifer is large enough, mining of water could

provide for substantial additional irrigation for a considerable period of time. Such limited mining of

waterwould have to be considered on a case by case basis. Since land is the primary limiting factor, it

should also be remembered that a contingency factor of 112 to account for error and lor landowner

preference has been applied. This factor may be large. Also, the 37o slope limit used in this study,

and the "no drainage" assumption are conservative. Larger slopes could be irrigated in some cases,

and use of surface and tile drainage could increase the amount of irrigable land.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 26,000 acres appear to be suitable for irrigation development
in Kidder County. Under optimal conditions, irrigation development may be feasible for as much

as double this estimate.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR LOGAN COUNTY

Three aquifers in Logan County provide most of the water for potential irrigation
development. These are the Hillsburg, the Napoleon, and the Streeter aquifers. About 31,000 acres
oved/ng these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or conditionally inigable, have slopes of less
than 3 o/o, ?ra free from substantial surface and subsurface drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of
sutficient size lor irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially irrigable land are based on total land
classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency factor ol'l12lo account for potentialerror, and land
owner preferences regarding development. The contingency factor is also intended to lend a
conseruative bias to this report. Application of the contingency factor results in an estimate of at least
6,500 acres of irrigable land in Logan County.

Water quality for irrigation is mostly good. The percent of water of suitable quality for irrigation
is usually greater than 90% for major aquifers. Estimates of long-term sustainable yield indicate that
sutficient waterlor about 13,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (irrigable
land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 6,500 acres
for irrigation should be feasible in Logan County. Potential for irrigation from surface water
in Logan County is not substantial, and would not significantly alter this estimate. Estimates of
potential irrigation development in this report compare with a total of 2,410 acres currently permitted
for irrigation in Logan County. Estimated potential irrigation development is likely conservative, and it
would not be implausible that substantialadditional acres of irrigation might be developed in carefully
monitored stages.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN LOGAN COUNry NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Logan County. Methods of assessment used in this report were

designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individual project siting without further

local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data in computation tables are
provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can

estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final
summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest
500 acres. These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these

estimates.

ln Logan County, the primary source of irrigation water is ground water. Logan County has

poorly defined external drainage, so that there are no major streams to provide a reliable surface water

supply. While there are lakes and ephemeral potholes, these do not provide reliable supplies of water

in most cases . ln Logan County there are currently 2,410 approved acres for irrigation, in 18 permits.

Of this, actual use varies roughly from between 1,264 and 1,788 acres, depending upon the wetness

of the year. Only 235 acres have been approved for irrigation using surface water. Of this, not more

than 30 acres were inigated in any one year between 1991 and 1993.

Because of the lack of major streams, and because of the complexities involved with lake

hydrology and competing recreational and wildlife interests, surface waters in Logan County are

excluded from consideration as sources. While some lake waters would likely be available for use,

they would have to be considered as individual cases. Lakes should not be considered as a potential

large source of water in Logan county. ln this study, potential surface-water irrigation is considered

negligible. Allpotential irrigation will be analyzed using ground-water sources.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of

the water and soil resource. ln Logan County two principal aquifers have been identified as potential

sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible lifiiting factors atfecting
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Table 1 Resources for potential irrigation dev€lopment in Logan county, ND. Ec is the electrical conduclivity of water; sAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron isthe concentration of boron in water. Potbnfal irrigabTe acres bised on *lt"iiimitations. lcorumn ay 
"i" 

d"riiidt"o by. multiptying 16s iotliacreage (column 7) by the
slopeoflessthan3%(columnl0) iscalcirlitedlromland;r""r"p'i,t9;-iirGiL.aisgciationtbdli'yil-srdaquifer(cotumng),adjustedfortheproporrionofthe -

indicates a confined aquifer, (cf) indicates oeep 1>tb tt.l coniininglayer, Giil; unconrined aquifer, 
"nd 

("/d;. ,;#;iil#ffi?;;Juncontined.
(3)

WATER SOURCE

Beaver Lake'-c/u

Hillsburg * -u

Mclntosh - ct
Napoleon - c/u

Slreeter - u

Wishek-u

Total

ECE

%<1500
u.S/cm

90

95

95

SAR BORON

o/o<6 a/o<2mglL

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.9

0.9

0.9

0.95

0.95

0.9

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

0.1

0.33

0.05

0.21

0.33

0.33

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

7,123

16,371

5,414

17,926

18,867

800

66,501

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

sotL
SERIES,

SLOPE < 3%
acres

0

2,708

361

2,829

6,602

301

12,801

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

0

1,354
181

1,414
3,3 01

151

6,401

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
ACRES- ASSOCIATIONS
WATER

LIMIT

acres acres

oIlu
641

4,862

244

3,576

5,914

237

13,474

0

7,200

960

7,520

14,406

800

30,886

100

95

95

100

100

100

* No water qualig data were available. used probability of most limiting case.



potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within practical

distance of the water source, and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to irrigable

land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately 631,720 acres in Logan County. According to a study conducted by

North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 303,487 acres of irrigable and conditionally

irrigable land in Logan County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). About half is classified as

conditionally irrigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internaldrainage.

The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the

NDSU study. A soilassociation map (USDA-SCS, unpublished 1995) is provided on Figure Lo-1. All

soils requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils

having slopes of more than 3 o/o aite also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about 40,976 acres

are classified as Group 1 (irrigable without limitations, slope less than 3%) soils based on Logan

County SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 27,O12 inigable acres in the Group 2

category (irrigable with limitations). Usually the limitation is fineness of soil, which requires limited rates

of water application. Soils requiring extensive surface or subsurface drainage are considered as non

inigable in this study. Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 67,988 acres of potentially

irrigable land. All federal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the potentially inigable acres,

except for state school lands of which SOTo are excluded. Estimates of federal and state lands are

approximately 16,989 acres, and town lands are estimated at 3,200 acres. The total of excluded land

is 20,189 acres. lt is estimated that there are about 47,799 acres of potentially irrigable land

in Logan Gounty based on soil suitability alone. A map of soil Groups (irrigable,

conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Lo-2.

lrrigable Land Overlying Logan County Aquifers

Logan County has substantial ground water. About 66,501 acres overlie aquiters in Logan

County Cfable 1). Approximate aquifer boundaries are shown on Figure Lo-2. A map of soilsuitability

for irrigation is also shown on Figure Lo-2. About 30,886 acres of land located overlying aquifers are

mapped as belonging to soil associations that are predominantly irrigable. Potential irrigable soil

overlying aquifers in Logan County is calculated by multiplying the area mapped to soils of irrigable

associations by the percent of area within the association attributed to inigation suitable soils series,

and by an adjustment factor of 0.56 to account for slopes of more than 3%. The slope factor was

computed as the ratio of the area of all inigable soils in Logan County having slopes of less than 37o,

divided by the total area of soils in irrigable series in the county. The result for Logan County is about
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12,801 acres. The final estimate of land available for irrigation development was further adjusted by a
contingency factor of 1/2 to account for error, and for local preference in land use. Based on soil
suitability alone, about 6,500 acres (6,401 acres) of land overlying aquifers would be
available for irrigation (Table 1, Column 11).

lrrigable Land overlying Aquifers Based on water supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Logan County have good irrigation potential. ln contrast to

neighboring counties, water quality in most current wells is suitable for irrigation. Estimates of water
available for potential irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper
confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2.5 inches per year for
aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers.
lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per acre per
year irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use
estimate. Recharge coefficients catculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and
0.33, respectively.

While such simplified discrete numbers can be applied in some circumstances, many aquifers
are comprised of highly complex systems of coarse deposits, varying from deeply buried to sur1cial
positions. ln such cases, an adjustment to the recharge coetficients is made based on an assessment
of aquifer surface depths indicated by drill log informalion on the county-study maps. Resulting
estimated recharge coefficients are shown on Table 1, column 6. lrrigation acreage based on
sustainable water use is then calculated by multiplying the total area overlying rhe aquifer by the
recharge coetficient.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use, in turn, is adjusted by the water quality
coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given we1 (Table 1,
column 5). The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Tablel, column g.
About 13'500 acres are estimated to be potentialty irrigable, based on estimates of
available water suitable for irrigation.

Total Potential lrrigation Development From Ground Water
Potential irrigation development is calculated using the most limiting of the above criteria for

each aquifer. lf the overlying soil is most limiting, soil criteria are used. lf water supply is limiting, the
water supply criterion is used. For Logan County, the land is more limiting than the amount of available
land, for all aquifers' The estimate of total potential irrigation development in Logan
County is thus about 6,500 acres. This amount is about 3 times the total current permitted
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acreage. However, since development of all of the aquifers in this case is considered to be limited by
available soil, it must be remembered that all2satety factor has been applied to the estimate, and that

optimally, more land may be available. lf all of the possibly irrigable land estimated (column 10) were

considered, then as much as 12,000 acres (11,932 acres) might be available for irrigation

development using the most limiting of the soil and water criteria for each aquifer.

Additional Discussion

For two aquifers having large apparent water availability, the Streeter aquifer and the Hillsburg

aquifer systems, specialconsiderations ol the interaction of available soiland available water must be

made. While the Streeter aquifer may have large amounts of water for potential use, there is currently

a high concentration (about 15 quarter sections) of irrigation development near the center of the

aquifer. Further irrigation development near the current use area will likely be limited because of
possible interference with the supplies of current water users. ln the southern part, the aquifer is thin,

and will allow for only limited development. A rough estimate by the current managing hydrologist
(Alan Wanek, personal communication, March 1995) would be about 3 quarter sections. ln the

northern part, land sufficiently distant from current development, and overlying ample available

supplies of water is often limited by areas of high water table and sloughs. A rough estimate of up to 6

or 7 quarter sections might be available for irrigation. ln sum, about 10 additional quarter sections
might be developed. This, plus the current development, would total about 4,000 acres total

development for the Streeter aquifer. This compares with 3,300 to 6,600 acres of available land, and

an estimate of 5,914 acres based on water supply alone.

The Hillsburg aquifer is thin. This would limit the amount of waterthat could be pumped at any

one location without interference between development tracts. The managing hydrologist has

estimated that a development concentration of up to 1 quarter-section per section might be possible.

Applying this limit to sections lully covered by the aquifer, would result in an estimate of about five

sections, or about 2,560 acres of potential irrigation development from the Hillsburg aquifer. This

compares with 1 ,354 lo 2,708 acres of available land, and an estimate of 4,861 acres of available water
for irrigation.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Despite limitations in the pattern of development and in depth of the aquifers, independent
estimates of potential irrigation development from the Hillsburg and Streeter aquifers did not ditfer
greatly from computations based on least limiting factors (land or water) used in this report.
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Approximately 6,500 acres of irrigation development appears to be feasible in
Logan county. Additional development might be feasible under appropriate conditions, but
would have to be implemented in carefully monitored stages.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR MCINTOSH COUNTY

There are six aquifers in Mclntosh County which provide water for potential irrigation

development. About 36,000 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or

conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, ata free from substantial surface and subsurface

drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of

potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency

factor ol ll2lo account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The

contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the

contingencytactor results in an estimate of at least 18,000 acres of inigable land overlying aquifers in

Mclntosh County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable. About 7Oo/o a;nd 82o/o of water samples taken from the

Dry Lake and Spring Creek aquifers, respectively, are of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the

criteria of this study. For some other aquifers in Mclntosh County, as much as 96 % of the water

samples taken are suitable for irrigation. Estimates of long-term sustainable yield indicate that

sutficient water for about 11,000 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-term basis. There is little
potentialfor expanded inigation using surface water in Mclntosh County.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (irrigable

land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 7,000 acres

for irrigation should be feasible in Mclntosh Gounty. Estimates of potential irrigation

development in this report compare with a total of 300 acres currently permitted for irrigation in

Mclntosh County. This estimate is likely conservative, and it would not be implausible that some

additionalacres of inigation might be developed in carefully monitored stages.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN MCINTOSH COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for

potential irrigation development in Mclntosh County. Methods of assessment used in this repoft were

designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the tindings of this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individual project siting without further

local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data in tables are provided to the

nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can estimate acreage

with such a high level of precision. In the text of this report, the final summary estimates
resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres. These final

rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the generalcharacter of these estimates.

Current lrrigation Development

In Mclntosh County, the primary source of irrigation water is ground water. Mclntosh County

has very poorly defined external drainage, so that there are no major streams to provide a reliable

surface water supply. While there are lakes and ephemeral potholes, these do not provide reliable

supplies of water in most cases . There is currently little inigation development in Mclntosh County. ln

fact, there is only one irrigation permit for 302 acres. Total reported irrigation in Mclntosh County from

1991 to 1993 varied narrowly from 15 acres in 1993, to a maximum of 17 acres in 1991 and 1992-

There is currently no approved irrigation using surface water. Because of the lack of major

streams, and because of the complexities involved with lake hydrology and competing recreational

and wildlife interests, surface waters in Mclntosh County are excluded from consideration as sources.

While some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to be considered as

individual cases. Lakes should not be considered as a potential large source of water in Mclntosh

County.

POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of

the water and soil resource. ln Mclntosh County six aquifers have been identified as potential sources

for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors atfecting potential

irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within
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Table 1 Resources for potential irrigation development in Mclntosh county, ND. Ec is the electrical conduclivity of water; sAR is the sodium adsorption ratio o, water; and Boron isthe concsntration ol boron In water. .Potbntiit irrlgable acres oasdd on *Jt", ririiitioi;.iffiffif;'J#Jiit"g.ov.,utriptying rlg totat acreage (cotumn 7) by the
slope of less than 3% (column t 0) is calcirliteo irom iano 

"tea 
rapieo in iir[ZoL 

";9^*_,ations 
bverilriig ile aquirer (cotumn 9), adjusted for the proporrion of the -

association attributed to soils of iriigation suitable series., and ov ari ioiuilmiffitor.(0.sg) a.cougirij i6r-riop", g.r"at", than 3%. 'The 
final estimate of potential

(4',)

WATER SOURCE ECE SAR BORON

%<1500 0/o<6 o/o<2 mglL

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

RECHARGE AREA
COEFFICIENT OVERLYING

AQUIFER

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLEACRES- ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

sotL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/"
acres

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

sotL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres
9.$ South Branch Beaver

Creek c

Dry Lake c/u

Mclntosh cf
Spring Creek -cf

Wishek u

Zeeland clu

90 90

acres

6,355 572

acres

4,913 1,478

70

90

85

100

96

70

100

82

96

96

100

100

100

100

100

100

0.90

0.7

0.90

0.82

0.96

0.96

0.1

0.21

0.05

0.05

0.33

0.21

717

1,510

25,821

1,582

5,225

36,383

acres

739

358
755

12,910

791
2,613

18,191

8,601

13,920

67,584

14,259

10,451

12'l,170

1,264

626
2,770
4,517

2,106
11,855

3,040
't3,964

64,552

6,705

10,451

103,62s
* No water quality data were available. Used probability of most limiting case.



practical distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to

irrigable land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately 635,825 acres in Mclntosh County. According to a study conducted

by North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 381,922 acres of irrigable and conditionally

inigable land in Griggs County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). About one third are classified

as conditionally inigable because ol slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal drainage.

The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the

NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1995, Unpublished) is provided on Figure Mci-1.

Of this, there are about 52,280 acres of Group 1 (inigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %)

soils based on Mclntosh County SCS soil suruey tabulations. There are an additional 31,865 irrigable

acres in the Group 2 category (irrigable with limitations). Usually the limitation is fineness of soil, which

requires limited rates of water application. Soils requiring extensive surface or subsurface drainage

are considered as non irrigable in this study. Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about

84,145 acres of potentially inigable land. About 14o/o ot all mapped soils are mapped as irrigable, with

slopes of less than 3 %. Within soil series mapped irrigable, about half are of slope less than 3%.

Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately 22,697 acres, and town lands are estimated at

3,842 acres. The total of government land is 26,539 acres. 14o/o of government land, or about 3,700

acres, is excluded lrom the estimate of total irrigable soil. Thus, about 80,500 acres of
potentially irrigable land is estimated for Mclntosh County based on total irrigable
land, without regard to proximity of water source.

lrrigable Land Overlying Mclntosh County Aquilers

Mclntosh County has substantial ground water, in both confined and unconfined aquifers.

About 121,17O acres overlie aquifers in Mclntosh County (Table 1). Approximate aquifer boundaries

are shown on Figure Mci-2. A map of soil suitability for inigation is also shown on Figure Mci-2. About

18,191 acres of land located overlying aquifers are estimated to be inigable. Potential irrigable soil

overlying aquifers in Mclntosh County is calculated by multiplying the area mapped to soils of irrigable

associations by the percent of area within the association attributed to irrigation suitable soils series,

and by an adjustment factor of 0.59 to account for slopes of more than 3olo. The slope factor was

computed as the ratio of the area of all inigable soils in Mclntosh County having slopes of less than

3"/o, divided by the total area of soils in inigable series in the county. The final estimate of land

available for irrigation development was further adiusted by a contingency factor ol 112 lo account for
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error, and for local preference in land use. Based on soit suitability atone, about lg,ooo
acres of land overlying aquifers would be availabte for irrigation (Table 1, Column 11).

lrrigable Land overlying Aquifers Based on water supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Mclntosh County have good quality for irrigation use. Between 70

and 100 % of the ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for
irrigation' Water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (EC), sodium
adsorption ratio (SAR), and Boron concentration ffable 1). Estimates of water available for potential
irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in
glacialtill, 1'2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2.s inches per year for aquifers that are
partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers. lrrigable
acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an averag e of 12 inches per acre per year
irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use estimate.
Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.s, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and 0.33,
respectively.

While such simplified discrete numbers can be applied in some circumstances, many aquifers
are comprised of highly complex systems of coarse deposits, varying from deeply buried to surficial
positions. ln such cases, an adjustment to the recharge coefiicients is made based on an assessment
of aquifer surfaces indicated by drill log information on the county-study maps. Resulting estimated
recharge coefficients are shown on Table 1, column 6. lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water
use is then calculated by multiplying the total area overlying the aquifer by the recharge coefficient.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use, in turn, is adjusted by the water quality
coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given well (Table 1,
column 5)' The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Tablel, column g.
About 12,000 acres woutd be estimated as potentially irrigable, based on estimates
of available water of suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Development From Ground water in Griggs county
Potential irrigation development is calculated using the most limiting of the above criteria for

each aquifer. lf the overlying soil is most limiting, soil criteria are used. lf water supply is limiting, the
water supply criterion is used. For Mclntosh County, both suitable soil and water supply are limiting.
However, overallthere is less available soilof suitable quality overlying aquifers than there is available
water' By estimation criteria used in this report potential irrigation from the Beaver creek aquifer,
Mclntosh, Spring Creek, and Zeeland aquifers are limited by available water supply, while potential
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irrigation from the Dry Lake and Wishek aquifers appear to be limited by available soil suitable for

irrigation. lt must be remembered, however, that estimates of soil have been decreased by a factor of

1/2 to account for error and land use preference. More land than estimated may be available. The sum

of most limited development estimates for each aquifer in Mclntosh County is 7,233 acres. The
estimate of total potential irrigation development in Mclntosh County is thus about
7,000 acres. tf soil suitability criteria were not adjusted by half, the final estimate would be closer to

8,000 acres. This compares with a current total of only 302 acres permitted for irrigation permits.

Additional Comments
The 7,000 to 8,000 acre estimate is likely conseruative. There are indications of more coarse

water-bearing deposits of limited size in Mclntosh County, and further exploration will likely provide

areas for potential development other than those already mapped and considered in this study. ln

addition, estimates for potential development are based on sustainable yield for an indefinite period.

A reasonable and limited level of mining might be allowable where there is large aquifer storage, and

such additional use could be applied for many years in some cases. This possibility would have to be

evaluated on an individual aquifer basis. Finally, the reader is cautioned that the computation

methods are general in nature, and on any given aquifer may be overly generous, or excessively

limited. For example, in Mclntosh County the area managing hydrologist has indicated that the

estimates for the Zeeland aquifer might, in his opinion, be on the high end of the potential

development range, while that of the Spring Creek aquifer system might be slightly pessimistic. Of

course, this could only be confirmed by extensive investigation during the progress of development.

To a certain degree, such variances in estimation should cancel in the overall evaluation of the county.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 7,000 acres of potential irrigation, all from ground water,
appears to be available for development in Mclntosh Gounty. lrrigation development of

substantial additional acreage might be feasible under optimal conditions, but would likely have to be

implemented in carefully monitored stages.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL TRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR MCLEAN COUNTY

There are fifteen aquifers in Mclean County which provide water for potential irrigation
development. About 65,000 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or
conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, a;rg free from substantial surface and subsurface
drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of
potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency
factor of 1/2to account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The
contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the
contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 32,500 acres of irrigable land overlying aquifers in
Mclean County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable between aquifers. Between O and73o/o of ground water
sampled is of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. Estimates of long-term
sustainable yield indicate that sutficient water for about 17,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-
term basis. Afier considering both land and water limitations, about 17,500 acres of irrigation would be
potentially available for irrigation development using ground water.

Substantial surface water sources available for McLean County include the Missouri River,
Lake Sakakawea, and Lake Audubon. There is sutficient inigable soilwithin reasonable distance of
the Missouri River to allow for approximately 22,784 acres of irrigation. Near Lake Sakakawea there are
approximately 1O,24O acres of land that might be suitable for irrigation development. There are also
about 2,560 acres of irrigation that may be developed in Mclean County, as part of a 4,000 acre water
allocation from the McClusky Canal, authorized under the Garrison Diversion Unit Reformulation Act
(GDU-RA) of 1986. Total potential irrigation from the Missouri River, Lake Sakakawea and the GDU-RA
authorization is about 35,584 acres.

Additional potential irrigation development may be possible using water from Lake Audubon
and from the McOlusky Canal. Two possible additional projects include 13,700 acres currently being
planned for irrigation development by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in the Turile Lake Project. An
additional5,120 acres of inigable land near lake Audubon, but not included in the Turile Lake Project,
may be suitable for irrigation development. lrrigation projects developed by federal agencies may be
subject to crop limitations and farming practices required for consistency with federal crop subsidy
programs.

ll federal projects are excluded from the total, about 51,000 acres of land
may be suitable for irrigation development in Mclean County from combined
ground-water and surface-water sources. lf projects subject to federal restrictions are
included, the total potentially irrigable land may be between 56,000 and 65,000 acres.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN MCLEAN COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in McLean County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous
introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.
They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individual project planning without
further local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables
are provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can
estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final
summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest
500 acres. These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these
estimates.

Current lnigation Development

ln McLean County, there are currently a total of 14,894 acres allocated for irrigation in 79
permits. Of this, actual annual use between 1991 and 1992 varied from as little as 4,060 acres to as
much as 6,993 acres (Table 1). Of this total, 9,853 acres have been approved for irrigation using
ground water. Actual use from 1991 to 1993 varied from as little as 2,235 acres to as much as 4,867
acres. Surface-water permits total5,790 acres. Actual use from 1991 through 1993 varied from 1,997
to 1 ,517 acres. Sub totals for ditferent surface-water sources are shown on Table 1. Discrepancies
between ground-water and surface-water parts, and the total are due to multiple use permits.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual
current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Mclean County fourteen aquifers have been identified as potential
sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 2. There are two possible limiting factors affecting
potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within practical
distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to irrigable
land.
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Table 1

WATER SOURCE

Ground Water

Surface Water

Lake Sakakawea

Missouri Mainstem

Painted Woods Creek

Non Mainstem

PERMITED

9,853

5,790

1,409

2,933

533

1,207

IRRIGATED
1 991

ACRES IN IRRIGATED ACRES IN
1 992

]RRIGATEDACRES IN

summary of cunent water permit allocations, and current water use in Mclean county, ND. Total approved andreported use totals do not pQualgrand totals because some water permits are tor. mriliiple sources.' '
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4,867

2,517

345

1,670

23

480

4,599

2,712

585

1,599

61

468

2,235

1,997

679

923

46

588



Table 2.

(1)

WATER SOURCE

Fort Mandan* - c

Ganison - c

Lost Lake/Painted Woods
Lake - c/u

Mercer* -u

Lake Nettie - c/u
/ Horseshoe Valley - c/u

/ Strawbery Lake -clu
/ Turtle Lake -clu

Riverdale'-u

Snake Creek* - c

Weller Slough /
Wolfe Creek* - c

Whiie Shield - c

White Shield - c
(reservation)

Total

Resources lor potential irrigation development in McLean County, ND. EC is the electrical conductivity of water; SAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron is
he concenlration ol boron in water. Potential inigable acres based on water limitations (column 8) are calculated by muliiplying the total acreage (column 7) by the
recharge coefficient coefficient in column (6) as described in the text, and by adjusting for water quality (column 5). Land mapped in irrigable soils series, and having a
slope ol less than 37c (column 10) is calculated from land area mapped in inigable associations overlying the aquifer (column 9), adjusted for the proportion of the
association attributed to soils of irrigation suitqble series, and by an adjustment tactor (0.53) accounting for slopes greater than 3%. The linal estimate of potential

(c) indicates lhat aquifer is confined, (u) is unconfined, and (c/u) is variably confined and unconfined.

(2)

ECE

%<1500
uS/cm

0

23

401100*

72t
601
821
93

60

60

25160

(3)

SAR

721
50/
841
100

100

30

78

52

52

(4)

BORON

100

0.1

0.025

0.17

0.25

0.17

0.25

0.1

0.025

0.1

0.1

acres

10,425

1,849

23,O20

7,321

105,536

2,914

12,742

9,632

18,368

5,760

acres

0

0

1,565

1,317
12,917

457

383
60

acres

9,465

1,849

21,580

7,321

101,696

2,914

12,742

9,632

16,448

5,760

(5)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0

0

o.4

.72

0.72

0.60

0.30

0.25

0.30

0.30

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

(7',) (8) (e) (10) (11)

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
ACRES- ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

solL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/o
acres

4,013

441

6,862

2,716

37,729

1,235

1,512

3,063

5,230

1,831

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

sorL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

2,006

220.5

3,431

1,358

18,864

618

756

'1,531

2,615

916

0/o<6 o/"<2mglL

0

100

95

1 00/1 00*53/1 00*

70

orIo)

100 100

96t
100 /
100 /
100

100

100

100

30

30

100

100

551

175

* Sparse local data resulling in higher potential error of estimations.

17,403 189,407 64,632 32,316



Total lrrigable Soils

lf water were not limiting there would be ample irrigable land in Mclean County. There are
approximately 1,270,443 acres in McLean County. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1979) is
provided on Figure McL-1. Of this, there are about 97,780 acres of Group 1 (irrigable without
limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on McLean County SCS soil survey tabulations. There
are an additional 2O9,167 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category (irrigable w1h limitations). Usually the
limitation is fineness of soil, which requires limited rates of water application. Soils requiring extensive
surface or subsurface drainage are considered as non irrigable in this study. Thus, based on soil
suitability alone, there are about 306,947 acres of potentially inigable land.

Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately 47,048 acres, and town lands are
estimated at 12,800. Coal lands are 8,372acres. The total of excluded land is 6g,220 acres. About
24o/o of all land is irrigable. Estimating thal24Yo of excluded land would be irrigable, 16,g72acres are
subtracted from the estimate of total irrigable land, giving an adjusted total ol 260,574
irrigable acres. Most of the land classed as irrigable in McLean county is conditionally irrigable. A
map of soil Groups (irrigable, conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined for this study is
provided on Figure McL-2. While much of McLean County is mapped to irrigable soilassociations on
Figure McL-2, a substantial portion of the soils mapped in irrigable associations have excessive
slopes. Also, the relatively small amount of final estimated irrigable acreage is due to the fact that about
47o/o of land mapped in irrigable or conditionally irrigable classes has a slope greater than 37o, and
could not be easily irrigated.

Estimates of lnigable SoilOverlying Aquifers
The overallestimates of irrigaute soils discusseo ioove were taken from soit survey summary

tables and were adiusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying
aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer
boundaries (Iable 2, column 9). Area mapped to soil associations considered to be predominanly
irrigable were adjusted by the percent of soil series within the association considered to be irrigable.
ln addition, irrigable series were adjusted to account for slopes greater than 3% using a factor of 0.53
(fable 1, column 10). Finally, a 1/2 contingency factor was applied to all estimates of irrigable soil area.
Results in Table 2, column 11 indicated that in Mclean County about 32,500 acres of tand
overlying aquiters would be considered as potentially irrigable based on soil
suitability alone.
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ffiN wittiams-Bowbells

Williams
Max-Zahl-Williams
Zahl-Max
Zahl-Cabba
Mandan
Wilton-Williams-Mandan
Roseglen
Parshall-Lihen-Flaxton
Ruso-Bowdle-Wabek
Havrelon-Banks-Lohler

Figure McL-1. Soil association map of McLean County ND. (From Mclean County Soil Survey, USDA-SCS , 1979)
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Aquifer Boundaries Fort Manda

Painted Lake

Figure McL-2. Map of boundaries the principalaquilers in Mclean county, ND. (From Klausing, 1974).



lrrigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations

Supplies of water suitable for irrigation are limited in most aquifers. Estimates of water
available for potential irrigation development are based on an estimated recharge 0.3 inches per year

for deeper confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2 inches per

year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 3 inches per year for unconfined

aquifers. lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per

acre per year irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use

estimate. Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2, 2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.17, and

0.25, respectively. Slighty lower recharge estimates and sustained yield coetficients are used tor
McLean County, than for counties farther east because of somewhat lower (about 2 inches per year)

average annual precipitation.

While such simplified discrete numbers can be applied in some circumstances, many aquifers

are comprised of highly complex systems of coarse deposits, varying from deeply buried to surficial
positions. Results must also consider variations in the overlying till, and the possibility of connection
between stratified deposits. ln McLean County most aquifers are combined unconfined and shallow
confined units. Recharge coetficients selected for each ol these aquifers are shown on Table 2,

column 6.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality

coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given well (Table 2,

column 5). The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 2, column (8).

About 17,500 acres are estimated as potentially irrigable, based on estimates of
available water of suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground Water in Mclean County

The most limiting factor in Table 2 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is
used to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in McLean County. Water is most

limiting in every case. Based on Table 2, about 17,500 acres are estimated as having
potential for irrigation development in Mclean County. This compares with a current
water-permit allocation of 9,853 acres, and actualcurrent annualwater use of close to 5,000 acres per
year.

Additional Comments
Some of the aquifers considered for potential development have very low probabilities (25 to

40 % chance of obtaining good quality water for irrigation from a given well. Although development
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from such supplies is certainly possible, there are additional problems of linding suitable water which
add to the expense and ditficulty of development. lf low quality sources were excluded from analysis,
and considerations were limited to higher quality sources, including the Mercer, Lake Nettie,
Horseshoe Valley, Strawberry Lake, Turtle Lake, and Riverdale aquifers, then irrigation development
potential would be estimated to be about 14,500 acres. This compares with a current ground-water
permit allocation of 9,853 acres. ln all likelihood, potential irrigation development from ground water in
Mclean County will be somewhere between 14,000 and 20,000 acres.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT USING SURFACE WATER

Surface water sources in Mclean Gounty include the Missouri river (main stem, Lake
Sakakawea, Lake Audubon), smaller land-locked lakes, and smaller tributaries ol the Missouri River
fFable 1)' Of these the Missouri River represents a large potential water supply. ln this study, only the
Missouri River and Lakes Sakakawea and Audubon will be considered as possible sources of water for
substantial irrigation development. Smaller streams may be ephemeral and provide unreliable
supplies of water for dry periods. Small lakes are also exctuded as potential water sources because of
the complexities involved with lake hydrology and because of competing recreational and wildlife
interests. while some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to be considered
as individualcases. Lakes should not be considered as a potential large source of water in McLean
county. Of waters in the Missouri River system considered for irrigation development, Lake Audubon
and water from Lake Audubon conveyed by the McOlusky canal must be treated as special cases
because of Federal regulations and contiols. For this reason, separatE estimates witt ne made for
potential surface-water irrigation from sources that must meet Federal Requirements under the
Garrison Diversion Unit Reformulation Act of 19g6.

lrrigation Development from Lake Audubon and the Mcclusky canal
There are three potential water-development options that may be considered for waters from

Lake Audubon and the McOlusky. The first two options are: l. the existing authorization of up to
4,000 acres of irrigation from the McClusky Canal, and 2. a plan for up to 13,700 acres of irrigation
development under the Turtle Lake lrrigation and wildlife Plan. The third option would consist of the
use of Lake Audubon water for irrigation of land near Lake Audubon considered likely to be irrigable
under the soil criteria of this report. The last option may be complicated or prohibited by differences in
evaluation of soil suitability using our criteria and those of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. All of the
federal water options are subiect to limitations that may require prolonged periods of planning,
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assessment, and proiect development. For this reason, they will be dealt with separately in the final

summary of this report.

1. Under the Garrison Diversion Unit Reformulation Act of 1986, water for about 4,000

acres of irrigation should be available from the McOlusky canal along its entire length, which includes
portions in Mclean, Burleigh, and Sheridan Counties. According to Jim Weigel of the Garrison

Conservancy District, individuals interested in irrigation development should first contact the U. S.

Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) area otfice in Bismarck, North Dakota. The USBR will conduct a survey

to determine if soils in the proposed area are suitable for irrigation. lf soils are suitable, a water permit

will be required from the North Dakota State Water Commission, and a seruice contract outlining

landowners' responsibilities and liabilities (with water fees) will be established with the USBR. Crops

irrigated from the McOlusky Canal will be subject to federal crop program limitations. Under current

rules only non-program crops such as potatoes and vegetable crops or alfalfa could be irrigated,

without paying a substantial water cost.

Assessment of soil suitability is performed by the USBR, using standards that may exclude

some of the heavier soils used in our assessment. The 4,000 acres of irrigation allocation allowed in

the Garrison Diversion Unit Reformulation Act of 1986 was based on a preliminary soil survey by U.S.

Bureau of Reclamation planners. Maps of land considered irrigable in Mclean County are available
from the USBR. ln 1988 the McClean County Water Resource District indicated that 2,560 acres were
considered to be potentially irrigable from the McOlusky Canal in Mclean county . The 2,560 acre
estimate for potential irrigation in Mclean Gounty from the McClusky Canal will be
used in this report.

2. One large irrigation development proposed is described in the 13,700 acre Turtle-

Lake lrrigation and Wildlife Area Conceptual Plan (USBR and others, 1993). This plan includes
development of inigation, wildlife, and recreational facilities in the Lake Nettie area, using Missouri
River water from the McOlusky canal and ground water. The proposed Turtle-Lake project uses land

that lies predominantly over the Lake Nettie aquifer complex. About half of the proposed project

acreage, 6,459 acres, has been estimated to be potentially irrigable using water from the Lake Nettie

aquifer and nearby aquifers. Because of its preliminary status, the Tudle-Lake lrrigation and Wildlife
Project estimates of irrigable land are not considered as a part of this assessment. However, the
reader should be aware that up to 13,700 additional irrigated acres over final estimates
in this report, may be possible if the Turtle-Lake project is able to proceed.
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3' Conditions for potential irrigation development from a surface water source, explained
in the Methods section for this report, include irrigable soil without large-scale drainage requirements
within a short distance of the water source, and a total static lift of less than 260 feet required to supply
water to project land. lt is important that irrigation begin within a few miles of the water source, in order
to optimize the cost effectiveness of the conveyance structures.

Much of the land in areas apportioned for irrigation in McLean County would be classified as
conditionally irrigable. ln this study, only soils not requiring large-scale subsoil or surface drainage are
considered. Most common potentially irrigable soils are Falkirk and Williams series. The limiting
condition is permeability, which decreases the amount of water that can be applied in a single
irrigation-water application. one additional limitation can be the slope of the land. A substantial
amount of land has a slope of greater than three percent. For this reason, soil maps were examined
for each of the proposed tracts, and only quarter sections having predominant slopes of three percent
or less were counted as having potentialfor irrigation.

There are two tracts of land within reasonable distance of access to Lake Audubon that might
have substantial land for irrigation development, based on the soil suitability criteria of this study.
Locations of these tracts are shown on Figure McL-3. Total potential irrigation from tracts 1 and 2
combined is about 5,120 acres. However, a portion of tract 2 overlaps the lands mapped for the Turle
Lake Project.

Tract 1' The first tract for potential irrigation development consists of about 5,120
acres located northwest of Lake Audubon within two townships T14g N, and Rg1/g2 w. The total
area, and totalestimated potentially irrigable land within the tract are shown on Table 3. The nearest
potential point of diversion is less than a mile from Lake Audubon.

Tract 2' The second tract is located due east of Lake Audubon. This tract is bounded
on the northwest corner by tract 1, on the north by the Lake Nettie system, on the east by highway 41,
on the south by the Mcclusky canat, and on the west by the section line approximately 1 mile east of
Lake Audubon. Totalacreage, and estimated irrigable acres within the tract are shown on Table 3.
The closest potential point of diversion is less than one mile from Lake Audubon. Another potential
point of diversion is in the McOlusky Canal. Large acreage development from Lake Audubon or from
the McOlusky Canal may be subject to the surplus crops penalty.

while these lands would be potentially irrigable using the criteria of this study which are based
on state irrigation suitability classification, use of waters from Lake Audubon requires approval of the
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Table 3. Amount of potentially inigable land using Missouri Riverwater. Missouri
River water supply is treated as unlimited. Water quality is not limiting.
A conservative adjustment factor ol ll2is used. GDU-RA is the Garrison
Diversion Unit Reformulation Act of 1986.

WATER SOURCE
Development

Project or
Tract

Estimated
lrrigable
Acres

Potential
Development

Tracts

TotalPotential
Development

(acres)

Federal Requirements

McOlusky Canal,
Future Projects *

Lake Audubon Tracts *

Estimated Current
Potential For lrrigation

Development in McLean
County From the McClusky

Canal *

,Minimal Federal
''Requirements

Lake Sakakawea

MissouriRiver

MissouriRiver

Turtle Lake
Project

Tract 1

Trad2

GDU.M
(McLean
County

Portion of
4,000 acres)

Tract 3

Tract4

Tract 5

13,700

1,600

3,520

2,560

10,240

11,520

11,264

Turtle Lake
Project

Tract 1 +
Tracl2

GDU-RA+
Tract 3 +
Tract 4 +
Tract 5

13,700

5,1 20

35,584

* Development using waters of McClusky Canal must meet federal requirements.
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USBR. Additional federal requirements might make development of these tracts more difficult.

However, if the water-use situation is not limiting and highly competitive, there may be some flexibility

in application of federal standards that would allow for development. lnterest in development of
potential tracts 1 and 2 shown on Figure McL-3 should begin with an inquiry to the USBR.

lrrigation Development Using Water From Lake Sakakawea and the Missouri River

Conditions for potential irrigation development from a surface water source have been

explained in the Methods section in this report, and have also been discussed in the previous section

on irrigation from Lake Audubon, under item (3). ln McLean County, there are there are three
additional tracts of land that may be considered as potential development areas for irrigation using

water from Lake Sakakawea and the Missouri River. Locations of these tracts (tracts 3 through 5) are

shown on Figure McL-3.

Tract 3. The third tract consists of about 19,200 acres located in the township of T146

N, R83 W. Boundaries are highway 83 on the east;the imaginary line through the north-south section
line located 8 miles due west of highway 83 at Underwood in the west; the imaginary line passing

through the east-west section line located one mile south of Coleharbor in the north; and the
imaginary line passing through the section line located one mile south of Underwood in the south.
There is a considerable amount (10,240 acres) of suitably level and potentially irrigable land in this
tract. The closest potential point of water diversion for Lake Sakakawea is slightly more than a mile

from the nearest irrigable land of the proposed development area.

Trad4. The fourth tract consists of about 16,000 acres located southwest of tract 3 in
T1451146 N and R 83/84 W. The northern boundary is the imaginary line passing westward through
the east-west section line one mile south of Underwood. The southern boundary is the imaginary line
passing eastward through the section line one mile north of Stanton. The approximate eastern
boundary is one mile west of Weller Slough, and the approximate western boundary is one mile east
of the Missouri River. There is a substantial amount (11,520 acres) of suitably level and conditionally
inigable land on this tract. The nearest potential point of water diversion is on the Missouri River in

section 22,T 145, R 84 W, less than one mile from the potential development tract.

Tract 5. The fifth tract consists of about 14,720 acres located near Washburn and

between highway 83 and Turtle Creek inT144, R81W. The southern boundary is at Washburn. The
eastern and western boundaries are the R 81 west boundary lines. The northern boundary is the
section boundary five miles south of highway 200. There is a substantial amount ('11,264 acres) of
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nearly level conditionally irrigable land on this tract. The nearest potential point of water diversion is on
the Missouri River at Washburn, about a mile from the southern boundary of the potential
development tract.

Surface Water Summary

Finalestimates of potential irrigation using surface water in McLean County will be presented
in two groups' based on federal requirements. The first group consists of potential irrigation with
minimalfederal limitations. This group includes tracts 3,4, and 5 which are inigated from the Missouri
River and Lake Sakakawea (Table 3). lt also includes a portion (2,560 acres) of water authorized
(4'000 acres) for irrigation from the McClusky Canal under the Garrison Diversion Reformutation Act of
1986. The 2,560 acre figure is used, because only a portion of the McClusky Canal is in Mcolean
County. 2,560 acres is the amount of irrigation water from the Mcolusky Canal requested in a water
permit applied for by the McClean County Water Resource District . The summary estimate of
potential irrigation from surface water with minimal restrictions is about gs,50g
(35,584) acres.

The second group consists of potential irrigation from water sources having federal
requirements that may be substantial. Two possible scenarios for this group include
irrigation from Lake Audubon on tracts 1 and 2 described above, for about S,.l2O
acres; and the proposed 13,700 acre irrigation tract in the Turile-Lake lrrigation
and Wildlife Area plan.

SUMMARY OT POTENTIAL IRRIGAfON DEVELOPMENT

lf estimates are limited to water sources having minimal federal requirements, then total
potential irrigation development in McOlean County would be estimated at about 17,soo acres from
ground-water sources, and about 35,500 acres from surface-water sources (including the Missouri
River, Lake Sakakawea, and a llmited amount from the McOlusky Canal). Some of the tracts evaluated
for possible surface-water irrigation development overlie aquifers. The amount of land (about 12,ooo
acres) in tracts 1 and 2 that overlie the Lake Nettie aquifer complex (as described in Table 2) is
particularly significant. The ratio of the areas of potential surface-water irrigation overlying aquifers to
total land surface areas of the aquifers are used to estimate the potential development areas using
ground water that are duplicated in surface water development. The ratio derived is multiplied by the
estimated adjusted water-limited irrigable acres on Table 2 to derive acreage of overlapping
development. The total estimate of overlapping surface-water and ground-water development was
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less than 2,000 acres. After Adiusting for overlap of surface-water and ground-water
development, the estimated total would be 51,000 acres of potential irrigation
development. lf irrigation using waters having lederal land and water resource assessment
requirements is included, an additional 5,000 to 14,000 acres of irrigation might be possible. .!f made

available, water from federally developed sources would result in an estimated total irrigation
development potential of about 56,000 to 65,000 acres.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR MERCER COUNTY

There are five aquifers in Mercer County which provide water for potential irrigation

development. About 32,000 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or
conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, ate free from substantial surface and subsurface

drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of
potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by.a.contingency

factor ol'l/2 to account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The

contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the
contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 16,000 acres of irrigable land overlying aquifers in

Mercer County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable between aquifers. Between 49 and 90% of ground water

sampled is of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. Estimates of long-term

sustainable yield indicate that sufficient water lor about 9,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-

term basis. After considering both land and water limitations, about 8,000 acres of irrigation would be

potentially available for irrigation development using ground water.

Substantial surface water sources available for irrigation use in Mercer County include the

Missouri River and the Knife River. There is sutficient irrigable soilwithin reasonable distance of these

two sources to allow for approximately 7,000 acres of irrigation.

Summing irrigation development estimates for both ground water and surface water, and

subtracting to account for overlapping development (land counted for both ground-water and surface-
water source development) results in a final estimate of at least 14,000 acres for potential
irrigation development in Mercer Gounty. Estimates of potential irrigation development in

this report compare with a total of 9,178 acres currently permitted for irrigation in Mercer County.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN MERCER COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for

potential irrigation development in Mercer County. Methods of assessment used in this report were

designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used for individual proiect planning without

further local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on.computation tables

are provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can

estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final
summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest
5000 acres. These final rounded numbers rellect more appropriately the general character of

these estimates.

Current lrrigation Development

ln Mercer County, there are currently 38 irrigation permits approved for 9,178 acres. Of this

actual use from 1991 through 1993 varied from as little as 1690 acres to a maximum of 3882 acres.

2,645 acres were permitted for irrigation using ground water (Table 1). Actual irrigation using ground

water varied from 929 lo 1,124 acres from 1991 through 1993. Permits for irrigation of 7,415 acres

using surface water have been approved. Actual use of surface water for irrigation from 1991 through

1993 has varied from 986 to 3068 acres. About half of the surface-water irrigation is from the Missouri

River. The rest is from Lake Sakakawea, the Knife River, and other smaller tributaries of the Knife and

MissouriRivers.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of

the water and soil resource. ln Mercer County six aquifers have been identified as potential sources

for irrigation. These are listed on Table 2. There are two possible limiting factors affecting potential

irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) inigable land within practical distance of the

water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to irrigable land.
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Table 1. summary of current water pernfit allocations, and current water use in Mercer County, ND.

RC PERM LAND
1 991 1 992

ININ

=oaN

Total *

Ground Water

Surface Water

Knife River

Lake Sakakawea

Missouri Mainstem

Non Mainstem

9,179

2,645

7,415

1,297

2,614

3,190

674

3381

1,1 16

2,577

687

597

1,210

436

3382

1,124

3,069

673

861

1,461

432

1 993

1 690

929

986

504

323

28

222

* Totals do not necessarily match the sum oj g(und water and surface water irrigation in the table because some permits arefor both ground water and surface water irrigafion.



Table 2.

(1)

WATER SOURCE

Antelope Creek -clu

Elm Creek-c/u

Goodman Creek -c/u

Knife River -clu

Missouri River-c/u

Square Butte Creek'-c/u

Total

o/o<6 %<2mglL

Resources for potential irrigation development in Mercer County, ND. EC is the electrical conductivity of water; SAR is the sodium adsorption ratio ol water; and Boron is
the concentration of boron in water. Potential irrigable acres based on water limitations (column 8) are calculated by multiplying the total acreage (column 7) by the
recharge coefficient coefticient in column (6) as described in the text, and by adjusting for water quality (column 5). Land mapped in irrigable soils series, and having a
slope of less than 3olo (column 10) is calculated from land area mapped in inigable associations ovedying the aquifer (column 9), adjusted for the proporlion of the
association attributed to soils of irrigation suitable series, and by an adjustment factor (0.72) accounting for slopes greater than 3%. The final estimate of potential

(c) indicates conlined aquifer, (u) is unconfined, and (c/u) indicates that aqufier is variably conlined and unconfined.

(2)

EC

(3)

SAR

(4)

BORON

(5)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.9

0.78

0.55

0.49

0.73

0.73

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

(7',)

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

(8)

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

ACRES.
WATER LIMIT

acres

(e)

LAND MAPPED
IN IRHIGABLE

ASSOCIATIONS

acres

(10) (1 1)

o
I

c0

%<1500
uS/cm

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/"
acres

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

solL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

1,438

0

1,460

9,972

2,093

822

90

45

55

49

83

49

90

78

80

73

73

73

100

100

100

100

'100

100

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

o.17

9,350

8,115

14,387

43,897

11,622

4,O70

1 ,431

1,076

1,345
3,657
1,442
505

6,150

0

6,240

42,617

9,382

3,360

2,877

0

2,920

19,944

4,187

't,644

91,44',1 9,456 67,749 31,572 15,785



Total lrrigable Soils

A great deal of the land in Mercer County is non irrigable according to criteria used in this
study. There are approximately 712,054 acres of land in Mercer County (649,z70 acres after
subtracting for surface water bodies). According to a study conducted by North Dakota state
University (NDSU) there are aboul258,721 acres of irrigable and conditionally irrigable land in Mercer
County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). About 70 o/o is classified as conditionally irrigable
because of slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal drainage.

The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the
NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1978) is provided on Figure Me-1. Alt soits
requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils having
slopes of more than 3 o/o ?tQ also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about zz,z4O acres are
classified as Group 1 (inigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Mercer County
SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 36,469 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category
(inigable with limitations). About half (47o/o) of the soil classified in irrigable or conditionaly inigabte
series have slopes of more than 3% in Mercer County. Soils requiring extensive surface or
subsurface drainage are considered as non irrigable in this study. Thus, based on soil suitability
alone, there are about 109,199 acres of potentially irrigable land.

Federal, state, municipal, and coal lands are considered to be unavailable for irrigation
development. Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately 1g,2g2 acres, and town lands
are estimated at 4,480. Coal lands are about 15,000 acres. The total of excluded land is 9g,762
acres. lf the proportion of excluded lands that are irrigable is similar to the rest of the county (17o/o)
then about 6,589 acres of the excluded land would be subtracted from the irrigable class. Adjusted
for government and coal land, about 1o2,5oo acres ('l02,609 acres) are considered to be
potentially irrigable in Mercer County. A map of soil Groups (irrigable, conditionally irrigable,
and non irrigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Me-2. Estimates of total irrigable soils
in Mercer County by North Dakota State University (NDSU) as provided by omodt (9g2, written
communication), are more than double this estimate (258,000 acres). However, the criteria used in
this study consist of a much more restrictive subset of the criteria used in the NDSU study. All soils
requiring surface, or subsurface drainage are excluded, and all soils having slopes greater than 3% are
excluded.

Esti mates of I rrigable Soil Overlyin g Aquifers
The overall estimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying
aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soilassociations within mapped aquifer
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Soil Associations
m Williams-zahl
I wittiams-Bowbells
I witliams-Wilton-Temvik
N Plarton-Williams
N titren-seroco-Telfer
E gerieto-williams-vebar
E wittlams-Cabba
E Cauna-Williams-Temvik
[]l wittiams-Belfield-Amor
M caoua-cohagen
E cauoa-nhoades
El Rhoades-Belfield-Moreau
E Straw-Velva
El Havrelon-Lohler

Figure Me-1. Soil association map of Mercer County ND. (From Mercer County Soil
Survey, USDA-SCS, 1978).

-7^.w
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Soil lrrigability
n Group t
ffi Group eI Group 3&+

Aquifer Boundgries

Map of boundaries of the principar aquifers in Mercer county, ND. (FromCroft, 1973).
Figure Me-2
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boundaries (Table 2, column 9). Soil association area was further adjusted by the fraction of the
association attributed to irrigable soil series within the association. Soil series do not account for the
fraction of the soil series of excessive slope, so a further adjustment was made for the series fraction
having slope of 3o/o et less. The Mercer County soil summary table data indicated that aboulT2Yo ot
soils considered irrigable by association alone had acceptable (less than 3 %) slopes (Table 2, column

10, adjusted for slope and series). Finally, a contingency factor of 112 was a applied to account for
error, interaction of soil and water suitability, and land use preference. Results in Table 2, column 11,

indicated that about 16,000 acres (15,785 acres) of land overlying aquifers would be
considered as potentially irrigable based on soil suitability alone.

lrrigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations

Supplies of water suitable for irrigation are limited in most aquifers. Estimates of water

available for potential irrigation development are based on an estimated recharge 0.3 inches per year

for deeper confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2 inches per

year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 3 inches per year for unconfined

aquifers. lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per

acre per year irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use

estimate. Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2, 2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.17, and

0.25, respectively. Slightly lower recharge estimates and sustained yield coetficients are used for
Mercer County, than for counties farther east because of somewhat lower (about 2 inches per year)

average annual precipitation.

Almost all of the aquifers in Mercer County are partially confined. Moreover, many underlie

streams that would also enhance recharge. After considering these combined factors, an estimated

recharge of about 2 inches per year was assigned to the partially unconfined aquifers. Potential

irrigated acreage was computed by multiplying the total area overlying each unconfined aquifer fiable
2, column 7)by 0.17 (2 inches divided by 12 inches average annual irrigation, Table 2, column 6).

A further limitation on water supply for irrigation is water quality. Probability plots for electrical

conductivity (ECE), sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), and boron were graphed for all water samples in

the North Dakota State Water Commission data base, for each aquifer (Iable 2, columns 2, 3, and 4).

Estimated sustainable yield was multiplied by the most limiting fraction of suitable water based on

these three chemical parameters (Iable 2, column 5). Aquifers having inadequate data were either
grouped with other nearby aquifers, or were adjusted using fractions obtained from probability plots

for data from all aquifers in Mercer County. Results of these computations are shown on Table 2,

column 8. A total of about 9,500 acres (9,456 acres) was estimated as potentially
irrigable using ground water, based on water supply limitations in Mercer County.
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Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in Mercer county
The most limiting factor in Table 2 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Mercer County. For all but one
aquifer (Elm Creek), which is overlain by non irrigable soils, sustainable yield is the limit. However,
there is a large disparity between estimated sustainable yield and suitable land on only one aquifer,
the Knife River aquifer. ln all other cases, soil and water limitations are quite close. Based on Table 2,
about 8,000 acres (8,380 acres) are estimated as having potentiat for irrigation
development in Mercer County. This compares with 2,645 acres currenly permitted for
irrigation from ground water, and a current actual use of about 1,000 acres per year fiable 1).

Additional Comments

Aquifers in Mercer County offer a reasonably good chance of finding water of suitable quality.
They are also deep enough to provide for good pumpability in many areas. Estimates for potential
development are based on sustainable yield for an indefinite period. ln some cases recharge from
overlying streams may result in larger recharge during spring. Also, a reasonable and limited level of
mining might be allowable where there is large aquifer storage, and such additional use could be
applied for many years in some cases. This possibility would have to be evaluated on an individual
aquifer basis.

Finally, the reader is cautioned that the computation methods are general in nature, and on
any given aquifer may be overly generous, or excessively limited. To a certain degree, such variances
in estimation should cancel in the overall evaluation of the county. Actual irrigation potential for a
given aquifer could only be determined through detailed local investigation, and through the ongoing
process of assessment which occurs during the implementation of gradual irrigation development-

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT USING SURFACE WATER

Surface water sources in Mercer County include the Missouri river (main stem and Lake
Sakakawea), the Knife River, and smaller land{ocked lakes, and smaller tributaries of the Missouri
River and Knife River(Table 1). of these the Missouri River represents a large potential water supply.
ln Mercer County there are currently 7,415 acres permitted for irrigation from surface water sources.
Actual irrigation from 1991 through 1993 was between 1,000 and 3,000 acres. There are currenily
1,297 acres approved for irrigation from the Knife River. Actual current irrigation from the Knife River is
about 500 to 700 acres (fabte 1).
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ln Mercer County, there appears to be only one major tract of land with substantial surface-

water irrigation development potential. This tract is the Knife River valley. While there is considerable

land mapped as conditionally irrigable bordering on Lake Sakakawea, much of this land has

appreciable slope, and there are also many intervening small streams and coulees that would make

development difficult. The proposed Knife River tract is shown on Figure Me-3. The eastern

boundary of the proposed tract is the first north-south section line west of the Missouri River at

Stanton. The southern boundary is Highway 200 and Altemate Highway 200. The western boundary

is the imaginary line through the north-south section line 2 miles east of Hazen. The northern

boundary is approximately one mile north of Knife River (east of Highway 200 north to Pick City) and

approximately one mile south of the Knife River west of Highway 200 (north to Pick City). Total area is

approximately 15,436 acres. Adjusting for a contingency factor of 112, about 7,000 acres of
potential irrigation is estimated for the Knife River Valley, using surface water.

There are two potential surface-water sources for development in the Knife River valley. The

first potential water supply is the Missouri River. There appear to be ample areas for potential diversion

from the Missouri River at the mouth of the Knife River. The second source of water is the Knife River

itself. There are currently 1,297 acres of approved irrigation using water from the Knife River. A log

probability plot of average August flows for the Knife River from 1963 to 1990 indicated that in 9 out of

10 years, August flows would equal or exceed 15 cfs. This totals about 900 acre feet for the month of

August. Considering that August irrigation is usually about 30 percent of total annual irrigation, the

Knife river at Hazen should support annual irrigation of about 3,000 acres in nine years out of ten.

Allowing for about five hundred acre-feet of llow in a dry year, the Knife river might support as
much as double the current allocationr or about 2,500 acre feet.

The same potential development tract may be irrigated by Knife River water, Missouri River

water, and also from the portion of the Knife River aquifer underlying the tract. About 27 percent of

the entire mapped Knife River aquifer underlies the potential surface water development tract.

Applying this percent to total potential development from the Knife River aquifer based on water
limitations (column (7), Table 2), about 900 acre feet of ground water might be used in the proposed

surface water development tract. Thus, there is a potential irrigation development tract in
the Knife River Valley between Stanton and Hazen, consisting of about 7,000
acres, that might be irrigated by the combined waters ol the Knife River aquifer (up
to 900 acres), the Knife River (up to 2,500 acres), and the Missouri River
(potentially unlimited supply).
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Figure Me-3. Map of land that is potentially irrigable using waterfrom the Missouri River
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Combined overlap of surface water development and water supplies from the Knife River

aquifer and the Missouri River aquifer totals about 1,000 acres. This leaves a total of about 7,380

acres potentially irrigable from aquifers outside of the potential surface water irrigation tract. About

7,000 acres appears to have potential for irrigation development in the Knife River valley between

Stanley and Hazen, using combined Missouri River, Knife River, Missouri River aquifer, and Knife

River aquifer water supplies. Total potential for irrigation development in Mercer County
is approximately 14,000 acres.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR OLIVER COUNTY

There are two aquifers in Oliver County which provide water for potential irrigation
development. About 12,500 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or
conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, ata free from substantial surface and subsurface

drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sufficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of

potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency

factor of 1/2 to account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The

contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the

contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 6,000 acres of inigable land overlying aquifers in

Oliver County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable between aquifers. Between 49 and 73o/o of ground water

sampled is of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. Estimates of long-term

sustainable yield indicate that sufficient water for about 3,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-

term basis. After considering both land and water limitations, about 3,500 acres of irrigation would be

potentially available for irrigation development using ground water.

The only substantial surface water source available for Oliver County is the Missouri River.

There is sufficient irrigable soil within reasonable distance of the Missouri River to allow for
approximately 6,500 acres of irrigation. Under optimal conditions more might be inigated.

Summing irrigation development estimates for both ground water and surface water, and

subtracting to account for overlapping development (land counted for both ground-water and surface-

water source development) results in a final estimate of at least 8,500 acres for potential
irrigation development in Oliver County. Estimates of potential irrigation development in this

report compare with a total ot7,264 acres currently permitted for irrigation in Oliver County.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN OLIVER COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Oliver County. Methods of assessment used in this report were

designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings ol this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary, and they should not be used for individual project planning without further local

in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables are provided

to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can estimate
acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final summary
estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres.
These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these estimates.

Current lrrigation Water Use

ln Oliver County, there are currently 37 irrigation permits for a total o17,264 acres. Annual use

averages less than half of the approved acreage. Between 1991 and 1993 largest irrigated acreage
was 3,006 in 1992. Least irrigation (994 acres) occurred in 1993, which was an extremely wet year. In

most years it is likely that nearly 3,000 acres are irrigated.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

ln Oliver County, there are currently 764 acres permitted for irrigation using ground water
(Table 1). However, actualannual irrigation from 1991 through 1993 varied from as little as 321 acres
to as much as 568 acres (Table 1). Assessment of potential inigable land in this report will not be

limited to or based on actual current water permits, or on current actual inigated acreage. Rather it will
be based on evaluation of the water and soil resource. ln Oliver County three aquifers have been
identified as potential sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 2. There are two possible

limiting factors atfecting potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1)irrigable
land within practical distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close
proximity to irrigable land.
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Table 1. Summary of current water permit allocations, and cuffent water use in Oliver County, ND.

WATER PERMITED

o
IN

Ground Water

Surface Water

Missouri Mainstem

Non Mainstem

(ACRES)

764

6,500

6,062

437.5

IRRIGATEDACRES IN
1 991

321

2,365

191

IRRIGATEDACRES IN
1992

569

2,299

139

IRRIGATEDACRES IN
1 993

556

354

84



Table2.

(1)

WATER SOURCE

Missouri River u/c

Square Butte Creek' u/c

Undifferentiated. u/c

Total

Resources for potential irrigation development in Oliver County, ND. EC is the electrical conduclivity ol water; SAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron is
the concentration of boron in water. Potential irrigable acres based on water limilations (column 8) are calculated by multipllng the total acreage (column 7) by the
recharge coefficient coefficient in column (6) as described in the text, and by adiusting for water quality (column 5). Land mapped in irrigable soils series, and having a
slope ol less lhan 3% (column 10) is calculated from land area mapped in inigable associations ovedying the aquifer (column 9), adJusted for the proportion of the
association attribuied to soils of irrigation suitable series, and by an adjustment factor (0.50) accounting for slopes greater than 3%. The ftnal estimate of potential

indicates confined aquifer, (u) is unconfined, and (u/c) is variably confined and unconfined.

o
I

G)

(2t

ECE

o/o<'1500
pS/cm

83

(3)

SAR

(4)

BORON

(s)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.73

0.49*

0.49'

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

(7) (8) (e)

AREA POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
OVERLYING IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
AQUIFER ACRES. ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

acres acres acres

(1 0)

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

sotL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/"
acres

11,000

1,200

304

12,504

(1 1)

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

5,500

600
152

6,252

0/o<6 o/"<2 mglL

73 100 0.17

0.17

0.17

23,840

9,312

608

33,760

2,958
776

50
3,784

22,OOO

2,400

608

25,008

* Water quality data not available. Use estimate based on similar aquifers in neighboring counties.



Total lrrigable Soils

lf water were not limiting there would be ample irrigable land in Oliver County. There are
approximately 1,172,743 acres in Oliver County. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1975) is
provided on Figure Ol-1. Of this, there are aboutg7,780 acres of Group 1 (irrigable without
limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Oliver County SCS soil survey tabulations. There are
an additional43,867 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category (irrigable with limitations). Usually the
limitation is fineness of soil, which requires limited rates of water application. Soils requiring extensive
surface or subsurface drainage are considered as non irrigable in this study. Thus, based on soil
suitability alone, there are about 141,647 acres of potentially irrigable land. Estimates of total irrigable
and conditionally irrigable soil in Oliver County were also provided previously in an NDSU study
(Omodt, 1982, written communication). The NDSU estimate was about 141,000 acres of irrigable land
in Oliver County.

Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately 7,012 acres, and town lands are
estimated al 7,o4O. Coal lands are 2,702 acres. The total of excluded land is 16,759 acres. About
12 % ol all lands are classified as irrigable or conditionally irrigable. Adjusting excluded land for the
percent irrigable, and subtracting the result (2,015 acres) from the total of irrigable land, gives a final
estimate of about 140,000 of potentially irrigable land in Oliver Gounty. A map of soil
Groups (irrigable, conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined for this study is provided on
Figure Ol-2. At least half of the inigable land in Oliver County is conditionally inigable.

Estimates of lrrigable Soil Overlying Aquifers
The overallestimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying
aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soilassociations w1hin mapped aquiler
boundaries Oable 2, column 9). A map of soil associations in Oliver County is shown on Figure OL-1.
A map of irrigable and conditionally irrigable soil groups is shown on Figure OL-2. Areas mapped to
soil associations considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted by the percent of soil series
within the association considered to be irrigable. ln addition, irrigable series were adjusted to account
for slopes greater than 3% using a factor of 0.5 fl-able 2, column 10). Finally, a 1/2 contingency factor
was applied to all estimates of irrigable soil area. Results in Table 2, column 11 indicate that in Oliver
County about 6,000 (6,252) acres of land overlying aquifers would be considered as
potentially irrigable based on soil suitability alone.
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Soil Associations
ffi CaUUa-Werner-WilliamsI cauua-zarrt
I Flaxton-Williams-Livona
N Havrelon-Lohler-Lallie
N Mandan-Temvik
il Morton-Daglum-Werner
ffi Temvik-Williams
E veoar-Cohagen
ffi Vebar-Tally
ffi williams-sen
Zl wittiams-zahl

Figure Ol-1. Soil association map of Oliver County ND. (From Oliver County Soil Suruey, USDA-SCS , Unpublished 1975)



Soil lrrigability
n Group t
ffil Group zf Group s&+

Aquifer Boundaries

o
I

CD

Figure ol-2. Map of boundaries of the principalaquifers in oliver County, ND. (From Carlson 1973)



lnigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations

Supplies of water suitable for irrigation are limited in most aquifers. Estimates of water
available for potential irrigation development are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per

year for deeper confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2
inches per year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 3 inches per year for

unconfined aquifers. lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of

12 inches per acre per year irrigation. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by

the 12-inch use estimate. Recharge coefficients calculated for 0.3, 1 .2, 2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025,

0.1,0.17, and 0.25, respectively. Slightly lower recharge estimates and sustained yield coetficients

are used for Oliver County, than for counties farther east because of somewhat lower (about 2 inches

per year) average annual precipitation. ln Oliver County all of the shallow aquifers are variably confined

and unconfined. All of the recharge coetficients on Table 2 are therefore 0.17 (Iable 2, column 6).

A further limitation on water supply for irrigation is water quality. Probability plots for electrical

conductivity (ECE), sodium adsorption ratio (SAR), and boron were graphed for all water samples in

the North Dakota State Water Commission data base, for each aquifer. Estimated sustainable yield was

multiplied by the most limiting fraction of suitable water based on these three chemical parameters

Cl-able 2, column 5). Aquifers having inadequate data were adjusted using a conservative water quality

factor (0.49) based on similar measurements from aquifers in neighboring counties. A total of
about 3,500 (3,784) acres was estimated as potentially irrigable, based on water
supply limitations in Oliver County (Table 2, column 8).

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground Water in Oliver County

The most limiting factor in Table 2 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in Oliver County. Water is limiting for

the Missouri River aquifer, while land is limiting for the Square Butte Creek aquifer. All land parcels of

less than 130 acres are counted as 0. Based on Table 2, about 3,500 acres are estimated as
having potential for irrigation development from ground water in Oliver County. This

compares with an actual current water permit allocation ot764 acres, and actual current annual water

use of close to 600 acres.

Additional Comments
Most of the aquifers considered for potentialdevelopment have relatively low probabilities (49

lo73o/" chance) of obtaining good quality water for irrigation from a given well. Although development

from such supplies is possible, there are additional problems ol finding water of suitable quality which

add to the expense and difficulty of development. The ground-water supplies in Oliver
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County are not likely situated for large-scale devetopment in a short period of time.
Rather it is expected that irrigation using ground-water would devetop slowty, and
on a case by case basis.

IRR]GATION DEVELOPMENT USING SURFACE WATER

Surface water sources in Oliver County include the Missouri river (main stem), Square Butte
creek, Antelope creek, and small land-locked lakes fiable 1). of these the Missouri River represents
a large potential water supply. ln Oliver County there are currenily 6,500 acres permitted for irrigation
from surface water sources. Actual irrigation from 1991 through 1gg3 was between 400 and 3,000
acres. statistics for surface waters are presented on Table 1.

ln this study, only the Missouri River will be considered as a possible source of water for
substantial irrigation devetopment. Smaller streams may be ephemeral and provide unreliable
supplies of waterfor dry periods. small lakes are also excluded as potential water sources because of
the complexities involved with lake hydrology and because of competing recreational and wildlife
interests. While some lake waters may be available for use, they would have to be considered as
individual cases. Lakes should not be considered as a potential large source of water in oliver
County.

All of the land here considered for surface-water source irrigation lies in the Missouri River
Flood Plain, and in a tract of land extending Northwestward from the Missouri River north of Square
Butte Creek which has unconditionally irrigable soil (Figure ol-2). Land potentialy suitable for
irrigation development using surface water is shown on Figure ol-3. Total area is 14,gg0 acres. of
this, approximately 1,600 acres is government land. Land available for potential irrigation
development is thus 13,280 acres. After applying a contingency factor of 1l2the final estimate is
6,640 acres for potential surface-water irrigation devetopment. Estimated irrigation
development lrom surface water in oliver county is about 6,500 acres. Estimated
potential development matches almost exactly with current permit allocations. While it must be
remembered that a contingency factor of 1t2has been applied, and that additional development may
be possible, it is concluded that potential for expanded irrigation from surface water in oliver County is
not large.
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Boundary of potentially
irrigable land near the
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Figure Ol-3. Map of land potentially irrigable using water from the Missouri River.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 3,500 acres of potential irrigation from ground water, and approximately 6,soo
acres of potential irrigation from surface water has been estimated for Oliver County. The ground-
water estimate includes about 1,500 acres of irrigation from the Missouri River aquifer. However, the
Missouri River aquifer is overlain almost entirely by Missouri River bottom land that is potentially
irrigable from the Missouri River itself. Thus, 1,500 acres is excluded from the sum of potentialground
water and surface water irrigation. Total potential irrigation development from alt sources
is thus estimated to be about 8,500 acres. This total does not differ grealy from the current
total water allocation for oliver County (Table 1.) lt appears that some expanded irrigation
development may be possible in oliver County, but that increases in irrigation would likely be limited.

REFERENCES

Carlson, C. G. 1973. Ground-water Resourcesof MercerandOliverCounty, North Dakota. County
Ground-Water Studies 15, Part lll. North Dakota State Water Commission. Bismarck, ND.

USDA-SCS. 1975. Oliver County Soil Suruey

omodt, Hollis w. 1gg2. written communication to Larry Knudtson.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL TRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR PIERCE COUNTY

Three aquilers in Pierce county provide most of the water for potential irrigation

development. These are the Kilgore, the New Rockford' and the Pleasant Lake aquifers' About

14,500 acres overrying these aquifers have soirs crassified as irrigabre or conditionally irrigable, have

sropes of ress than 3 o/o, atefree from substantiar surface and subsu'face drainage requirements, and

lie in parcels of sufficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially irrigable land are

based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency factor of 112 to account for

potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development' The contingency factor is also

intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application ol the contingency factor results in an

estimate of at least 7,000 acres of irrigable land in Pierce County'

Waterqualityforirrigationisvariable.AboutTO%olwaterSamplestakenfromtheKilgoreand
NewRockfordaquilersareotsuitablequalityforirrigation,basedonthecriteriaofthisstudy.
Estimates or rong-term sustainabre yierd indicate that sutficient water for about 5,000 acres of irrigation

is possible on a long'term basis'

Potentialirrigationdevelopmentisestimatedbysummingthemostlimitingresource(inigable
land or water) lor each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 4'500 acres

for irrigation shourd be feasibre in pierce Gounty. Estimates of potentiar irrigation

developmentinthisreportcomparewithatotalofl,56lacrescurrentlypermittedforirrigationin
Pierce county. This estimate is likely conservative, and it would not be implausible that some

additionalacres of irrigation might be developed in carefully monitored stages'



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN PIERCE COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for

potential irrigation development in Pierce County. Methods of assessment used in this report were

designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary, and they should not be used for individual project planning without further local

in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables are provided

to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can estimate

acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final summary

estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres.

These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these estimates.

ln Pierce County there are currently 11 irrigation permits for a total of 1,561 acres. Actual

water use varies. Between 1991 and 1993largest irrigated acreage was 656 in 1992. Least irrigation

(401 acres) occurred in 1993, which was an extremely wet year.

IRRIGATTON DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual

current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of

the water and soil resource. ln Pierce County three principal aquilers have been identified as potential

sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors affecting

potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within practical

distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to irrigable

land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately 627,015 acres in Pierce County. According to a study conducted by

North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 512,452 acres of irrigable and conditionally

irrigable land in Pierce County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). Of this most, or about 63 7", is

classified as conditionally irrigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal

drainage.
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Table Pi-l

(1)

WATER SOURCE ECE

Resources for potential irrigalion development in Pierce county, ND' EcE is the electrical conductivity of water; sAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; and Boron isthe concentration ol boron I'n water. Potbntiatinila'u-te-acres ud6eo on wlieift';idtiil 6ffif;"';;tted bymurtiprying the totar acreage (corumn 7) by the
iiilifliia:ffi,!:1.:.fffriiliff$:tlJ?'r*"m:i*x*:lxllg,e';yins-fo'Gi6iit;i''v-6;f" s1., rrri!a6i6ia-n; r"i; srope-orrbss *ren s7i ino not

1"".T:Rilsi?f,l;,li"rm:"[*'[llill,Ill#t"-t"x'$:r:;1t"ii::#d:*:e';l*]fu,r#ffih#*ft,:!"l r4;r1,.*i,:l{ii*fffiilii,,i.ffi'confined and unconfined.

{2) (3) (4) (5)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.7*

0.97

0.7

0.7*

RECHARGE AREA
COEFFICIENT OVERLYING

AQUIFER

(e) (10)

LAND MAPPED LAND
IN IRRIGABLE MAPPED IN

ASSOCIATIONS IRRIGABLE
sotL

SEHIES,
SLOPE <

Bo/"acres acres

(6) (8)
SAR BORON

%<1500 ya<6 o/o<2 mglL acres

20,992

17,036

46,502

2,624

87,154

acres

1,469
1,652

1,629
92

4,841

20,992

17,036

46,502

0

84,530

3,569

2,986

7,905

0

't4,460

(1 1)

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

1,784

1,493
3,952

0

7,229

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

ACRES-
WATER LIMIT

.It
Ilu

Kilgore -clu

Pleasant Lake -clu

New Rockford -c

undifferentiated

Total

100

70

97

70

100

98

0.1

0.1

0.05

0.05

* No water quality data were availabre. Used probabirity of most rimiting case.



The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the

NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, unpublished) is provided on Figure Pi-1. All soils

requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils having

sfopes of more than 3 o/o ar€ also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about 192,865 acres are

classified as Group 1 (inigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Pierce County

SCS soil suruey tabulations. There are an additional 127,72O irrigable acres in the Group 2 category

(inigable with limitations). Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 320,585 acres of

potentially irrigable land.

Allfederal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the potentially irrigable acres. There are

aboul22,179 acres of state and federal land, and about 8,960 acres of municipal land, for a total of

about 31,139 acres ol government land. About 51 o/oof all land in Pierce County is classified as

irrigable according to standards of this study. Applying this proportion to government land gives

15,881 acres of excluded land that might be considered inigable. After subtracting estimated irrigable

government land, approximately 304,500 acres (3O4,7O4 acres) would be considered to be

potentiatly irrigable based on soil factors alone. A map of soil Groups (irrigable,

cond1ionally irrigable, and non inigable) as defined for this study is provided on Figure Pi-2.

Estimates of I rrigable Soil Overlying Aquifers

The overallestimates of inigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying

aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer

boundaries. Area mapped to soil associations considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted

by the percent of individual soil series within the association classified as irrigable. ln addition, irrigable

soil series areas were adjusted to account for slopes greater than 3%. However, the large number of

wetlands and potholes in Pierce County require additional consideration of potential field area which is

lree of potholes in tracts sutficiently large to irrigate. Thus, lor Pierce County, soil survey photo maps

were viewed and judged for full quarter sections free of large potholes. Ot 273 quarter sections

surveyed, 17o/o wae sufficiently free lrom potholes and lakes to allow for the operation of a center

pivot. This factor (0.17) was applied directly to the mapped area of irrigable soil associations overlying

each aquifer to estimate the totat amount of irrigable soils (Table 1, column 10). Finally, a1l2
contingency factor was applied to all estimates of irrigable soil area. Results in Table 1, column 11,

indicates that about 7,000 acres (7,229 acres) of land overlying aquifers would be

considered as potentiatly irrigabte based on soil suitability alone. lrrigable land is well

distributed over the Kilgore, Pleasant Lake, and New Rockford aquifers.
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Potential lrrigation Development over Aquifers Based on water supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Pierce County have variable quality for irrigation use. Between 70

and 100 o/" of lhe ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for
irrigation' water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (EcE), sodium
adsorption ratio (SAR), and Boron concentration (Table 1). Estimates of water available for potential
irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in
glacial till, 1'2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2.s inches per year for aquifers that are
partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers. lrrigable
acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an averag e ol 12 inches per acre per year
irrigation' The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use estimate.
Recharge coefficients carcurated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and 0.33,
respectively' ln some cases, depending on the aquifer, ranges of values between these coetficients
are selected.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality
coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given well (rabte 1,
column 5)' The most limiting parameter (of ECE, sAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and waterquality is in Table 1, column (g).
About 5,000 acres (4,841 acres) are estimated as potentially irrigable, based on
estimates of avairabre water of suitabre quatity for irrigation.

Potential lrrigation Deveropment from Ground water in pierce county
The most limiting factor in Table 1 [water limiting (column g); orsoil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in pierce county. parcels of land less
than 130 acres are not included in the sum of potentially irrigable acres. Development from the
Kilgore and New Rockford aquifers is limited by water rather than available soil. Development from the
Pleasant Lake aquifer is limited by irrigable soil. However, in most cases soiland water resources are
fairly closely matched. The sum of potentially irrigable acres based on the most limiting
resource is about 4,500 acres (4,590 acres). lt lhe 1/2 contingency factor were not applied to
available soil, the total would be closer to 5,000 acres. This compares with about 1,396 acres already
permitted for irrigation using ground water in pierce County.

Additional Comments
It is considered that the estimate of 4,500 to 5,000 acres of irrigation development (of which

about 1'396 acres are already permitted) is conservative, and that substantial additional development
would be possible' Estimates were based on computations of sustained yield. some additional
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development might be allowable on the basis of limited mining, and might be sustainable for many

years.

IRRIGATION USING SURFACE WATER

There are currently 166 acres approved for irrigation using surface water in Pierce County. Of

this, annual use is usually about 150 acres. Minimum recorded use was 33 acres in 1993. There are

no major rivers or streams in Pierce County to provide a reliable water supply. While there are

numerous small lakes, potholes, and sloughs in Pierce County, these are excluded as potential water

sources because of the complexities involved with lake hydrology and because of competing

recreationaland wildlife interests. While some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would

have to be considered as individual cases. Total current irrigation from surface water is insubstantial,

and does not significantly etfect the overall total of potential development.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 4,500 to 5,000 acres of potential irrigation, all from ground

water, appears to be available for development in Pierce County. Additional

development of might be feasible under appropriate conditions, but would likely have to be

implemented in carefully monitored stages.

REFERENCES

Randich, P.G. 1977. Ground-water Resources of Pierce County, North Dakota. County Ground-

WaterStudies 18, Part lll. North Dakota State WaterCommission. Bismarck, ND.

Omodt, Hollis W. 1982. lrrigability of North Dakota Soils, based on written communication to Larry

Knudtson.

USDA-SCS. 1978. Pierce County SoilSurvey.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR SHERIDAN COUNTY

There are five aquifers in Sheridan County which provide water for potential irrigation
development. About 18,500 acres overlying these aquifers have soils classified as irrigable or
conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, dta free from substantial surface and subsurface
drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for irrigation. In this study, estimates of
potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by-a contingency
factor ol l12lo account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The
contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the
contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 9,000 acres of irrigable land overlying aquifers in

Sheridan County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable, with much of the water being of poor quality for irrigation.
About 50 % of water in the Martin, North Burleigh, and Painted Woods aquifers is of suitable quality for
irrigation, based on the criteria ol this study. Only 10 7o of water in the Butte aquifer would be of
suitable quality for irrigation. Estimates of long-term sustainable yield indicate that sutficient water for
about 10,000 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (inigable
land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 7,500 acres for irrigation
from ground water should be feasible in Sheridan County. An additional total of up to 1,500 acres may
be developed for irrigation using water from the McOlusky Canal. lrrigation development using water
from the McOlusky Canalwould include meeting federal requirements.

Total potential irrigation development using ground water and surface water
is about 9,000 acres. Additional irrigation development may be possible, but would likely occur in
gradual, carefully monitored stages. Estimates of potential irrigation development in this report
compare with a total of 267 acres currently permitted for irrigation in Sheridan County.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN SHERIDAN COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Sheridan County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous
introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.
They are preliminary in nature, and they should not be used lor individual project siting without further
local in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data in computation tables are
provided to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can
estimate acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the finat
summary estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest
500 acres. These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these
estimates.

Current lrrigation Development
ln Sheridan County, the primary source of irrigation water is ground water. Sheridan County

has poorly defined external drainage, so that there are no major streams to provide a reliable surface
water supply. While there are lakes and ephemeral potholes, these do not provide reliable supplies of
water in most cases. There is currently little irrigation development in Sheridan County. ln fact, there
is only one irrigation permit lor 267 acres. Total reported irrigation in Sheridan County from 1991 to
1993 varied narrowly trom2TO acres in 1993, to a maximum of 310 acres in 1991 and 1992.

There is currently no approved inigation using surface water. Because of the lack of major
streams, and because of the complexities involved with lake hydrology and competing recreational
and wildlife interests, surface waters in Sheridan County are excluded from consideration as sources.
While some lake waters would likely be available for use, they would have to be considered as
individual cases. The McClusky Canal may provide some waterfor irrigation. Access to waterfrom the
McOlusky Canal requires meeting certain federal requirements. These will be discussed briefly in this
report. Aside from the McOlusky Canal, all potential irrigation will be analyzed using potential ground-
water sources.

POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual
current water permits, or on current actual inigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
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Table 1

(1)

WATER SOURCE

Butte -c

Lake Nettie -c

Martin c/u
North Burleigh -u

Painted Woods Creek -u

Total

o/o<6 o/o<2mglL

(5)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.10

o.72

0.5*

0.50

0.50

(6)

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

0.0s
0.06
0.21

0.333

0.333

(7)

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

5,889
'120,000

30,848

3,584

6,976

167,298

(10)

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

sotL
SERIES,

sLoPE < 3%
acres

566

13,497

4,395

0

158

18,616

(11)

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

sotL
OVEHLYING

AOUIFER

acres

283

6,748

2,197
0

79

9,307

confined and unconfined.

(n
IN

(2)

ECE

%<1500
uS/cm

90

72

1 00*

1 00.

(3)

SAR

(4)

BORON

100

96

100

't00

(8) (s)

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
ACRES-' ASSOCTATTONS
WATER

LIMIT

acres acres

10

72
29

5,184
3,239

596

1,161

10,209

1 ,600

38,400

17,280

0

640

57,920

1 00-

1 00'

* No water quality data were available. Used probability of most limiling case.



the water and soil resource. ln Sheridan Gounty five aquifers have been identified as potential

sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors affecting
potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within practical

distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to irrigable

land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately 633,080 acres in Sheridan County. According to a study conducted
by North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 394,597 acres of irrigable and conditionally
inigable land in Griggs County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). About nine-tenths of the
irrigable soils are classified as conditionally irrigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or
slowness of intemal drainage.

The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the
NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1995, Unpublished) is provided on Figure Sh-1. Of
this, there are about 53,165 acres of Group 1 (inigable without limitations, slope less than 3 7o) soils
based on Sheridan County SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 39,105 irrigable
acres in the Group 2 category (irrigable with limitations). Usually the limitation is fineness of soil, which

requires limited rates of water application. About 59% of all soils mapped in irrigable series have a
slope of less than 3%. Soils requiring extensive surface or subsurface drainage are considered as

non irrigable in this study. Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 92,270 acres of
potentially irrigable land. Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately 68,100 acres, and

town lands are estimated at 3,840 acres, for a total of 71,940 acres of government land. About 15 o/o

of all mapped land is inigable according to criteria of this study. Applying this proportion to
government land results in an estimated 10,700 acres of inigable land excluded from potential use.

After excluding government land, approximately 81,500 acres of land in Sheridan County
are potentially irrigable based on soil suitability alone. However, a substantial portion of
this land is inaccessable to suitable irrigation water, or lies on state and federal land that is not available
for irrigation.

lrrigable Land Overlying Sheridan County Aquifers
Sheridan County has substantial ground water. About 167,298 acres overlie aquifers in

Sheridan County ffable 1). Of this, about 57,92O acres would be mapped in soil associations
containing soils considered to be suitable for irrigation. Approximate aquifer boundaries are shown on

Figure Sh-2. A map of soil suitability for irrigation is also shown on Figure Sh-2. Potential inigable soil
overlying aquifers in Sheridan County is calculated by multiplying the area mapped to soils of irrigable
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Figure Sh-2. Map of boundaries of the principal aquifers in Sheridan County, ND. (From
Burkart, 1983).
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associations by the percent of area within the association attributed to irrigation suitable soils series,
and by an adjustment factor of 0.59 to account for slopes of more than 3olo. The slope factor was
computed as the ratio of the area of all inigable soils in Sheridan County having slopes of less than
3%, divided by the total area of soils in irrigable series in the county.

ln Sheridan County, there is a large amount of state and federal land. A substantial portion of
this land (about 22,950) overlies aquifers. An adjustment for government land overlying each aquifer
was made by determining the ratio of irrigable area to total area overlying each aquifer, and multiplying
the govemment land overlying the aquifer by this ratio. The resulting estimate ol irrigable soil area on
government land overlying each aquifer is subtracted from the estimated total irrigable area overlying
each aquifer to supply an estimate of non government irrigable land. A total of 1g,616 acres of land
overlying aquifers was found to be irrigable. Total estimated inigable soils overlying each aquifer were
multiplied by a 112 factor to account for error, and for local preference. Results indicate that about
9,307 total acres might be available for irrigation, based on irrigable soils overlying aquifers flable 1,
column 11). However, application of a 1/2 contingency lactor and accounting for government land
may have provided an underestimate. The reader should consider that there is an
approximate minimum of 9,000 acres of totat irrigable land overlying aquifers and
available for development in Sheridan County.

lrrigable Land overlying Aquifers Based on water supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Sheridan County have moderate irrigation potential. About half to

three quarters of the ground water is of suitable quality for irrigation. Estimates of water available for
potential irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year lor deeper confined
aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2.5 inches per year for aquifers
that are parlly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers.
lrrigable acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an average of 12 inches per acre per
year irrigation' The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use
estimate. Recharge coefficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2, 2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and
0.33, respectively.

While such simplified discrete numbers can be applied in some circumstances, many aquifers
are comprised of highly complex systems of coarse deposits, varying from deeply buried to surficial
positions. ln such cases, an adjustment to the recharge coetficients is made based on an assessment
of aquifer surfaces indicated by drill log information on the county-study maps. Resulting estimated
recharge coetficients are shown on Table 1, column 6. lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water
use is then calculated by multiplying the total area overlying the aquifer by the recharge coetficient.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use, in turn, is adjusted by the water quality
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coefficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given well (l-able 1,

column 5). The most limiting parameter [of electrical conductivity (ECE), sodium adsorption ratio

(SAR), and Boronl is used to adjust for water quality. The resulting irrigable acreage estimate based

on recharge and waterquality is in Table 1, column (8). About 10,000 acres would estimated
as potentially irrigable, based on estimates of available water ol suitable quality for
irrigation.

Total Potential lnigation Development From Aquifers
Potential irrigation development is calculated using the most limiting of the above criteria for

each aquifer. lf the overlying soil is most limiting, soil criteria are used. lf water supply is limiting, the
water supply criterion is used. For Sheridan County, both potential water supply and suitable land are

limiting. Water is estimated to be limiting for the Butte and Lake Nettie aquifers, while suitable land is

estimated to be limiting for the Martin, North Burleigh, and Painted Woods aquifers. ln summing, the
most limiting amount of irrigable land estimated for each aquifer using both soils and water availability is

considered for each aquifer. Also, any land parcels smaller than a quarter section are not included.

The resulting sum lor Sheridan County is 7,381 acres. The estimate of total potential
irrigation development in Sheridan Gounty is thus about 7,500 acres. lf the half
contingency lactor were not applied to the available soils, the amount might be as much as 8,500
acres. This compares with 267 acres currently permitted for inigation in Sheridan county.

Additional Comments

The 7,500 to 8,500 acre estimate is likely conservative. Further exploration might locate
additional water-bearing deposits of limited size in Sheridan County. ln addition, estimates for
potential development are based on sustainable yield for an indefinite period. A reasonable and

limited level of mining might be allowable where there is large aquifer storage, and such additional use

could be applied for many years in some cases. This possibility would have to be evaluated on an

individual aquifer basis. Finally, the reader is cautioned that the computation methods are general in

nature, and on any given aquifer may be overly generous, or excessively limited. To a certain degree,

such variances in estimation should cancel in the overall evaluation of the county, and in the overall
Central North Dakota region considered in this report.
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IRRIGATION POTENTTAL FROM THE McCLUSKY CANAL

Under the Garrison Diversion Unit Reformulation Act of 1986, water for about 4,000 acres of
irrigation should be available from the McOlusky canal atong its entire length, which includes portions
in McLean, Burleigh, and Sheridan Counties. According to Jim Weigal of the Garrison Conservancy
District, individuals interested in irrigation development should first contact the U. S. Bureau of
Reclamation (USBR) area otfice in Bismarck, North Dakota. The USBR will conduct a survey to
determine if soils in the proposed area are suitable for irrigation. lf soils are suitable, a water permit will
be required from the North Dakota state Water Commission, and a service contract ouilining
landowners responsibilities and liabilities (with water fees) will be estabtished with the USBR. crops
inigated from the McClusky Canal will be subject to federal crop program limitations. Under current
rules only non-program crops such as potatoes and vegetable crops or alfalfa could be irrigated.

Assessment of soil suitability is performed by the USBR, using standards that may exclude
some of the heavier soils used in our assessment. The 4,000 acres of irrigation allocation allowed in
the Garrison Diversion Unit Reformulation Act of 1986 was based on a preliminary soil survey by U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation planners. Maps of land considered inigable in McLean County are available
from the USBR. ln 1988 the McOlean County Water Resource District indicated that 2,560 acres were
considered to be potentially irrigable from the McClusky Canal in McLean county . For purpose of this
report it will be assumed that the remaining portion (water for about 1,500 acres) would be
available from the McOlusky Ganal for irrigation in Sheridan County. However, a larger
portion of the 4,000 acres of irrigation available from the McClusky Canal may be available for Sheridan
County if a detailed survey of soils would indicate suflicient suitable soils, and if McLean County has
not first obtained permits for the water.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

A starting estimate of about 9,000 acres may be avaitable for irrigation in Sheridan
County, from ground-water sources, and from the McClusky Canal. More development may be
found to be feasible as development progresses.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR STUTSMAN COUNTY

There are twenty-one aquifers in Stutsman County. However, for many of these aquifers the
overlying soils are non inigable. The single largest source of irrigation water in Stutsman County is the

Spiritwood aquifer, which underlies most of the southeastern portion of the county. Smaller but

significant aquifers are the Homer, Jamestown, Midway, Montpelier, and Ypsilanti aquifers. About
63,000 acres overlying aquifers in Stutsman County have soils classified as irrigable or conditionally
irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, dre free from substantial surface and subsurface drainage
requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size lor irrigation. ln this study, estimates of potentially

irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency factor of 112to
account for potential error, and land owner preferences regarding development. The contingency
factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the contingency factor
results in an estimate ol at least 31,500 acres of inigable land in Stutsman County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable. About 50% of water samples collected from the
Spiritwood aquifer are of suitable quality for irrigation, based on the criteria of this study. Water quality

from other aquifers varies from 50% to 100% suitable for irrigation. Estimates of long-term sustainable
yield indicate that sutficient water for about 19,000 acres of inigation is possible on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (irrigable

land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of at least 7,000 acres for irrigation

should be feasible from ground water in Stutsman County. This compares with a total of 6,726 acres
currently permitted for irrigation using ground water in Stutsman County. The low estimate, compared
with larger inigable land and water supply estimates, is due to poor spatial correspondence between
water supplies and irrigable land. ln many cases, the good water is not located nearthe irrigable land.

Of 6,063 acres permitted for irrigation using suface water, about 5,465 is accounted for by
total acreage allocated for irrigation using 2,100 acre-feet of etfluent from waste ponds from Latish
Malting Company. However, the original source of this water was the Spiritwood aquifer. Of the
remaining acreage, about 250 acres would be accounted for by a reliable source (the James River)
and the remaining portion would be from other surface-water sources, which would not be reliable in
mid or late summer. lrrigation from surface-water sources is thus insubstantial in Stutsman County.
Substantial increased inigation from surface-water sources in Stutsman County would not be likely.

Total potential irrigation development for Stutsman Gounty is estimated at
about 7,000 acres. As many as 3,000 additional acres may be irrigable from the Spiritwood
aquifer. However, such additional development would have to be approached with caution.



POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN STUTSMAN COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Stutsman County. Methods of assessment used in this report
were designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous
introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.
They are preliminary, and they should not be used for individual project planning without further local
in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables are provided

to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can estimate
acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final summary
estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres.
These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these estimates.

Current lrrigation Development

ln Stutsman County there are currently 38 irrigation permits for the irrigation of 10,739 acres.
However, of this total only 7,374 acres can be irrigated in any given year. The description of water
permits in Stutsman County is complicated somewhat.by water use of Ladish Malting Company.
Ladish malt holds an industrial permit for 2,680 acre feet from the Spiritwood aquifer. About g3o/o of
the water used by Ladish Malting Co. is non consumptive and is available for irrigation from storage
ponds after use. Ladish Malting Co. also holds a water permit which allow the irrigation of 5,400 gross
acres using 2,100 acre-feet ol water from the effluent ponds. The number of acres actually inigated
annually is considerably less, however. ln 1992 about 1,776 acre-feet of water were actually pumped
from the Spiritwood aquifer for industrial use. ln 1993 total water pumped from the Spiritwood aquifer
by Ladish Malting Co. for industrial use (from five wells) was 1,821 acre feet.

In relation to the goals of this summary, the simplest net description of the Ladish Malting Co.
permits would be to treat them as an approximate 2,000 acres of annual irrigation water use from the
Spiritwood aquifer. Using this simplification, equivalent irrigation permits would be about 6,776 acres
of annual irrigation using ground water, and about 663 acres of annual irrigation using water from the
James River and other surface-water sources. Actual annual use of water for irrigation between 1991
and 1993 varied from a minimum of 955 acres in 1993, to a maximum ol 6,212 acres in 1992.
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IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

Assessment of potential irrigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on actual
current water permits, or on current actual inigated acreage. Rather it will be based on evaluation of
the water and soil resource. ln Stutsman County twenty aquifers have been identified as potential
water sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors
atfecting potential irrigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within
practical distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to
irrigable land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately '1,441,270 acres in Stutsman County. According to a study
conducted by North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 1,182,000 acres of irrigable and
conditionally inigable land in Stutsman County (Omodt, written communication, 19g2). Of this most,
about 91 o/o, is classified as conditionally irrigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or
slowness of internal drainage.

The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the
NDSU study. A soilassociation map (USDA-SCS, unpublished 199S) is provided on Figure St-1. All
soils requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded from consideration, and all soils
having slopes of more than 3 o/o a'ta also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, most of western
Stutsman county is classified as non irrigable and most of eastern Stutsman county is classified as
conditionally inigable. Non irrigable classification in western Stutsman County is largely due to the
steeper topography ol the Missouri Coteau, and the wetlands formed within the depressionalareas of
the Coteau. About 64,170 acres are classified as Group 1 (inigable without limitations, slope less than
3 o/o) soils based on Stutsman County SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional s7,4go
inigable acres in the Group 2 category (nigable with limitations). Usually the limitation is fineness of
soil, which requires limited rates of water application, or the need for internal or surface drainage.
Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 121,650 acres of potentially irrigable land. A map
of soil Groups (irrigable, conditionally irrigable, and non inigable) as defined for this study is provided
on Figure St-2.

All federal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the estimate ol potentially irrigable
acres. There are about 68,075 acres of state and federal land, and about 34,560 acres of municipal
land, for a total of about 102,635 acres of government land. About I o/o of all land in Stutsman County
is classified as irrigable according to standards of this study. Applying this proportion to government
land gives 8,211 acres of excluded land that might be considered irrigable. After subtracting
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Table 1 Resources lor poten14 irrigation development in Stulsman County, ND. ECE is the electrical conductivity ol water; SAR is the sodium a{sorptioJt ralio of water; and
Boron is the concentration6f boron in witer. Potential irrigable acies based on water limitations (column 8) are calculated by multiplying the total acreage (coiumn 7) by the

slope o:f less than 3% (column 10) is calculated from land area mapped in irrigable associations overlying the aquifer (column 9), adiusted for the- proportion of the
as6ociation attributed 6 soils of irrigation suitable series, and by an adjustment factor (0.43) accounling for slopes greater than 37'. Tle final eslimate of potential

deielopment. (i) mearis aquifer i6 confined with less than 50 feei of overburdon. (cf) means that aquifer is deeply conlined, having more lhan 50 feet of overburdon. (u)
means that aquifer is unconfined. (c/u) or (u/c) means that aquifer is variably confined and unconfined.

(6) (7) (8) (e) (1 0) (1 1)(1)

WATER SOURCE

Courtenay -c

Deer Creek -ct

Eric Lake ct
Homer ct

Goldwin c/u

Jamestown -ct

Klose -c

Marstonmoor Plain u

Medina c/u

Midway -ct

(2)

ECE

(3)

SAR

(4)

BORON

(5)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0,5*'

0,5**

0.5**

0.5'*

0.5"
I

0.5

1

0.5

0.6

RECHARGE
COEFFICIENT

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
ACRES- ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3%
acres

133

0

0

2,905

0

2,362

657

0

0

10,602

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

U)
I(,

%<1500 Y"<6 "/"<2mglL

50 100 100

100 100 100

100 60 100

0,1

0.04

0.04

0.1

o.2

0.1

0.1

0.33

0.2

0.04

33

192

164

440
819

716
214

9,934

4Ss

701
I

632 tf

66

0

0

1,452

0

1,181

328

0

0

5,301

acres

678

9,638

8,243

8,806

8,192

7,161

4,281

30,1 05

4,358

29,209

acres acres

678

0

0

88,06

0

71,61

33,21

0

0

29,209

Sparse data.
Irisuflicient data. Water quality coeflicient based on other nearby aquifers'
Adjusted for overlap of a{uifeis. Montpelier aquiler overlies Spiritwood aquifer,
thd upper aquifer, and recharge area is excluded from computations ol recharge

and Seven-Mile Coulee aquiler overlies Midway aquifer. Recharge computations are allocated to
lor the lower aquifer.
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Table 1

(1)

WATER SOURCE

Montpelier c

Mt. Moriah -cf

Plainview

Seven Mile Coulee c/u

Spiritwood -cf
(North/Rose and

Spiritwood Townships)

Spiritwood -cf
(South / Winfietd and
Ypsilanti Townships)

Streeter

Sydney -cf

Upper Buffalo Creek -cf

Ypsilanti c/u

Windsor -cf

Total

SAR BORON

o/o< 6 o/o<2 mglL

'l 00 't 00

98

50

85

100

(5)

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

0.5

0.5

0.5

1

0.5

0.5

0.85

0.5

0.5

0.75*

0.5

(cont)' Resources for ootential irrigation development in stutsman county, ND. EcE is the electrical conductivityof water; SAR is the sodium adsorption ratio of water; andBoron is the concentraiion ot roroiin waGr. 
-pitd"ii"r 

irrig.abte a.r"s ual6liin viter timitations (column B) ar

attributed to soils of irrioation suitable serles, anJ uvin aquitireniracfi0-.4:i;""ounring for Sroiesb[itliti"" s%. tiii;i;tiiiare ot potentiar irrigarion

(21 (3) (41 (6) (7)

RECHARGE AREA
COEFFICIENT OVERLYING

AQUIFER

(s)

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPEDIRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLE
ACRES. ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

(8) (10)

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

sotL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

acres

6,124

0

366

849

33,743

0

741

1,351

1,750

1,325

62,915

1)

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

3,062

0

183

424
16,871

0

370

675

875

662

31,457

ECE

%<1500
pS/cm

CN
IA

0.1

0.04

0.04

0.2

0.04

0.1

0.04

0.04

0.2

0.04

acres

14,278

1,395

1 235

2,867

32,576

46,080
I

31,802

466

1,728

4,096

5,305

9,024

229,721

acres

713
27

24

573

2,000

acres

14,278

0

1,235

2,867

78,656

0

1,728

4,096

5,305

5,024

162,364

98

99

75

50

90

90

90

95

75

922
I

636 tt
39

34

81

795

180

18,681

tf Fj,y.Il"^'Aid1a. ,Water quatity coefficient based on other nearby aquifers.Aojusleo lor overlaD of aouifers. Montpelie.r aquiler overlies Spi'iitr,vbod aquifer, and Seven-Mile Couleelhe upper aquifer, dnd reiharge area id excludd- tiom-computations of recharge for the lower aquifer.
aquifer overlies Midway aquifer. Recharge computations are ailocated to
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Cresbard-Barnes-Svea
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Kloten-Buse-Lamoure
Sinai-Overly-Bearden
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Sioux-Fordville-Lamoure
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Soilassociation map of Stutsman County ND. (From Stutsman County Soil
Survey, USDA-SCS , unpublished, 1995).

Figure St-1.
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Soil lrrigability
I Group t
ffi Group e
I Group 3&+

- Aquifer Boundaries

- Spiritwood Aquifer
Boundary

Map of boundaries of the principal aquifers in stutsman county, ND. (FromHuxeland Petri, 1965).
Figure St-2.
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estimated irrigable government land, approximately 113,500 (113,439) acres would be

considered to be potentially irrigable based on soil factors alone.

Estimates of lnigable SoilOverlying Aquifers

The overall estimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soilsurvey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3%. Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying

aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer

boundaries. Area mapped to soilassociations considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted

by the percent of soil series within the association considered to be irrigable. ln addition, irrigable

series were adjusted to account for slopes greater than 3% using a factor of 0.66. Stutsman County

soil summary table data indicated that about 66 % of soils mapped in series considered irrigable, had

slopes of less than 3 %. Finally, a 1/2 contingency factor was applied to all estimates of irrigable soil

area. Results in Table 1, column 11 indicated that about 31,500 acres (31,457 acres) of land

overlying aquifers would be considered as potentially irrigable based on soil
suitability alone.

lrrigable Land Overlying Aquifers Based on Water Supply Limitations

Ground-water resources in Stutsman County have variable quality for irrigation use. Between

50 and 100 o/o of the ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for
irrigation. Water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (ECE), sodium

adsorption ratio (SAR), and Boron concentration (Iable 1).

Estimates of water availabb for potential irrigation are based on an estimated recharge 0.3

inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined

aquifers, 2.5 inches per year for aquifers that are partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches

per year for unconfined aquifers. The recharge coetficient is the estimated recharge divided by the

12-inch use estimate. Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, '1.2, 2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1 ,

0.21, and 0.33, respectively. In some cases, depending on the aquifer, ranges of values between

these coetficients are selected. Many of the aquifers in Stutsman County are deeply buried in the
glacialtill. Some aquifers overlap others. For example, the Seven-Mile Coulee aquifer overlies the

Spiritwood aquifer, and the Montpelier aquifer overlies the Midway aquifer. Since both aquifers in

each case occupy the same recharge area, recharge estimates are applied only to the shallowest

aquifer, and the areas of the deeper aquifers are excluded from the computations.
lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality

coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation at a given location (Iable 1,
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column 5)' The most limiting parameter (of ECE, sAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 1, column (g).

Because of additional information available for part of the spiritwood aquifer, the spiritwood
aquifer is given some further consideration. sustainable yield from the spiritwood aquifer is generally
computed based on an estimated recharge of about 0.5 inches per year. ln some parts of the
Spiritwood aquifer, this would be considered high. However, there are certainly areas where the
spiritwood has better connection to the surface, and significanfly larger recharge. There is insutficient
information to deal with such tocal heterogeneities on a more detailed level, so the estimate of 0.5
must suffice for this report. However, it is known that Ladish Malting co. is currenfly pumping about
1,800 acre-feet per year from the Spiritwood aquifer at one location. Despite the localized
concentration of pumping, piezometric levels in the spiritwood aquifer near Ladish Malting co.
appears have been holding at a steady level. Most of this water can be used for irrigation. lt appears
likely that sustainable yield exceeds the 0.5 inch recharge estimate in the vicinity of Ladish Malting co.

For purpose of analysis, the spiritwood aquifer in stutsman county is divided into two
components, which are treated separately. The first component consists of spiritwood and winfield
townships. The Ladish Malting co. wells are located within this unit. lt is assumed that the Ladish
Malting co' permit for 2,680 acre feet may fully allocate the water available from the spiritwood aquifer
in these two townships, and that about 2,000 acre-feet of this could be used for irrigation, after use in
the malting facility.

The second component consists of the southernmost two townships (ypsilanti and Manns)
overlying the spiritwood aquifer. The area of the aquifer underlying the second component (about
46,080 acres) is used to compute sustainable yield using the 0.5 inch per year recharge value
described previously; sustainable yields for portions of the spiritwood underlying the shaltower
Montpelier aquifer are computed using the higher estimated recharge (1.2 inch per year) for the
Montpelier aquifer. Results indicate that about 636 additional acres could possibly be irrigated from
the spiritwood aquifer in the southern two townships in stutsman county. Adding the 713 acres of
potential development for the Montpelier aquifer, results in a total estimate of 1,300 acres of irrigation
development from the spiritwood aquifer, apart from the Ladish Malting co. water permit.

Potential lrrigation Development from Ground water in stutsman county
The most limiting factor in Table 1 [water limiting (column g); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground water in stutsman county. parcels of land
less than 130 acres are not included in the sum of potentially irrigable acres. The sum ofpotentially irrigable acres based on the most limiting resource is about z,oo0 acres
(6'819 acres)' This total includes irrigation of 2,000 acres using etfluent from Ladish Malting co.
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Because there are already 6,7/6 acres of irrigation permitted from ground water in Stutsman County
(including the approximate 2,000 acres irrigated using etfluent water from Ladish Malting Co.), it might

be concluded that potentialfor increased irrigation in Stutsman County is limited.

The discrepancy between the large estimates of available land and available water for
irrigation, and the relatively low estimate of irrigation development potential is largely due to the poor

correspondence between inigable soiland water resources in Stutsman County. The entire western
portion of Stutsman County consists of high and rolling terrain on the Missouri Coteau. Some of the

most promising potentialwater sources are located in this area. Water supplies for irrigation of about

11,500 acres are estimated for the Deer Creek, Eric Lake, Goldwin, Marstonmoor Plain, Medina,

Mount Moriah, and Streeter aquifers. Each of these have corresponding estimates of no irrigable soils
(Figure St-2 and Table 1). The Marstonmoor Plain aquifer alone, is estimated to have water of

excellent quality in sutficient quantities to irrigate about 10,000 acres. However, it is located in an area

of generally steep topography.

Additional Comments
While estimates based on sustainable yield would indicate that potential for irrigation

development is limited, some additional irrigation may be allowable from limited mining of large

aquifers, like the Spiritwood. lt is estimated that up to 3,000 acres might be irrigable for many years

from the Spiritwood aquifer in Stutsman Gounty; allowing for mining of about 1Oo/o ol current storage.

Also, a very large amount of good quality water, particularly in the Marstonmoor Plain aquifer,

has been excluded from potential development because of the steep and otherwise unsuitable

overlying soil based on soil association maps. Soil associations maps are of broad scale, and there

remains the likelihood of limited development on localized soils that are suitable for irrigation. Such

development would likely occur as small isolated tracts. Smaller field sizes than the common quarter-

section center pivot tract would be likely in many cases. Such development would have to be

pursued on the basis of more detailed local studies than this report can provide.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT USING SURFACE WATER

Surface water sources in Stutsman County include the James River and Pipestem Creek, and

tributaries. Of 6,063 acres approved for irrigation using surface water, 5,400 acres are permitted for
ponded etfluent from the Ladish Malting Co. facility, that actually originates in the Spiritwood aquifer.
The Ladish Malting Co. etfluent has already been considered as ground water. Actual irrigation from
non etfluent surface-water sources totals about 600 acres. Of the current water permits, only 242
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acres are permitted lor irrigation using water from the James River main stem. There is no irrigation
using waters removed directly from the main stem of Pipestem creek. The additional irrigation (about
422 acres) is from non main stem tributaries and sloughs. These would not likely be dependable
sources' Moreover, both the James River and Pipestem Creek are heavily appropriated. Further
issuance of water permits for these sources is not likely. on this basis, a total of about 250 acres
are considered to be irrigable from surface water in stutsman county.

SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

A total of 7,000 to 7,500 acres are considered to be irrigable from combined
ground water and surface water sources in stutsman county. This total is close to
current appropriations. As many as 3,000 additional acres might be irrigated for a substantial period of
time from limited mining of water in the spiritwood aquifer. This, however, would have to be carefully
evaluated' There may also be further potential irrigation in the western portion of Stutsman County,
particularly in the area of the Marstonmoor Plain aquifer. Such additional irrigation woutd likely be in
smalltracts.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR WELLS COUNTY

About 24,000 acres overlying aquifers in Wells County have soils classified as irrigable or
conditionally irrigable, have slopes of less than 3 o/o, are free from substantial surface and subsurface

drainage requirements, and lie in parcels of sutficient size for irrigation. ln this study, estimates of
potentially irrigable land are based on total land classified as irrigable, multiplied by a contingency

factor ol 112lo account for potential error, and land owner preferences. regarding development. The

contingency factor is also intended to lend a conservative bias to this report. Application of the

contingency factor results in an estimate of at least 12,000 acres of irrigable land in Wells County.

Water quality for irrigation is variable. Percent of water in each aquifer having water quality

suitable for irrigation variies from 50% to 100%. Most aquifers had suitable quality for irrigation in only

50 to 600/o of the samples. Estimates of tong-term sustainable yield indicate that sutficient water for
about 6,500 acres of irrigation is possible on a long-term basis.

Potential irrigation development is estimated by summing the most limiting resource (irrigable

land or water) for each aquifer. Results indicate that development of about 6,000 acres
for irrigation should be feasible in Wells Gounty. However, there may be some difficulty in

locating specific sites suitable for irrigation, because of variability in water quality. lrrigation from

surface water is insubstantial, and does not add to the overallamount of potential irrigation. Estimates

of potential irrigation development in this report compare with a total of 791 acres currently permitted

for irrigation in Wells County.



POTENTIAL IRBIGATION DEVELOPMENT IN WELLS COUNTY NORTH DAKOTA

The purpose of this report (chapter) is to provide an evaluation of land and water available for
potential irrigation development in Wells County. Methods of assessment used in this report were
designed to provide a conservative estimate. These methods were described in a previous

introductory section. lt is emphasized that the findings of this report are based on general information.

They are preliminary, and they should not be used for individual project planning without further local

in-depth analysis. For the sake of continuity in computation, data on computation tables are provided

to the nearest digit. However, this should not lead to the conclusion that this report can estimate

acreage with such a high level of precision. ln the text of this report, the final summary
estimates resulting from table computations are rounded to the nearest 500 acres.
These final rounded numbers reflect more appropriately the general character of these estimates.

Current lrrigation Water Permits and Water Use

ln Wells Gounty there are currently only five irrigation permits for a total of 791 acres. Annual

use averages less than half of the approved acreage. Between 1991 and 1993 largest irrigated

acreage was 390 in 1992. Least irrigation (60 acres) occurred in 1993, which was an extremely wet
year. ln most years it is likelythat nearly 300 acres are inigated.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT FROM GROUND WATER

ln Wells County, there are currently 392 acres permitted for irrigation using ground water.

However, actualannual irrigation from 1991 through 1993 varied from as little as 60 acres to as much

as 230 acres. Assessment of potential inigable land in this report will not be limited to or based on

actual current water permits, or on current actual irrigated acreage. Rather it will be based on

evaluation of the water and soil resource. In Wells County four aquifers have been identified as
potential sources for irrigation. These are listed on Table 1. There are two possible limiting factors
affecting potential inigation development using ground water. These are (1) irrigable land within

practical distance of the water source , and (2) available water of suitable quality in close proximity to
inigable land.

Total lrrigable Soils

There are approximately 820,051 acres in Wells County. According to a study conducted by

North Dakota State University (NDSU) there are about 643,355 acres of irrigable and conditionally
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Table 1. Resources for polential irlgation development ln wells county, ND. EcE is the electrical conductivity of water; sAR is the sodium adsorplion ratio of water; and Boron is
recharge coefricient coerficienl ln columl (Q) as olicriusd il rhs i,rxt, ;.ir iii iijliitfig rd;;;l;; i];lii-1ij;;
association attributed to soils ol lrhgation suitable series, and uv ariiopilmiit raaor.(0.6!) accounii,ij r6i"iop"s greater than 3%. 

-The 
finat estimate ot potentiatirrigation development is he

(u) means that aquifer is unionfined. 1c,lu1 means ttrit aqutter is vari'abit;6til; and uncontined.

WATERSOURCE ECE SAR BORON

o/"< 1500 V"<6 o/"<2 mglL

WATER
QUALITY

COEFFICIENT

RECHARGE
C,oEFFICIENT

AREA
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

POTENTIAL LAND MAPPED
IRRIGABLE IN IRRIGABLEACRES- ASSOCIATIONS

WATER LIMIT

LAND
MAPPED IN
IRRIGABLE

SOIL
SERIES,
SLOPE <

3o/"
acres

POTENTIAL
IRRIGABLE

sotL
OVERLYING

AQUIFER

acres

€oIN
Canington -c

Heimdal -u

Manfred -clu

Mardn c
New Focklord -ct

100

60

60

60

55

100

100

60

60

50

100

100

100

100

100

1.0

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.1

0.33

0.21

0.1

0.05

0.33

0.33

0.1

0.33

0.1

5,625

6,995

10,496

41 ,510.*.
/ 39,100

6,528

2,988

1,164

3,187

1,024

77,117

acres

562
1,395

1,322

s77

1,077

493
70
526

51

6,463

acres

5,625

6,835

10,496

39,750
/ 38,469t

6,368

2,668

1 ,'t 64

3,187

1,024

77,117

2,295

2,665

2,839

10,413

2,483

1,'120

475

860

431

23,575

acres

1,147

1,333

1,416

Pipestem -u

Rocky Run' -u
Roselield *' -c
Rusland' -u

South Fessenden " -c

Total 50 65 100

0.5

0.6

0.5

0.5

0.5

5,207

1,241

560

237

430
215

11,786
* No waler quality data were avairabre. Used probabirity of most rimiting case.



irrigable land in Wells County (Omodt, written communication, 1982). About 88 % is classified as

conditionally inigable because of slope, drainage requirements, or slowness of internal drainage.

The classification used in this report is a much more restrictive subset of that used in the

NDSU study. A soil association map (USDA-SCS, 1970) is provided on Figure We-1. All soils

requiring extensive surface or internal drainage are excluded lrom consideration, and all soils having

slopes of more than 3 o/o ale also excluded. Using the criteria of this study, about 149,920 acres are

classified as Group 1 (inigable without limitations, slope less than 3 %) soils based on Wells County

SCS soil survey tabulations. There are an additional 90,154 irrigable acres in the Group 2 category

(irrigable with limitations). Usually the limitation is fineness of soil, which requires limited rates of water

application. Soils requiring extensive surface or subsurface drainage are considered as non irrigable

in this study. Thus, based on soil suitability alone, there are about 27O,O74 acres of potentially

irrigable land.

Allfederal, state, and municipal land is excluded from the potentially irrigable acres, except for

state school lands ol which 50o/o ate excluded. Estimates of federal and state lands are approximately

23,271 acres, and town lands are estimated at 8,320. The total ol excluded land is 31,591 acres.

About 32 o/o of all land in Wells County is classilied as irrigable according to standards of this study.

Applying this proportion to government land gives 10,404 acres of excluded land that might be

considered inigable. After subtracting estimated irrigable government land, approximately 260,000
(259,669) acres would be considered to be potentially irrigable based on soit factors
alone. A map of soil Groups (inigable, conditionally irrigable, and non irrigable) as defined lor this

study is provided on Figure We-2.

Estimates of I rrigable Soil Overlying Aquifers

The overallestimates of irrigable soils discussed above were taken from soil survey summary

tables and were adjusted for slopes greater than 3ol". Estimates of irrigation-suitable soil overlying

aquifers were calculated by integrating the areas of mapped soil associations within mapped aquifer

boundaries. Area mapped to soilassociations considered to be predominantly irrigable were adjusted

by the percent of soil series within the association considered to be irrigable. ln addition, irrigable

series were adjusted to account for slopes greater than 3% using a tactor of 0.6. Wells County soil

summary table data indicated that about 60 % of soils mapped in series considered irrigable, had

slopes of less than 3 o/o. Finally, a 1/2 cbntingency factor was applied io all'estimates ol irrigable soil

area. Results in Table 1, column 11 indicated that about 12,000 acres (11,7836 acres) of land
overlying aquifers would be considered as potentially irrigable based on soil
suitability alone.
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Soil Associations
ffi Barnes
I Barnes-Buse
I Barnes-Svea
N Egeland-Embden
E Emrick-Larson
D Forman-Nutley
El Heimoat-Emrick-Fram
ffi taoetle
ffil Renshaw-Arvilla-Lamoure
E Sioux-Barnes

€oIA

Figure we'l. Soil association map of wells county ND. (From wells county soil survey, usDA-scs , 1g7o).



Soil lrrigability
fl Group t
ffiN Group zI Group 3&+

Aquifer Boundaries
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Figure We-2. Map of boundaries of the principal aquifers in WellsCounty, ND. (From Buburla, 1970)



lrrigable Land overlying Aquilers Based on water supply Limitations
Ground-water resources in Wells County have variable quality for irrigation use. Between 50

and 100 % of the ground water from aquifers considered on Table 1 are of suitable quality for
irrigation' water quality is evaluated on the basis of suitable electrical conductivity (EcE), sodium
adsorption ratio (SAR), and Boron concentration (Table 1). Estimates of water available for potenti4
irrigation are based on an estimated recharge of 0.3 inches per year for deeper confined aquifers in
glacial till, 1.2 inch per year for shallow confined aquifers, 2.5 inches per year for aquifers that are
partly confined, and partly unconfined, and 4 inches per year for unconfined aquifers. lrrigable
acreage for each aquifer is then calculated by assuming an averag e of 12 inches per acre per year
irrigation. The recharge coefficient is the estimated recharge divided by the 12-inch use estimate.
Recharge coetficients calculated for 0.3, 1.2,2.5, and 4 inches are 0.025, 0.1, 0.21, and 0.33,
respectively.

while such simplified discrete numbers can be applied in some circumstances, many aquifers
are comprised of highly complex systems of coarse deposits, varying from deeply buried to sulficial
positions' Results must also consider variations in the overlying till, and the possibility ol connection
between stratified deposits. ln wells county, the carrington, Martin, New Rockford, and Rosefield
aquifers are confined. However, overlying glacialdrift is frequenfly coarse. The New Rockford aquifer
is deeply buried, and is overlain in parts by the Heimdal aquifer. The Heimdal, Manfred, pipestem,
Rocky Run, and Rusland aquifers were formed either as outwash, or as meltwater channels and are
generally unconfined, or partially unconfined. Recharge coefficients selected for each of these
aquifers are shown on Table 1, column 6.

lrrigation acreage based on sustainable water use is further adjusted by the water quality
coetficient, which is the probability of obtaining water suitable for irrigation in a given we1 (rable 1,
column 5)' The most limiting parameter (of ECE, SAR, Boron) is used to adjust for water quality. The
resulting irrigable acreage estimate based on recharge and water quality is in Table 1, column g.
About 6,500 acres are estimated as potentially irrigabte, based on estimates ol
available water of suitable quality for irrigation.

Potential lrigation Development from Ground water in wells county
The most limiting factor in Table 1 [water limiting (column 8); or soil limiting (column 11)] is used

to estimate potential irrigation development from ground watei in wells county. water is most limiting
for all aquifers but the Rusland. Based on Table 1, about 6,000 acres (6,246 acres) are
estimated as having potential for irrigation devetopment in wells county. The
estimated potential development of 6,000 acres compares with an actualcurrent ground water permit
allocation of 392 acres for irigation, and actual current annual water use of close to 300 acres.
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Additional Comments
It is the sense of the managing hydrologist for Wells County (Jon Patch, personal

communication, March 1995) that the 6,500-acre estimate may be on the "upper" rather than "lower"

end of a realistic assessment of irdgation potential for Wells County. Mr. Patch has indicated concern

over the water quality limitations. While the water quality factor used in this report should account for

this limitation in total development, there still remains the problem of finding the good quality water in

each aquifer. There also remains the possibility that the better quality water may be located in local

concentrations which make full use and development ditficult. On the other hand, estimates for
potential development are based on sustainable yield for an indelinite period. A reasonable and

limited level of mining might be allowable where there is large aquifer storage, and such additional use

could be applied for many years in some cases. This possibility would have to be evaluated on an

individual aquifer basis.

Finally, the reader is cautioned that the computation methods are general in nature, and on

any given aquifer may be overly generous, or excessively limited. To a certain degree, such variances

in estimation should cancel in the overall evaluation of the county. Actual irrigation potential for a
given aquifer could only be determined through detailed local investigation, and through the ongoing

process of assessment which occurs during the implementation of gradual irrigation development.

IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT USING SURFACE WATER

Surface water sources in Wells County include the upper reaches of the James River and the

Sheyenne River. There are currently only 399 acres of water permits from surface water sources. Of

this, there was no irrigation in 1991 and 1993, and only 55 acres were irrigated in 1992. Both the

James River and the Sheyenne River are heavily appropriated in the lower reaches, and it would seem

unlikely that substantial amounts of water would be allocated for irrigation development in Wells

County from these sources in the foreseeable future. Flow records for 1989 and 1991 indicated that

August flows were near and sometimes less than 1 cfs during August. This amount is insutficient to

reliably supply one quarter-section center pivot. lt would seem from this that the reliable summer

supply of irrigation waterfrom surface-water sources in Wells County is too small to be considered.
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SUMMARY OF POTENTIAL IRRIGATION DEVELOPMENT

Approximately 6,000 acres of potential irrigation, all from ground water,
appears to be avairabre for deveropment in weils Gounty.
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